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Abstract 

In transparent conductive oxide nanostructures, oxygen vacancy defects (neutral, singly 

charged, and doubly charged defects) are found to be one of the most important and prevalent defects 

due to the enhancement of light absorption and charge transport properties, improved performance in 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction driven by visible light, and the introduction of 

ferromagnetism. However, the traditional methods of creating of oxygen vacancies, including 

hydrogen thermal treatment, high energy particle bombardment, and thermal annealing under oxygen 

depletion condition, generate oxygen vacancies mostly at the surface of the nanostructures. The 

performance of these nanostructures is therefore limited to surface oxygen vacancies. More 

importantly, the surface oxygen vacancies are found to be highly susceptible to oxidation upon long-

term exposure to air. In addition, the dependence of optical, photoelectrochemical, and magnetic 

properties on the surface morphology and oxygen vacancy defect composition of the one-dimensional 

transparent conductive oxide nanostructures are not well understood.  For these reasons, there is a 

great interest in the development of a novel method to create oxygen vacancies both at the surface and 

in the bulk of transparent conductive oxide nanostructures.  

As two of the most important functional transparent conductive oxides, TiO2 and ZrO2 are 

specially preferred catalysts for photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction because of their suitable 

band edge positions for hydrogen evolution and exceptional stability against photocorrosion upon 

optical excitation. In the present work, highly oxygen-deficient TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures 

including nanobricks, nanopopcorns, nanowires and nanosheets are prepared on Si substrates by a 

one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method. The use of a high vacuum system and Ar 

flow, and precise control of the gold-nanoisland catalyst size, interfacial SiO2 layer thickness, and 

growth temperature have enabled us to produce oxygen-deficient single-crystalline nanostructured 

films with different morphologies and different composition of oxygen vacancy defects. 

 The oxygen-deficient TiO2 nanostructures have been chosen as the starting point of the 

present study. For TiO2 nanowires reported to date, the oxygen vacancies have been found to form 

just within a few tens of nanometers at the outer surface of these nanowires, and the photocurrent 

density is significantly reduced by two to three orders of magnitude when ultraviolet light (<430 nm) 

is filtered out from the AM 1.5G simulated sunlight. Here, we demonstrate, for the first time, that by 

manipulating the thickness of the SiO2 buffer layer, together with appropriately optimized growth 
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temperature and growth environment, it is possible to synthesize TiO2 nanobelts, and corrugated 

nanowires, straight nanowires, and  tapered TiO2 nanowires decorated with TiO2-nanocrystallites 

using a one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method.  We further show that the amount 

of oxygen vacancy defects depends on the growth temperature, while our electrochemical impedance 

measurement confirms the lower charge transfer resistances at the depletion layer of the decorated 

nanowires. Photoelectrochemical measurement under simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm
2
) shows that 

the photocurrent density measured at 0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for the decorated nanowires (1.5 mA/cm
2
) 

is found to be significantly higher than those of nanobelts (0.18 mA/cm
2
), nanobricks (0.25 mA/cm

2
), 

straight nanowires (0.6 mA/cm
2
), and corrugated nanowires (0.94 mA/cm

2
).  More importantly, the 

photocurrent density of defect-rich decorated nanowires is reduced only slightly from 1.5 mA/cm
2
 to 

1.4 mA/cm
2
 when the ultraviolet light (<430 nm) is filtered out, which represents 87% of the overall 

photocurrent. The high activity in the visible region can be attributed to a larger amount of oxygen 

vacancy defects in decorated nanowires, and to the enhanced charge transfer from the nanocrystallites 

to the cores of the decorated nanowires. 

To extend the aforementioned method to other transparent conductive oxides, ZrO2 nanowires 

with different morphologies and compositions of oxygen vacancy defects have been prepared by 

tuning the gold-nanoisland catalyst size and growth temperature. The as-grown hierarchical ZrO2 

nanowires (12.1 mA/cm
2
), consisting of individual ZrO2 nanowires decorated with ZrO2 nanoplates, 

have shown 1.9 times more photocurrent density than that of as-grown regular nanowires (6.4 

mA/cm
2
). The photoelectrochemical performance of as-grown nanostructures has been further 

improved by partial delamination or flaking of the as-grown nanostructured film by a simple 

hydrofluoric acid treatment. The photocurrent density of the partially delaminated hierarchical 

nanowires, obtained after the HF treatment, is found to increase remarkably to 42.4 mA/cm
2
, i.e. 

nearly 3.5 times that of the as-grown hierarchical nanowires due to improvement of the composition 

of oxygen vacancy defects, charge carrier transport resistance, and specific surface area of the as-

grown single-crystalline hierarchical nanowires. More importantly, the HF-treated partially 

delaminated hierarchical nanowire film electrode provides the highest cathodic photocurrent of 32.2 

mA/cm
2
 (at −0.8 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode) in the visible light (>400 nm) region reported to 

date. 

The variation of the pulsed deposition growth temperature also produces ZrO2 nanostructures 

with different specific surface areas and amounts of oxygen vacancy defects, including nanobricks, 
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nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires. The presence of different types of oxygen vacancies 

(neutral, singly charged, and doubly charged defects) and their correlation to the Zr
x+ 

oxidation states 

(4>x>1) are found to affect the exchange interactions and the ferromagnetic properties of these 

nanostructures. The saturation magnetization measured at 2000 Oe for the nanowires (5.9 emu/g) is 

found to be significantly greater than those of nanospikes (2.9 emu/g), nanopopcorns (1.2 emu/g), and 

nanobricks (0.6 emu/g), while the coercivity for the nanowires (99 Oe) is approximately twice that of 

the nanobricks (50 Oe). More importantly, a Curie temperature (Tc) considerably above room 

temperature has also been observed for these ZrO2 nanostructures, including nanowires (700 K), 

nanospikes (650 K), nanopopcorns (550 K), and nanobricks (400 K). We also provide the first 

experimental evidence that it is the amount of defects in and not the phase of ZrO2 that controls the 

ferromagnetic order in undoped ZrO2 nanostructures. The present work therefore provides, for the 

first time, a direct correlation between the surface morphology and the composition of oxygen 

vacancy defects with the photoelectrochemical and ferromagnetic properties of the TiO2 and ZrO2 

nanostructures.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The present work focusses on the development of defect-rich, one-dimensional transparent 

conductive oxide (TCO) nanomaterials, particularly that of TiO2 and ZrO2, and their applications as 

ultra-efficient photocatalysts for photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction (for hydrogen 

generation) and as high-TC dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors for spin-based technologies.  This 

Chapter will briefly describe the general properties of TCO nanostructured materials, the significance 

of TiO2 and ZrO2 over other TCOs, and the advantage of non-stoichiometric nanostructures over 

stoichiometric TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures. This will be followed by an overview of the strategies 

used to improve the visible-light photoelectrochemical water splitting performance of TiO2 and ZrO2 

nanostructures, and the basic concepts in the development of dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor 

oxides. The last section will discuss the scope and structure of the thesis. 

1.1 Transparent Conducting Oxides 

Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) are conductive metal oxides with a wide band gap 

(greater than 3 eV) that enables the transmittance of light up to the ultra-violet (UV) region and are 

often found to be n-type.
1
 Over the past four decades, TCO nanostructured materials have received 

considerable attention due to their availability, biocompatibility, versatile morphologies, and 

enhanced performance  in catalytic photoelectrochemical water splitting for hydrogen generation, 

photodegradation of organic pollutants, and dye-sensitized solar cells.
2
 In general, TCOs have two 

unique structural features: switchable and/or mixed cation vacancies, and adjustable oxygen 

deficiency,
3
 which are the bases for the development of smart functional materials with unique 

electronic, optical, and chemical properties. A number of theoretical calculations and experimental 

studies have also suggested that doping,
4
 phase structure,

5
 and intrinsic point defects

6
 could contribute 

to the ferromagnetic behaviour of these oxides.  

Among the various TCOs, TiO2 and ZrO2 are two of the most important functional oxides, 

and are especially popular for photoelectrochemical reaction because of their exceptional stability 

against photocorrosion upon optical excitation. Like other TCOs, TiO2 and ZrO2 are mainly 

synthesized in nanoparticle or thin film forms, partly because of the natural increase in the specific 

surface area in the nanoscale and the potential opportunity in manipulating their nanoscale properties, 

both of which are of great interest to catalysis, sensing and other nanotechnology applications. 

Recently, synthesis of one-dimensional (1D) TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures has attracted much 

attention due to their many unique physical and chemical properties, including low dimensionality, 
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single crystallinity, high length-to-width aspect ratio, and the quantum confinement effect. Together 

with their excellent mechanical strength, chemical stability, and outstanding optical property, the wire 

geometry also provides a 1D confinement channel for charge transport.
7
 

As the stoichiometric nanostructure has a similarly large band gap as that of the bulk material 

(≥ 3eV), they only absorb photons with wavelength in ultraviolet region (λ < 400 nm), which 

represents only 5–8% of the solar spectrum at sea level. This poor light absorption, especially in the 

visible region, limits the efficiency and leads to the requirement of artificial UV illumination of the 

catalysts in order to achieve better performance. To improve the photocatalytic activity in the visible 

region (λ > 400 nm), various efforts have been made to tune the band gaps of TCOs, and these 

include doping with metals and nonmetals, and creation of oxygen vacancies by thermal annealing in 

hydrogen or oxygen depletion condition. The current problem with doped catalysts is that they have 

almost no activity in the visible light region,
8
 and in some cases they actually exhibit lower activity in 

the ultraviolet region than the undoped TCOs
9
 because of the high charge carrier recombination in 

dopant-induced defects. The major challenge with the oxygen-deficient TCOs is that the post-

treatment creates oxygen vacancies only at the surface of the nanostructures, and the photoactivity 

performance of these TCOs remains limited by the surface oxygen vacancies of the nanostructures.
8
  

The relative composition of the oxygen vacancy defects (neutral, singly-charged, and doubly-

charged oxygen vacancies) has been found to be the origin of some of the most fascinating properties 

in the these oxides, including increased conductivity,
10

 enhanced visible-light absorption,
11

 greatly 

improved photoelectrochemical water splitting reactivity,
12

 and room-temperature ferromagnetic 

property.
13

 For 1D nanostructures of TCOs, engineering the types and composition of defects, 

including oxygen vacancies, are crucial to controlling the physical and chemical properties of these 

oxides. The dependence of optical, photoelectrochemical, and magnetic properties on the surface 

morphology and on the composition of oxygen vacancy defects of 1D TCO nanostructures are, 

however, not well understood. The present work will therefore focus on defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 1D 

nanostructures. 
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1.2 Visible-light Driven Photoelectrochemical Water Oxidation  

1.2.1 TiO2 as the photocatalyst for photoelectrochemical water splitting 

1.2.1.1 Properties of stoichiometric TiO2 nanostructures 

TiO2 occurs in nature in three mineral forms: rutile (a = b = 4.584 Å, c = 2.953 Å), anatase (a 

= b = 3.753 Å, c = 9.372 Å), and brookite (a = b = 3.753 Å, c = 9.372 Å).
14

 While rutile is the most 

common form in nature and the most stable polymorph among the three forms, anatase and brookite 

can both be converted to rutile by annealing. The crystal structures of these polymorphs are shown in 

Figure 1.1. Both the anatase and rutile belong to the tetragonal crystal system, while the brookite has 

the orthorhombic crystal system. In all these polymorphs, a titanium atom is surrounded by six 

oxygen atoms in a somewhat distorted octahedral configuration. In rutile, the octahedron shows a 

slight orthorhombic distortion, while the octahedron of anatase is significantly distorted so that its 

symmetry is lower than orthorhombic. These differences in the lattice structures lead to different 

volume densities and electronic structures as well as other chemical and physical properties. The band 

gaps of rutile, anatase and brookite TiO2 are estimated to be 3.0, 3.4, and 3.3 eV, respectively.
15

  In 

addition, TiO2 can be easily reduced, and the titanium–oxygen phase diagram
16

 is very rich with 

multiple stable phases containing a variety of crystal structures (Figure 1.2). The reduced rutile TiO2 

is the focus of the present study, and TiO2 here refers to rutile TiO2 unless stated otherwise.  
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Figure 1.1  Crystal structures of TiO2: (a) rutile, (b) anatase and (c) brookite. Ti and O atoms are 

represented by big blue and small red spheres, respectively.
17*

 

                                                      
*
 Reproduced with the permission from: Zhu, T.; Gao, S. J. Phys. Chem. C 2014, 118, 11385–11396. 

Copyright (2014) by the American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 1.2  Phase diagram of Ti-O system. The alloys of titanium can be classified into three main 

groups: alpha (α), alpha-beta (α + β), and beta (β). α-alloys are not heat treatable and they have low to 

medium strength. β-alloys are readily heat treatable and they offer high strength. (α + β) alloys are 

metastable and they generally include properties of both α-alloys and β-alloys. The region Ti2O3-

TiO2 contains Ti2O3, Ti3O5, seven discrete phases of the homologous series TinO2n-1 (Magneli phases), 

and TiO2.
18†

 

 

The high chemical stability, non-toxic environmental acceptability, long lifetime of 

photogenerated carriers, suitable band gaps and band-edge positions in relation to the redox potentials 

for water splitting (Figure 1.3), low cost and general availability have made TiO2  one of the most 

promising photocatalysts for hydrogen production through photoelectrochemical water splitting 

reaction and for the other applications including water or air purification and dye-sensitized solar 

cells.
19–21

  Figure 1.4 shows the operation principle of a photoelectrochemical water splitting cell 

using an n-type TiO2 nanocluster as the photoanode, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a Pt wire 

counter electrode.
22

 Upon absorption of a photon with energy equal or higher than the band gap 

                                                      
†
 Reproduced with the permission form: Warlimont, H.; Martienssen, W. (Eds.). Springer Handbook of 

Condensed Matter and Materials Data; Springer: Berlin, 2005. Copyright (2005) by the Springer Berlin 

Heidelberg. 
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energy, an electron is promoted from the valence band into the conduction band of the semiconductor, 

leaving a positive charge (the hole) in the valence band. The photogenerated electrons and holes are 

then separated by an electric field close to the interface between the semiconductor and the 

electrolyte. This electric field is developed due to the formation of a Schottky-type contact between 

the semiconductor and the electrolyte. The photogenerated electrons travel to the Si substrate and are 

then transported to the counter electrode where they reduce H
+
 ions and generating the hydrogen gas. 

The positive holes migrate to the interface, where they oxidize OH
−
 ions to produce the oxygen 

gas.     

 

 

Figure 1.3  Representative thermodynamically (a) suitable and (b) unsuitable materials for water 

splitting reactions, with  their bandgaps and band-edge positions in relation to the redox potentials for 

water splitting shown with respect to normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) and vacuum (Vac).
23‡

   

                                                      
‡
 Reproduced with the permission from: Babu, V. J.; Vempati, S.; Uyar, T.; Ramakrishna, S. Phys. Chem. 

Chem. Phys. 2015, 17, 2960–2986. Copyright (2016) by the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 1.4  Schematic diagram of the mechanism of a photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction. 

An expanded view of a TiO2 nanocluster (NC, red sphere), consisting of Ti (green spheres), O (pink 

spheres), and H atoms (brown spheres), is shown as the bottom inset. The top inset shows the 

electron–hole pair generation in TiO2 upon UV–Vis light illumination, which supplies holes (h
+
) for 

the oxidation of OH
–
 leading to O2 evolution at the photoanode and electrons (e

–
), upon traveling to 

the counter electrode through an external circuit, for reduction leading to H2 generation.
22§

 

 

1.2.1.2 Modification of TiO2 nanostructure to improve the performance in visible-light  

Given that stoichiometric TiO2 has a band gap of 3.0 eV,
24

 it can absorb only UV light, 

making it an inherently poor sunlight-driven photocatalyst because ultraviolet light (λ <400 nm) 

represents only 5–8% of the solar spectrum at sea level. In order to achieve significant improvement 

in catalytic activity by using the visible light component (representing 43% of the solar spectrum), 

precise control of the stoichiometry, shape and specific surface area of the nanostructures, as well as 

the types and concentrations of dopants is necessary.  

(a) Doping 

 Doping is the introduction of foreign elements into the host oxide without giving rise to new 

crystallographic forms, phases or structures.
25–29

 The strategy to alter the band gap of TiO2 by doping 

is an important approach as this could determine the portion of the solar spectrum that the catalyst 

                                                      
§
 Reproduced with the permission form: Srivastava, S.; Thomas, J. P.; Rahman, A.; Abd-ellah, M.; Mohapatra, 

M.; Pradhan, D.; Heinig, N. F.; Leung, K. T. ACS Nano 2014, 8, 11891–11898. Copyright (2014) by the 

American Chemical Society. 
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absorbs and, consequently, the amount of energy that can potentially be converted to reactive species. 

Several approaches for TiO2 band gap modification have been proposed: metal-ion implantation of 

TiO2 with metal ions of transition metals (Cu, Co, Ni, Cr, Mn, Mo, Nb, V, Fe, Ru, Au, Ag, Pt),
25,26

 

and doping TiO2 with nonmetals (N, S, P).
27–29

 Composites of TiO2 with semiconductors with a lower 

band gap energy (e.g., sensitization using CdS nanoparticles, heterostructures of Cu2O/ZnO/TiO2)
30,31

 

have been prepared to further extend the region of light absorption. 

Modifying pure photocatalyst materials with metal ions, especially d-block transition metal 

ions such as Fe
3+

 and Cr
3+

, 
 
causes the insertion of impurity energy levels between the parent 

conduction band and valence band (Figure 1.5). The inserted energy levels provide sub-band gaps 

inside the original band gap, and cause electron excitation at a lower energy than those required by 

pure TiO2.
26

 The resulting excitation could originate from the dopant d-band to the host conduction 

band or from the host valance band to the dopant d-band (Figure 1.5). As a result, photocatalytic 

reactions can be initiated by the absorption of photons with energy equal to or less than the band gap 

of the TiO2. The electrons and holes for the excited state can recombine and dissipate the input energy 

as heat, get trapped in metastable surface states, or react with respective electron acceptors and 

electron donors adsorbed on the semiconductor surface or within the surrounding electrical double 

layer of the charged particles. The electrons and holes could therefore participate in redox reactions 

with water, hydroxide ion (OH
−
), organic pollutants  or oxygen, leading to mineralization of the 

pollutants (e.g., CO2 and H2O), as the valence-band hole is strongly oxidizing while the conduction-

band electron is strongly reducing. There are two routes through which OH
–
 radicals can be formed, 

i.e. by the reaction of the valence-band holes with either adsorbed H2O or the surface OH groups on 

the TiO2 particle. Depending upon the exact conditions, the holes, OH
−
 radicals, O2

−
, H2O2 and O2 

itself can play important roles in the photocatalytic reaction mechanism. 

However, several studies have indicated that doping could create structural defects that could 

become the sources of charge recombination, which creates a potentially negative effect.
32,33

 In some 

studies, co-doping with a conjugate metal cation pair is found to be more useful than single atom 

doping, because co-doping with a conjugate metal cation pair such as Rh
3+

/Sb
5+

 can preserve charge 

equality of the doped photocatalysts and result in improved and extended photocatalytic ability.
34

 

However, this may not necessarily prevent structural defects arising from the differences in cationic 

radii between the dopants and the host photocatalyst. 
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Doping with nonmetals such as N, C and S in TiO2 could introduce impurity energy levels 

above the host valence band (Figure 1.5). Similar to metal doping strategies, anionic co-doping, e.g., 

involving N/F-TiO2 or N/F- and C/N-ZnWO4,
35

 has been used to lower the charge defects, but the 

quantum efficiencies in many cases remain inferior when compared with the excited photocatalysts, 

because of the pronounced charge recombination at the dopant-induced defect sites.
36

  

 

 

Figure 1.5  Schematic diagram of band gap engineering and mechanism of photocatalysis reactions 

for pure, transition-metal (TM) doped, non-metal (NM) doped, and oxygen vacancy defect-rich TiO2. 

 

Doping with transition metal and nonmetal ions therefore red-shifts the TiO2 absorption from 

the UV to the visible region, but there are a number of challenges associated with the use of metal and 

nonmetal doping to improve the efficiency of the photocatalytic processes. Although the presence of 

metal and nonmetal dopants has been found to enhance charge separation in some cases and 

interfacial charge transfer in many other cases, the dopants could actually cause rapid charge 

recombination through their switchable redox states and/or by introduction of defects. For example, 

the reaction Fe
3+

 + e
−
 ⇋ Fe

2+
 could reduce the photogenerated electron diffusion length and lifetime.

37
 

In recent studies, it has been found that extended photo-response may actually originate from the 
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color centers (a type of crystallographic defects in which an anionic vacancy in the crystal is filled by 

one or more unpaired electrons) and oxygen vacancies that arise from doping.
38

 

 (b) Oxygen vacancy defects 

Oxygen vacancies in TiO2 can behave as both important adsorption and active sites for 

heterogeneous catalysis, which ultimately affect the reactivity of TiO2.
39

 Moreover, it has been found 

that the electronic structure,
40

 charge transport,
41

 and surface properties of TiO2 are closely related to 

the amount of oxygen vacancies.
42

 For example, the formation of oxygen vacancies in TiO2 could 

lead to the creation of unpaired electrons or Ti
3+

 centers, which produce donor levels in the electronic 

structure of TiO2 (Figure 1.5).
43

 Both theoretical and experimental results suggest that the excess 

electrons located on the oxygen vacancy states could affect surface adsorption and the reactivity of 

key adsorbates such as O2 or H2O on TiO2.
44

 In addition, oxygen vacancies have been found to reduce 

the electron-hole recombination and increase the conductivity of TiO2.
45

  

There are a number of methods to create oxygen vacancies in TiO2 and other TCOs, including: 

 thermal annealing in a hydrogen environment; 

 high-energy particle bombardment; 

 doping with metal and nonmetal ions; and 

 thermal annealing under oxygen depleted conditions (i.e., in an inert environment).  

Thermal annealing in a hydrogen environment. The interactions between H2 and TiO2 are 

different depending on the elevated temperature.
46

 Below 300 °C, H2 interacts physically with the 

adsorbed oxygen, which has been confirmed by the disappearance of the electron spin resonance 

signals of adsorbed oxygen. Above 300 °C, electrons from the hydrogen atoms are transferred to the 

oxygen atoms, and the oxygen atom from the surface of TiO2 leaves with the H atom via the 

formation of H2O. When the temperature is raised to 450 °C, the reaction between H2 and 

TiO2 proceeds more dramatically, by which the electrons of the H atoms are transferred to Ti
4+

 of 

TiO2, creating Ti
3+

 defects. At 560 °C, the electrons located in the oxygen vacancy states are driven 

away and transferred to Ti
4+

, decreasing the amount of oxygen vacancies while increasing the amount 

of Ti
3+

. In addition, Ti interstitials are also found in the reduced TiO2 matrix during annealing in 

hydrogen.
47

  Ti interstitials do not affect the chemical and physical properties as much as oxygen 

vacancies.
48

   

 High-energy particle bombardment. High-energy electron and ion impact can generate 

oxygen vacancies on the TiO2 surface by preferentially removing oxygen ions and neutral atoms from 
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the surface.
49,50

  Electrons with energy greater than 34 eV can desorb surface oxygen atoms through 

an interatomic Auger recombination process.
50,51

  Similar to electron bombardment, ion sputtering 

(such as argon ion, Ar
+
) and plasma treatment (involving high-energy species such as electrons, ions, 

atoms and radicals) could also create oxygen vacancies on the surface of TiO2.
52,53

 The disadvantage 

of these techniques is that oxygen vacancies are created exclusively in the surface region and can be 

easily healed by exposure to molecular oxygen even at low temperature.
53

  

Doping with metal and nonmetal ions. Doping of TiO2 with metal or nonmetal ions also 

creates oxygen vacancies in TiO2. For example, the substitution of Fe
3+

 for Ti
4+

 ions in the lattice can 

result in formation of oxygen vacancies in TiO2.
54

 However, it is generally difficult to control 

substitutional doping, and in most cases atoms are often found on the interstitial sites of the host 

lattice. These interstitial dopant atoms can act as recombination centres for photogenerated electrons 

and holes, which would become counterproductive to the performance.  

Thermal annealing under oxygen depleted condition. Oxygen vacancies can also be 

created in pure TiO2 by annealing at elevated temperature (generally >400 °C) in an inert 

environment, such as a pure He, N2 or Ar atmosphere or in vacuum.
52,55

 The reduction of O2 partial 

pressure generally increases the concentration of oxygen vacancies. However, the oxygen vacancies 

so produced are created mostly at the surface region, and they slowly disappear upon exposure to air, 

even at room temperature.  

As all the aforementioned methods create oxygen vacancies mostly in the surface region, the 

performance of photoactivity of TiO2 (and other TCOs) remains largely restricted to the surface 

oxygen vacancies of the nanostructures. While the development of a new method that will create 

oxygen vacancies in both the bulk and the surface region of the TCO nanostructures remains a big 

challenge, it is fundamentally important to nanoscience and is of great interest to nanotechnology 

applications.  

(c) Developing defect-rich, single-crystalline TiO2 nanostructures with high specific surface areas 

For all catalyst materials, a high specific surface area is an essential physical attribute because 

this generally increases the number of active sites per unit area and therefore the reactivity. The 

smaller the particle size, the larger is the surface area with respect to the volume (i.e., the specific 

surface area), and therefore the higher is the activity for the same amount of material.
56

 The 1D 

nanostructures, including nanowires, nanorods, nanobelts and nanofibers, have been extensively 

studied, because of their specific morphology and novel properties. In comparison with nanoparticles, 
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1D nanostructures not only inherit almost all of the typical features of nanoparticles, but also display 

new properties and improved performances in some specific areas,
57

 when the diameter (along the 

radial dimension) of a 1D nanostructure is comparable to such important physical parameters as the 

exciton Bohr radius, the wavelength of incident light, and the phonon mean free path. In addition, the 

single crystallinity of a 1D nanostructure provides a highway for charge carrier transport along the 

axial direction.
58

 In the present thesis, we will mainly focus on oxygen vacancy defect-rich, single-

crystalline 1D TiO2 nanostructures.  

A variety of 1D TiO2 nanostructures have been synthesized by both wet-chemistry and dry 

deposition techniques.
59

 The wet-chemistry methods, including hydrothermal, sol-gel, anodization, 

and electrospinning, are efficient for mass production and they are capable of providing highly 

uniform products. However, these types of processes often require very precise control of the 

parameters of the solutions involved (e.g. concentrations of precursors and growth solutions, pH, 

viscosity, and growth temperature).  As the precipitate precursors could contain unwanted 

contaminant species, additional removal and purification steps are required once the growth is 

complete. Additionally, post treatments such as cleaning, compaction, and sintering are often 

necessary to integrate these nanostructures into the final material product or a device, thus adding 

both cost and complexity to the process. The major disadvantage of the wet-chemistry synthesis is 

that the 1D nanostructures so obtained are invariably polycrystalline in nature (Figure 1.6).
60

 The high 

resistance of these polycrystalline 1D nanostructures limits its photocatalytic and electronic 

applications. 
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Figure 1.6  (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of 1D TiO2 nanostructure prepared by a typical wet-

chemistry method. TEM image shows that the as-grown nanowires are composed of nanoparticles of 

TiO2. 
60**

 

 

In contrast, nanostructures produced by dry deposition techniques that make use of gas-phase 

reactions as in chemical vapour deposition and thermal evaporation have several advantages over 

solution-based methods. As the nanostructures can often be grown directly onto a desired substrate, 

this allows for easy integration into an existing device or product during the manufacturing process. 

Additionally, the higher growth temperature often employed in these methods provides a higher 

degree of crystallinity, producing single-crystalline materials. As a tighter control over chemical 

reactants requires more precise gas flow in chemical vapour deposition, or the use of 100% pure 

source materials in thermal evaporation technique, more reproducible growth outcome can be 

achieved when compared to the wet-chemistry method. As a result, a number of vapor-phase assisted 

growth methods, including chemical vapor deposition and physical vapor deposition, have been 

developed for the preparation of high-quality 1D TiO2 nanostructures on a desirable substrate.
61,62

  

Of the vapor-phase growth methods, the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism
63

 is the 

most widely used growth technique for synthesizing single-crystalline 1D nanostructures. Wagner 

and Ellis first used the VLS mechanism in 1964 to account for the growth of Si nanowhiskers using 

Au as the catalyst on a Si(111) substrate (Figure 1.7).
63

 In the VLS growth method, a vaporized 

                                                      
**

 Reproduced with the permission from: Shi, J.; Wang, X. Cryst. Growth Des. 2011, 11, 949–954. Copyright 

(2003) by the American Chemical Society. 
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source material is used. A metal catalyst in the liquid phase provides preferential deposition sites for 

the vaporized source material, which enable the chemical adsorption and confinement required for 

one-dimensional growth. The liquid droplet, formed by the eutectic reactions between the source 

material and the catalyst, is prerequisite for the VLS growth. The vaporized source material initially 

adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst droplet is subsequently absorbed into the droplet. Once the 

amount of the source material has exceeded the finite solubility limit of the source material in the 

droplet, the excess source material diffuses to the liquid-solid interface of the substrate, creating 

nucleation sites for 1D nanostructural growth. The enhanced confinement of the vapor species on and 

into the liquid catalyst facilitates a higher reaction rate (of the constituents for nanostructure 

formation) at the liquid droplet than that of the surrounding area, confining the growth to one 

dimension. Upon cooling, the liquid catalyst solidifies, producing a cap at the tip of the nanostructure.  

 

 

Figure 1.7  Schematic representation of the growth of Si nanowhiskers by the vapor-liquid-solid 

growth mechanism. (a) Initial droplet formation at the catalyst site. (b) Growth of nanowires with 

metallic alloy at the tip. 
63††

 

 

                                                      
††

 Reproduced with the permission from: Wagner, R. S.; Ellis, W. C. Appl. Phys. Lett. 1964, 4, 89–90. 

Copyright (1964) by the American Institute of Physics. 
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Similarly, TiO2 nanowires have been grown by the VLS growth mechanism using Au as the 

liquid catalyst.
64

 Due to the high melting points of Ti (1668 °C) and TiO2 (1843 °C), a protective 

buffer layer (with thickness greater than 60 nm) is often employed to activate the substrate-sensitive 

catalyst, in order to grow the nanowire at high temperature by traditional vapour deposition 

techniques such as chemical vapour deposition and thermal evaporation. For example, a SiO2, TiO2 or 

TiN layer has been used as the buffer layer, on which a thin layer of Ni,
65–68

 Cu
69

 or Au
17,61

 has been 

used as the catalysts to promote VLS growth of TiO2 nanowires (on a Si substrate). However, the 

presence of a dielectric or insulating buffer layer that is too thick on a conductive substrate could have 

adverse effects on the growth characteristics,
70

 oxygen vacancy,
71

 and charge collection efficiency,
72

 

all of which could also negatively impact the electronic properties of the nanodevices. Controlled 

synthesis of a 1D TiO2 nanostructure on a conductive substrate at a lower temperature with a buffer 

layer of an appropriately chosen thickness (<10 nm) by an alternative vapour deposition method is 

therefore extremely important for future technological applications. 

As the lower charge collection efficiency
72

 of the dielectric or insulating buffer layer limits 

the application of VLS growth of 1D TiO2 nanostructures, VLS-grown TiO2 nanowires have not been 

studied for photoelectrochemical water splitting property. The reported work on photoelectrochemical 

water splitting property is mainly performed by using 1D TiO2 nanostructures prepared by the 

aforementioned wet-chemistry (hydrothermal, sol-gel, electrospinning or anodization) methods.
23

 

Similar to TiO2 thin films and nanoparticles, oxygen vacancies can also be created in 1D TiO2 

nanostructures by annealing in hydrogen. The hydrogen-treated TiO2 nanowires with stable oxygen 

vacancies have been found to exhibit a photocurrent density 3.5 times that of pristine 

TiO2 nanowires (Figure 1.8).
12

 However, the incident-photon-to-current-conversion efficiency (IPCE) 

was found to be only 3% in the visible light region (> 400 nm). It is therefore extremely important to 

create oxygen vacancies in the bulk of TiO2, instead of just the surface layer as obtained, e.g., by 

hydrogenation, in order to achieve high performance in the visible light region.  
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Figure 1.8  (a) Photocurrent densities and (b) IPCE spectra for the pristine TiO2 nanowires, and TiO2 

nanowires after annealing in H2 at 350, 400, and 450 °C, as a function of applied potential vs. 

Ag/AgCl, along with their photographs (insets).
12‡‡

 

 

Of all the synthesis techniques of 1D nanostructures (hydrothermal, sol-gel, anodization, 

chemical vapour deposition, and thermal evaporation) and the post-treatment methods of creating the 

oxygen vacancies (hydrogen treatment, high-energy particle bombardment, doping, and thermal 

annealing in reduced oxygen pressure), the majority of the defects are created within the surface 

region (a few nanometers from the surface) of these nanostructures. Although the overall reactivity 

can be increased due to the higher specific surface area, improved light harvesting ability, and 

enhanced charge transfer property of these 1D TiO2 nanostructures (i.e., less recombination), 

especially when compared to (planar) thin films and nanoparticles, the photocatalytic activity is still 

limited to just the ultraviolet region of the solar spectrum due to the large band gaps. To overcome 

this critical shortcoming, it is therefore important to introduce appropriate band gap states in order to 

capture the visible light and to enhance its efficiency in this region.  New synthetic methods that are 

                                                      
‡‡

 Reprinted with the permission from: Wang, G.; Wang, H.; Ling, Y.; Tang, Y.; Yang, X.; Fitzmorris, R. C.; 

Wang, C.; Zhang, J. Z.; Li, Y. Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 3026–3033. Copyright (2011) by the American Chemical 

Society.  
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capable of inherently creating oxygen vacancy defects inside the 1D nanostructures, along with 

capability to introduce such rough surface morphologies as corrugated nanowires, nanocrystal-

decorated nanowires, and hierarchical nanowires would therefore be highly desirable. These methods 

will provide novel photocatalysts capable of absorption of more visible light (due to more defect 

states in the band gap) and provision for more reaction sites, both of which would ultimately improve 

the photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction performance in the visible light region.  

 

1.2.2 ZrO2 as a photocatalyst for photoelectrochemical water oxidation 

1.2.2.1 Properties of stoichiometric ZrO2 nanostructures 

ZrO2 is known to occur in three polymorphs at atmospheric pressure: the monoclinic, 

tetragonal, and cubic phases.
73

 At room temperature, the most stable phase of ZrO2 is the monoclinic 

phase, which occurs naturally as the mineral Baddeleyite, and is stable up to ~1478 K. At 1480 K and 

ambient pressure, the tetragonal phase becomes thermodynamically stable, and it transforms into the 

cubic calcium fluoride structure at 2650 K. The crystal structures of these polymorphs are shown in 

Figure 1.9. Evidently, the tetragonal and the monoclinic structures can be considered as distorted 

cubic structures. Both tetragonal and cubic phases can be stabilized at lower temperature by reducing 

the crystallite size and by introducing phase-stabilizing impurities in the bulk and at the crystal 

surface.
74,75

 The zirconium-oxygen phase diagram is shown in Figure 1.10. Like TiO2, ZrO2 can be 

reduced easily, and the Zr-O phase diagram
18

 is very rich with multiple stable phases containing a 

variety of crystal structures. The reduced monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 nanostructures are the focus 

of the present study.  
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Figure 1.9  Cubic, tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 lattice structures (lower panel). In the upper panel, 

the individual polymorph cells are space-expanded to provide a better view of the three different 

phases. In the lower panel, the cubic cell is taken as reference to show the deformation of the oxygen 

sublattice for tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2 (dashed lines and arrows). Large dark red spheres and 

small light grey spheres represent O and Zr atoms, respectively.
76§§

 

 

                                                      
§§

 Reproduced with the permission form: Gallino, F.; Valentin, C. Di; Pacchioni, G. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 

2011, 13, 17667–17675. Copyright (2011) by the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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Figure 1.10  Zr-O phase diagram. At room temperature, zirconium exhibits a hexagonally close 

packed crystal structure, α-Zr, which changes to β-Zr, a body-centered cubic crystal structure, at 1163 

K. Zirconium exists in the β-phase until the melting point. The phase transitions between the 

monoclinic and tetragonal phases and between the tetragonal and cubic phases are observed at 1478 K 

and 2650 K, respectively.
18***

 

 

Zirconium oxide is currently used in a variety of applications, for example, as a solid 

electrolyte in oxygen sensors
77

 and solid oxide fuel cells operating at low temperatures,
78

 thermal 

barrier coatings  for gas turbine jet engines,
79

 host material for nuclear waste containment,
80

 as a gate 

dielectric material in metal-oxide  semiconductor devices (generally in combination with 

hafnium),
81

 and as a catalytic support medium.
82

 As stoichiometric ZrO2 has a band gap (monoclinic 

                                                      
***

 Reproduced with the permission form: Warlimont, H.; Martienssen, W. (Eds.). Springer Handbook of 

Condensed Matter and Materials Data; Springer: Berlin, 2005. Copyright (2005) by the Springer Berlin 

Heidelberg. 
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4.99 eV, tetragonal 5.56 eV, cubic 4.62 eV)
83

 considerably higher than TiO2 (rutile 3.0 eV, anatase 3.4 

eV, and brookite 3.3 eV),  ZrO2 can only be used as photocatalysts under UV light irradiation and its 

application in visible-light-driven photocatalysis is severely limited. 

1.2.2.2 Strategies to improve the visible light activity of ZrO2 nanostructures  

(a) Doping 

In order to improve the visible-light-driven photocatalytic water splitting performance, the 

impurity band created by the defects (introduced by dopants or hydrogen annealing) inside the host 

band structure should satisfy two criteria: a conduction band minimum sufficiently negative for H2 

generation and a band gap sufficiently narrow for the absorption of visible light. The band gap of 

ZrO2 could be effectively reduced by doping with a variety of metal elements, such as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co 

and Ni.
84–86

 However, due to the hybridization of the atomic orbitals, almost all of the transition metal 

dopants in ZrO2 creates impurity bands far below the redox potentials of water splitting (0 V versus 

NHE) (Figure 1.11).
87

 As oxygen vacancies usually create an impurity band just below the conduction 

band minimum, in contrast to the deep donor band produced by the transition metal dopants, 

introducing oxygen vacancy defects into ZrO2 could therefore provide an important solution to the 

above problem. Active efforts should therefore be placed on band gap narrowing of ZrO2.  

 

Figure 1.11  Calculated band-edge positions of pure ZrO2, ZrO2:Fes, and ZrO2:Fei. ZrO2:Fes and 

ZrO2:Fei represent ZrO2 doped with Fe atoms in substitutional and interstitial positions, 

respectively.
87†††

   

                                                      
†††

 Reprinted with the permission from: Xiao, M.; Li, Y.; Lu, Y.; Ye, Z. J. Mater. Chem. A 2015, 3, 2701–2706. 

Copyright (2015) by the Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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(b) Developing defect-rich single-crystalline ZrO2 nanostructures with high specific surface areas 

Several wet-chemistry methods, including sol–gel,
88–90

 precipitation,
91–93

 and hydrothermal 

synthesis,
94,95

 have been developed for the preparation of ZrO2 powder nanomaterials and thin 

films.
94,95

 These methods all require long reaction times and post-annealing at high temperature to 

complete the crystallization of ZrO2. Dry deposition methods such as sputtering,
96

 chemical vapor 

deposition,
97

 atomic layer deposition,
98

 liquid phase deposition,
99

 and pulsed laser deposition
100

 have 

also been used for the preparation of thin films of ZrO2. For 1D ZrO2 nanostructures, there have been 

only a few reports about their synthesis, which include two-step anodization of superimposed Al/Zr 

films,
101

 hydrolysis and condensation of zirconium sol on tubular alumina template,
101,102

 and 

chemical vapour deposition of ZrCl4 powders at 1000 °C.
103

 As an example, Figure 1.12 illustrates the 

basic procedure of fabricating integrated arrays of highly ordered zirconia nanowires by tubular 

alumina template.
101

 Superimposed Al/Zr layers sputter-deposited on glass substrates were used as the 

starting specimen (Figure 1.12 A-a). The specimen was then subjected to a constant-potential 

anodization in a strong acidic electrolyte (Figure 1.12 A-b). Upon complete Al anodization, a highly 

ordered porous anodic alumina film with the desired pore dimension was obtained. This was then 

followed by a second constant-current anodization in a weak acid electrolyte to produce a zirconia 

nanowire array due to the highly anti-corrosive nature of Zr metal. Confining Zr anodization to only 

the pore base of the porous anodic alumina film allowed the external growth of solid zirconia along 

these alumina nanopores (Figure 1.12 A-c). Finally, the porous anodic alumina template was 

selectively removed by chemical etching to expose the integrated zirconia nanowire array on glass 

(Figure 1.12 A-d). The resulting zirconia nanowire template exhibits an average nanowire diameter of 

40 nm and a pitch spacing of 120 nm, and the nanowires reach a height of 310 nm, with a height-to-

diameter aspect ratio of 7.75 (Figure 1.12 B). However, the major disadvantages of this
101

 and other 

methods such as hydrolysis and condensation of zirconium sol (sol-gel) on tubular alumina 

template
102

 are that the as-grown nanowires are polycrystalline and the precursor materials are 

incorporated into the final structure as impurities.  
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Figure 1.12  (A) Schematic drawing of the fabrication procedure of zirconia nanowire arrays on glass 

substrates by a tailored two-step anodization process. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a fractured 

cross-section of a highly ordered anodic zirconia nanowire array partially embedded in a porous 

alumina film.
101‡‡‡

  

 

In the case of dry deposition methods, ZrO2 nanowires grown by chemical vapour 

deposition
103

  (involving ZrCl4 powders at 1000 °C) were found to be amorphous. In addition, due to 

extremely low vapour pressure and high melting point of ZrO2,
104

 the vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) 

growth
71

 of 1D ZrO2 nanostructures by traditional chemical vapour deposition and thermal 

evaporation techniques, as two of the most promising and reproducible growth methods to prepare 

highly crystalline 1D nanostructures, has not been successful. It is therefore important to develop an 

alternative vapour deposition technique for producing 1D nanostructures by the VLS growth 

mechanism at lower temperature than the traditional vapour deposition techniques.  

The pulsed laser deposition technique can be a suitable solution for this problem due to its 

many unique advantages over other dry deposition methods. Unlike thermal evaporation and chemical 

vapor deposition, pulsed laser deposition involves direct laser ablation of the target material into the 

gaseous form without affecting its stoichiometry. The absorption of a high-intensity laser energy 

pulse by a small volume of target material leads to vaporization in the thermally non-equilibrium 

regime. As a result, activation of the catalyst could occur at a lower temperature, thus allowing the 

formation of 1D nanostructures at a lower temperature than other vapour deposition methods. 

Furthermore, variable substrate temperature, oxygen partial pressure and reductive growth 

                                                      
‡‡‡

 Reprinted with the permission from: Chu, S.-Z.; Wada, K.; Inoue, S.; Segawa, H. J. Electrochem. Soc. 2011, 

158, C148. Copyright (2011) by the Electrochemical Society.  
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environment during pulsed laser deposition growth can be used to control not only the rate of 

deposition but also the morphology and the amount of oxygen-related defects.
105

 

There has been no study on the photoelectrochemical properties of oxygen vacancy defect-

rich, single-crystalline 1D ZrO2 nanostructures. These reduced ZrO2 1D nanostructures are expected 

to show similar advantages (such as enhanced electron transport properties, reduced charge-carrier 

recombination, and visible-light driven photoactivity) as oxygen-deficient 1D TiO2 nanostructures, 

discussed above. Intense efforts should therefore be made to synthesize single-crystalline 1D ZrO2 

nanostructures in order to achieve the optimum performance for photocatalysis and other 

technological applications. 

 

1.3 Transparent dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides 

1.3.1 Prospects and challenges in the development of transparent dilute 

ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides 

In most semiconductor devices, the charge of the electron is used to carry and transport 

information. If the semiconducting material is ferromagnetic, the electron spin of this material can 

also be exploited. The use of both charge and spin of the semiconductor material would provide an 

additional degree of freedom for building novel electronic devices, where logic and memory 

operations could in principle be seamlessly integrated onto a single device. One of the most 

interesting new magnetic materials to emerge in the past few years is dilute ferromagnetic 

semiconductors with Curie temperatures (Tc) well above room temperature. This family of materials 

encompasses traditional binary and tertiary  semiconductors and wide-bandgap semiconductor oxides, 

in which a sizable portion of the host lattice atoms are substituted by transition metals or rare earth 

metals (lanthanides), producing localized magnetic moments in the semiconductor matrix. Usually, 

the magnetic moments are originated from the 3d and 4f open shells of the transition metal and rare 

earth metal atoms, respectively. Some examples of dilute magnetic semiconductors are Ga1-xMnxAs, 

Cd1-xCoxTe, Pb1-xEuxTe, and transition-metal-doped TiO2, ZrO2, and ZnO.
106–108

 It has been suggested 

that a strong spin-dependent coupling between the band structures and localized states accounts for 

the giant spin splitting of the electronic states, formation of magnetic polarons, and exchange 

interactions between the magnetic moments.
109

 Owing to the possibility of controlling and probing the 

magnetic properties by manipulating the electronic subsystems of the band structures, dilute magnetic 
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semiconductors have become a fertile testing ground for investigating a number of fundamental 

questions about the nature of the exchange interactions between electrons of the band structures and 

of the localized states.
110

  

In 1970s, Manganese has been employed in growing bulk II-VI Mn-based alloys by various 

modifications of the Bridgman method (a single-crystal growth method).
111

 Research on dilute 

ferromagnetic semiconductors has since been extended to materials containing magnetic elements 

other than Mn and to other host semiconductors, including group IV elemental semiconductors as 

well as III-VI, IV-VI and III-V compound semiconductors.
112–114

 In early 1990s, there was rapid 

progress in dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor research as the result of development of crystal 

growth methods that could produce crystals far from thermal equilibrium. These methods include 

molecular beam epitaxy and laser ablation, and they have made it possible to synthesize dilute 

ferromagnetic semiconductors with the content of the magnetic impurity beyond the solubility limits 

of thermal equilibrium.
115

 For example, low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy has been used to 

produce thin films of Ga1-xMnxAs with x up to 0.07 and the hole concentration in excess of 10
20

 cm
-3

, 

the ferromagnetic ordering of which has been observed up to 173 K.
116

   

In 2000, a theoretical study suggested that high-temperature ferromagnetism could be 

possible in Mn-doped ZnO (a wide-bandgap semiconductor oxide).
117

 Soon thereafter, it was 

proposed that the entire series of transition metals could be used to partially substitute for Zn in ZnO 

to produce room-temperature ferromagnetism,
118

 and the experimental evidence for this system was 

later obtained in 2003.
119

 The first experimental evidence for room-temperature ferromagnetism was, 

however, obtained in laser-ablated Co-doped TiO2 thin films in 2001.
120

 However, the observed 

magnetic moment was very small, 0.3 μB per Co atom. Since then, a lot of studies have been carried 

out for doped transparent conductive oxide thin films, in search of materials that might exhibit a large 

magnetic moment at or above room temperature.
114,121

  

The most studied system is transition metal-doped TiO2 thin films.
122

 All of the transition 

metal-doped TiO2 thin films have been found to be ferromagnetic above room temperature, and the 

observed magnetic moments are quite large (Figure 1.13). The largest value of 4.2 μB per dopant atom 

found for V-doped TiO2 films (Figure 1.13, inset) is particularly noteworthy because vanadium atom 

itself is known to be nonmagnetic. This suggests that the observed ferromagnetism must therefore be 

of intrinsic nature and not due to the dopants. Similarly, In2O3 thin films doped with V or Cr also 

showed room-temperature ferromagnetic behaviour.
123

 Since V and Cr metals are themselves 
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nonmagnetic, it is therefore unlikely that the ferromagnetism observed in the V or Cr-doped In2O3 

films could come from the dopant metals even if they were to form localized clusters.  

 

 

Figure 1.13  Saturated magnetization (at 300 K) for transition metal-doped TiO2 thin films grown on a 

LaAlO3 substrate at 923 K. The inset shows the magnetization curve taken at 300 K for a V-doped 

TiO2 film (with the magnetic field applied parallel to the surface of the film). 
122§§§

 

 

Growth conditions have been found to affect and can therefore be used to tune the magnetic 

properties of dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides.  The saturation magnetization for V-doped 

ZnO thin films obtained with the growth temperature increased by only 50 °C have been reported to 

increase by an order of magnitude.
124

 In a separate study, it has been found for Mn-doped ZnO 

(Zn0.9Mn0.1O) thin films that the growth temperature and oxygen partial pressure during the 

deposition could be used to control the ferromagnetism.
125

 For instance, the film grown at 650 °C 

with an oxygen pressure of 0.1 Torr was found to be ferromagnetic, while no ferromagnetism has 

been observed for the film grown at 400 °C with an oxygen pressure of 10
−6

 Torr.  These results 

therefore suggest that instead of dopants, the growth conditions (growth temperature and oxygen 

pressure) might provide the necessary defects and/or oxygen vacancies to effect the observed 

ferromagnetism. This hypothesis is in accord with the theoretical report that vacancies are the 

necessary ingredient to create additional bands inside the semiconductor band structure that are 

                                                      
§§§

 Reproduced with permission from: Hong, N. H.; Sakai, J.; Prellier, W.; Hassini, A.; Ruyter, A.; Gervais, F. 

Phys. Rev. B 2004, 70, 195204. Copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society. 
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responsible for ferromagnetism.
126

 To further confirm the role of transition metal dopants as the 

ferromagnetic impurities in transition metal doped-semiconducting thin films, a series of X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy
127

 and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism measurements
128

 on Cr-, Mn-, or 

Co-doped TiO2 films were carried out at the Cr, Mn, and Co L 2,3 edges.
129

 These results reveal the 

paramagnetic behaviour of dopants (Cr, Mn, and Co) in these Cr-, Mn-, or Co-doped TiO2 films,
129

 

and the observed ferromagnetic signal must therefore come from defects in the doped matrix. Very 

similar results have also been obtained for the Co-doped ZnO film, with the Co contribution to the 

magnetic property of the doped film found to be paramagnetic.
130

 More importantly, while annealing 

in oxygen could evidently improve the crystallinity of the Cr-doped ZnO film, this post-growth 

treatment also reduced the ferromagnetic ordering.
131

 In this system, improving the crystallinity 

(elimination of structural imperfection) and removing oxygen vacancies both greatly degrade 

ferromagnetism. Indeed, structural defects and oxygen vacancies must play a critical role in tuning 

the ferromagnetic behaviour in doped transparent dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides 

(TDFSOs). These results therefore suggest that the ferromagnetism of TDFSOs does not depend 

appreciably on the type and concentration of dopants. Indeed, it is the oxygen vacancy defects, 

induced by the presence of dopants, that mainly control the ferromagnetic ordering in doped 

TDFSOs. 

Very similar results were also obtained for undoped TDFSOs. The observed ferromagnetism 

is induced by structural defects and/or oxygen vacancies that are formed mostly at or near the surface 

of the thin films
5,132,133

 and powder nanomaterials.
134–136

 In addition, the effect of confinement as 

imposed by the nanostructure also plays an important role in ferromagnetic ordering.
134,137

 For 

example, a 10 nm-thick  ZnO film was found to exhibit almost 200 times higher saturation 

magnetization than a 375 nm-thick ZnO film.
137

 In other cases, a specific crystal phase
5
 and the 

amount of oxygen vacancy defects
134,137

 are found to be the dominant factors for ferromagnetic 

ordering in a particular nanostructure.
5
 For example, ferromagnetism has been observed only in 

tetragonal ZrO2 thin films, but not in monoclinic ZrO2 thin films (Figure 1.14). In almost all the thin 

films and powder nanomaterials, the ferromagnetic ordering has been found to increase with 

increasing oxygen vacancy concentration.
134,137
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Figure 1.14  Magnetization vs magnetic field curves for ZrO2 thin films with different crystal phases: 

S218 – completely tetragonal ZrO2, S317 – mixture of monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2, and S416 – 

completely monoclinic ZrO2. Inset shows the enlarged hysteresis loop of S218.
5****

 

 

1.3.2 Existing models of ferromagnetism in TDFSOs 

To date, the mechanism that governs the magnetic interactions in the transparent dilute 

ferromagnetic semiconductor oxide (TDFSO) systems is far from clear, and it remains under intense 

debate.
131,138,139

 The discovery of ferromagnetism in oxygen vacancy defect-rich ZrO2,
5
 TiO2,

132
 and 

ZnO
140

 thin films and powder nanomaterials have attracted special attention in the field of nanoscale 

magnetism, which begs the key question: Is doping really necessary for introducing ferromagnetism 

in these materials? Or rather, does doping really just enhance the magnetism that already exists in the 

oxide host in the form of a thin film or nanoparticle? Furthermore, as the observed ferromagnetism 

could only be found in low-dimensional systems, the role of confinement effects should not be 

overlooked.  

To explain the ferromagnetism in TDFSOs, various models have been proposed. The very 

first model for doped TDFSOs considered that the dopant cations (with d electrons) have well-

                                                      
****

 Reproduced with the permission from: Ning, S.; Zhang, Z. RSC Adv. 2015, 5, 3636–3641. Copyright (2015) 

by the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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localized magnetic moments and they couple with each other ferromagnetically (i.e., through long-

range-ordered interactions) via the 2p holes or 4s electrons of the valence band.
117

 As the dopants in 

semiconducting oxides could have a paramagnetic moment, this model does not seem to work for 

ferromagnetism in TDFSOs. In addition, given the very small amount of dopants (a few percent), it is 

unlikely that the exchange interaction could be that significant. On the other hand, the observed 

magnetization has been reported to be independent of the dopant concentration,
129,130

 which suggests 

that the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction may not be the main cause of ferromagnetism in 

TDFSOs. This model therefore fails to explain the origin of ferromagnetism in TDFSOs. 

In the so-called polaron percolation model, the defects in doped TDFSOs are taken into 

account.
141

 The model treats the carriers (of the host semiconductor and dopants) as localized carriers 

in a semiconductor impurity band, in contrast to the free-carrier mean-field approach.
142,143

 Exchange 

interaction of the host semiconductor localized holes with magnetic impurities leads to the formation 

of bound magnetic polarons (Figure 1.15).
109,144,145

 This model is also applicable to host 

semiconductor localized electrons (not just to localized holes). Since the concentration of magnetic 

impurities is much larger than the hole concentration, a bound magnetic polaron consists of one 

localized hole surrounded by a large number of magnetic impurities. The localized holes of these 

polarons act on the magnetic impurities surrounding them, thus producing an effective magnetic field 

for these impurities. An energy minimum is reached when the impurity spins become parallel to the 

spins of localized holes. At sufficiently low temperature, the system could therefore reach a state in 

which the neighbouring magnetic polarons start to overlap and interact with each other via interaction 

with impurities between them (as illustrated by lens-shaped region in Figure 1.15). A ferromagnetic 

transition would occur when the cluster of correlated polarons reaches the size of the sample (the so-

called infinite cluster limit). However, this model cannot explain how TC in dilute ferromagnetic 

semiconductor oxides can become so high or how semiconducting oxides without any transition metal 

dopants (i.e. without any d  electrons) can be ferromagnetic. 
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Figure 1.15  Interaction of two magnetic polarons. The polarons are shown as grey circles, while the 

small and large arrows represent impurity and holes spins, respectively.
141††††

 

 

Very recently, a new model has been proposed to explain the ferromagnetism in defect-rich 

semiconducting oxides. This so-called charge transfer ferromagnetism model is based on an impurity 

band introduced by defects, with the assumption that the presence of a charge reservoir in the system 

would facilitate hopping of electrons to or from the impurity band leading to spin splitting (Figure 

1.16).
146

 For dilute ferromagnetic semiconducting oxides, this reservoir is also consistent with doped 

semiconducting oxides (such as Mn-doped ZnO). However, this model still cannot explain how 

ferromagnetism could occur in undoped TCOs such as HfO2, TiO2, ZnO, SnO2, because of the 

absence of a charge reservoir in these pristine oxides.  

 

                                                      
††††

 Reproduced with the permission from: Kaminski, A.; Das Sarma, S. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2002, 88, 247202. 

Copyright (2002) by the Amecrican Physical Society. 
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Figure 1.16  Schematic representation of the proposed charge-transfer ferromagnetism model for 

TDFSOs containing mixed-valence transition metal dopants such as manganese. This mechanism 

involves electron transfer from Mn
2+

 to the local density of states (Ns(E)) associated with the 

interfacial structural defects, raising the Fermi level to a peak in Ns(E) and causing Stoner splitting 

(an exchange interaction that splits the energy of states with different spins and states near the Fermi 

level are polarized) of the defect band (indicated with red and blue colors).
143‡‡‡‡

  

 

While all of the aforementioned models could account for some aspects of the observed 

ferromagnetism in these intriguing materials, a complete picture of the origin of ferromagnetism in 

pure (i.e. undoped) dilute ferromagnetic semiconducting oxides remains unclear. While one particular 

model could account for observation in one system (such as doped semiconducting oxides), it fails to 

explain the other systems (such as undoped semiconducting oxides). This area of research therefore 

represents one of the most interesting and challenging areas in nanomagnetism and is an exciting area 

in nanoscience in general. Fundamental understanding of the origin of ferromagnetism in these 

important materials promises new advances in spin-based applications including spinelectronics, 

quantum information processing, and targeted drug delivery and biomonitors.  

 

                                                      
‡‡‡‡

 Reproduced with the permission from: Farvid, S. S.; Sabergharesou, T.; Hutfluss, L. N.; Hegde, M.; 

Prouzet, E.; Radovanovic, P. V. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 7669–7679. Copyright (2014) by the American 

Chemical Society. 
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1.4 Motivations and Scope of the Thesis 

 Among all the defects identified in TCOs, oxygen vacancy is found to be one of the most 

important and is supposed to be the prevalent defect, as the properties of TCOs, including its light 

absorption, charge transport, photocatalytic performance, and magnetic properties, are all closely 

related to oxygen vacancy defects. For these reasons, there is a great interest in the development of 

controllable synthesis of TCO nanostructures rich with oxygen vacancy defects. As discussed in 

Section 1.2.2.2, reduced TiO2 with oxygen vacancies can be produced by hydrogen thermal treatment, 

high-energy particle bombardment or thermal annealing under oxygen depleted condition, by which 

oxygen vacancies can be effectively created on the surface of TiO2. However, surface oxygen 

vacancies are not stable and are susceptible to oxidation upon long-term exposure to air or by 

dissolved oxygen in water. For this reason, creating oxygen vacancies in the bulk of TiO2 offers a 

superior approach to achieve a stable reduced TiO2 photocatalyst. In addition, the dependence of 

properties, such as optical, photoelectrochemical, and magnetic properties, on the surface 

morphology, and oxygen vacancy defects of the one dimensional TCOs are also not well understood. 

Further efforts are required to rationally engineer the oxygen vacancy defects in TCOs, with the goal 

to manipulate its properties deemed desirable for advancing magnetic and energy-related applications. 

In the present work, we use catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method for the synthesis 

of oxygen vacancy-rich 1D TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures on Si substrates. The use of a high vacuum 

system, and precise control of the gold nanoisland size, interfacial SiO2 layer thickness, growth 

temperature and Ar flow have enabled us to produce, for the first time, oxygen vacancy-rich, single-

crystalline nanostructured films with different morphologies and composition of oxygen vacancy 

defects (neutral, singly charged, and doubly charged defects) in one step. A series of detailed studies 

are performed to optimize the growth morphology, amounts and composition of oxygen vacancy 

defects, and to understand the underlying growth mechanism (vapour-liquid-solid versus vapour-solid 

growth) of different nanostructures, including TiO2 nanobelts, nanosheets, and nanowires (corrugated, 

straight, and TiO2 nanocrystal decorated), and ZrO2 nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires 

(regular and hierarchical). Our objectives are two-fold: (a) to develop fundamental understanding of 

their structure-property relations through precise control of the growth parameters, and (b) to exploit 

the novel properties of these defect-rich nanostructures for visible-light driven photoelectrochemical 

water splitting and spin-dependent magnetic properties.  
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After a brief introduction to the general properties of defect-rich 1D TiO2 and ZrO2 

nanostructures and their synthesis methodologies (Chapter 1) and a short description of the 

experimental setup and characterization techniques used  in this work (Chapter 2 ), we present the 

results of three different studies on oxygen vacancy defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures. In the 

Chapter 3, we report the controlled growth of 1D TiO2 nanostructures with different morphologies 

and with incorporation of oxygen vacancy defects on a Si substrate by a one-step, catalyst-assisted 

pulsed laser deposition method. By manipulating the thickness of the SiO2 buffer layer, together with 

optimized growth temperature and growth environment, we are able to synthesize TiO2 nanobelts, 

corrugated nanowires, straight nanowires, and tapered TiO2 nanowires decorated with TiO2 

nanocrystallites. We demonstrate direct correlation between morphology, oxygen vacancy defects, 

and the photoelectrochemical water splitting properties. The different amounts of oxygen vacancies of 

the as-grown nanostructured films cause their colour to change from lighter blue for nanobelts to deep 

blue for straight nanowires and to greyish black for decorated nanowires. Photoelectrochemical water 

splitting measurement under simulated sunlight shows that the decorated nanowires provide one of 

the highest anodic photocurrent densities of TiO2 nanomaterials reported to date. We further 

demonstrate that the decorated nanowires exhibit the highest photoactivity in the visible region (>430 

nm), which represents 87% of the overall photocurrent. The higher activity in the visible region can 

be attributed to the more conductive TiO2 nanostructures (i.e., with a larger amount of oxygen 

vacancy defects), and to the enhanced charge transfer from the nanocrystallites to the core of the 

decorated nanowire.  

The strategy of intentionally making defect-rich TiO2 nanowires that are highly photoactive 

in the visible region in a one-step method inspires us to explore the present synthesis technique for 

making defect-rich ZrO2 nanostructures. In Chapter 4, we present the development of an ultra-active 

photocathode for photoelectrochemical water splitting for H2 production. Consisting of individual 

ZrO2 nanowires decorated with ZrO2 nanoplates, this photocathode is also synthesized by one-step 

catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition through the vapour-liquid-solid growth mechanism with aid 

of a SiO2 buffer layer on a Si substrate. The already superior composition of oxygen vacancy defects, 

charge carrier transport resistance, and specific surface area of the as-grown single-crystalline 

hierarchical nanowires have been further improved by a hydrofluoric acid treatment, which causes 

partial delamination or flaking of the as-grown nanostructured film. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

reveals the presence of different types of oxygen vacancies (neutral, singly charged and doubly 

charged defects) and their compositional correlation to the Zr
x+ 

oxidation states (4>x>1), which are 
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found to affect the charge transfer process, the p-type conductivity, and the photocatalytic activity of 

ZrO2 nanostructured film. The partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film electrode provides the 

highest cathodic photocurrent of 22.1 mA/cm
2
 (at −0.8 V vs reversible hydrogen electrode) in the 

visible light (>400 nm) reported to date, which represents 76% of the overall photocurrent. This 

electrode also exhibits a stable cathodic current even after 2 h continuous illumination and super-high 

water splitting performance with the Faradaic efficiency estimated to be nearly 100%. 

In Chapter 5, defect-rich, dopant-free nanostructures of ZrO2 with different specific surface 

areas and amounts of oxygen vacancy defects, including nanobricks, nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and 

nanowires, have been prepared by catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method. We show that the 

nanowires exhibit remarkably high saturation magnetization (5.9 emu/g) and coercivity (99 Oe) at 

room temperature at a very small external magnetic field (2000 Oe). These novel properties are 

attributed to the large amount of defects and high specific surface area. More importantly, Curie 

temperature (Tc) considerably above room temperature is also observed for these ZrO2 

nanostructures, including nanowires (700 K), nanospikes (650 K), nanopopcorns (550 K), and 

nanobricks (400 K). We also provide the first experimental evidence that it is the amount of defects in 

and not the phase of ZrO2 that controls the ferromagnetic order in undoped ZrO2 nanostructures. The 

presence of different types of oxygen vacancies (neutral, singly and doubly charged defects) and their 

correlation to the Zr
x+ 

oxidation states (4>x>1) are found to affect the exchange interactions and the 

formation of ferromagnetic bound magnetic polarons, similar to that exerted by dopants in transparent 

dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides. A new direct correlation between ferromagnetism and the 

types of oxygen vacancy defects in both monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 nanostructures is therefore 

established.  

The present work therefore not only introduces a new simple strategy to intentionally create 

oxygen vacancy defects in fabricating defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures, but also provides 

new opportunities in a variety of solar energy driven applications. New insights into magnetic 

ordering in dopant-free transparent dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides are also obtained, 

which promises new design of exotic magnetic and novel multifunctional materials.  
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Techniques 

In this Chapter, we outline the experimental techniques used for synthesis and 

characterization of TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructured materials, as well as evaluation of their 

photoelectrochemical water splitting performance and magnetic properties. A brief description of 

each of the relevant methods follows.  

2.1 Pulsed Laser Deposition 

 

Figure 2.1 shows the Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) system (NanoPLD, PVD Products) used 

for depositing TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures.
147

 Equipped with a turbomolecular pump that delivers a 

base pressure better than 1×10
-7

 Torr, the PLD system consists of a high-power UV pulsed laser, 

transfer optics and a multiport deposition chamber. A KrF excimer laser (248 nm, Lambda Physik 

COMpex 205) operating with an energy of 100-600 mJ per pulse and a repetition rate of 1-50 Hz is 

used to vaporize the material of interest. The laser light is aligned and focused on the target by 

focusing lenses and a rastering mirror. The laser pulses pass through a fused silica window before 

entering into the vacuum deposition chamber. Inside the deposition chamber, a six-target carousel, 

with each target holder capable of rotating around the target axis, provides uniform ablation of the 

entire surface of the target, by rastering the laser beam across the diameter of the target. The 

deposition chamber is equipped with four gas flow meters for four different feed gases, a current 

source for the substrate heaters, a thermocouple to measure the temperature of the substrate holder, 

and an external pyrometer to monitor the temperature of the substrate mounted on the substrate 

holder. An assembly of infrared lamps is used to provide radiative heating of the substrate up to 900 

°C. The substrate is mounted facing down towards the target on the substrate holder with the lamp 

assembly mounted at the backside. The substrate-to-target separation can be varied by moving the 

substrate holder vertically with a linear-motion manipulator. A four-channel mass flow controller 

(MKS 247D) is used to control the flow meters, which in combination with a variable leak valve 

deliver the set pressure of the process gases to the deposition chamber. TiO2 and ZrO2 targets are 

prepared by cold-pressing their respective commercially available powders (Aldrich, 99.99% purity) 

with a pressure of 20 MPa followed by sintering in air at 1100°C for 24 h. Typically, TiO2 and ZrO2 

are deposited on the substrate, which is kept 25 mm from the target, by operating the laser at a fluence 
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of 350 mJ/pulse with a repetition rate of 5 Hz for a period of 90 min, while the substrate temperature 

is varied between 600 and 770 °C. 

To evaluate the effect of surface SiO2 layer on nanostructural growth, commercial p-type 

Si(100) chips (resistivity 0.001-0.002 ohm-cm, Siegert Wafer) are modified to produce three different 

substrates: (RCA-Si) chemically oxidized Si obtained after RCA cleaning;
148

 (H-Si) H-terminated Si 

obtained by etching with 1 M hydrofluoric acid; and (Ox-Si) thermally oxidized Si by annealing 

RCA-Si in O2 at 850 °C for 120 min. To produce the catalytic seed layer to facilitate the appropriate 

growth mode of interest, gold nanoislands (GNIs) are synthesized on the three modified Si(100) 

substrates by magnetron sputtering a gold target typically for 4-20 s followed by annealing in N2 and/ 

air at 500-600 °C for 30-60 min, and we designate the resulting templates as GNI/RCA-Si, GNI/H-Si, 

and GNI/Ox-Si. Minor variations of these preparation procedures are given in later chapters, 

wherever relevant. The size distributions of the GNIs can be determined by processing their scanning 

electron microscopy images with the ImageJ software.
149
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Figure 2.1  Photographs of (top) the pulsed laser deposition system, consisting of the KrF excimer 

laser, the alignment, focusing and rastering optics, and the vacuum deposition chamber, along with 

the electronic control rack and gas box; (bottom left) the multi-target carousel and substrate mount 

assembly inside the chamber; and (bottom right) the ablation laser plume of the target during 

deposition. 
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2.2 Characterization of Physical Properties 

The morphologies and crystal structures of PLD-grown TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures have 

been extensively studied by electron and ion microscopies and X-ray diffraction, in order to 

investigate the growth mechanisms, structure-property relations and shape-dependent properties of 

the nanostructures. 

2.2.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to analyze the morphology and elemental 

composition of a nanostructured film.
150

 Studying the morphology and surface features of 

nanostructures is of great importance to investigating the growth characteristics and structure-

property relationship of nanostructures. A photograph of the Zeiss Merlin field-emission microscope 

used for the present work is shown in Figure 2.2. The core of the Merlin is the enhanced Gemini II 

electron optics column, which is equipped with a double condenser lens system to deliver an ultrahigh 

spatial resolution of 0.8 nm for imaging and a probe current of up to 300 nA for nanoanalytics 

applications. The unique charge compensation system of the Merlin also enables high-resolution 

imaging of non-conductive samples. The complete detection system combines three different in-lens 

detector systems for the analysis of a wide variety of samples: (a) SE detector for (low-energy) 

secondary electrons used for high-resolution imaging, (b) EsB detector for energy-selective detection 

of (high-energy) backscattered electrons for contrast identification based on electron energy loss 

transitions, and (c) AsB detector for angle-selective detection of backscattered electrons for 

enhancing crystallographical contrast. The Merlin is also equipped with an EDAX energy-dispersive 

X-ray (EDX) analysis system, which provides elemental identification based on detection of X-ray 

emission at element-specific characteristic photon energies from the sample upon excitation by the 

high-energy electon beam. The X-ray emission spectra so obtained can also be used for quantifying 

the elemental composition of the sample through the intensities of their characterisitic X-ray emission 

features.  
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Figure 2.2  Photograph of the Zeiss Merlin field-emission scanning electron microscope, equipped 

with both in-lens and out-of-lens secondary electron detectors, an energy-selective (EsB) and an 

angle-selective (AsB) backscattered detectors, and an EDAX energy-dispersive X-ray analysis 

system. 

 

 

2.2.2 Helium ion microscopy  

Helium ion microscopy (HIM) is very similar to a scanning electron microscope, except that 

it employs a helium ion beam as the illuminating particle source instead of an electron beam.
151

  

Figure 2.3 shows a Zeiss Orion Plus microscope that is capable of an ultrahigh spatial resolution of 

0.35 nm due to the considerably shorter de Broglie wavelength of the helium ions than electrons at 

the same kinetic energy (30 kV). The source consists of a sharpened needle held at a high positive 

voltage (25 kV) and low temperature (~80 K) in the presence of helium gas. A special source 

formation procedure is used to create a near-atomically sharp tip with just three atoms (the trimer) at 

the apex. The electric field density is sufficiently intense at these tip atoms that the impinging gaseous 

helium atoms undergo field ionization and become helium ions. Selecting one of these atoms in the 

trimer as the source delivers a beam with a source size below an angstrom and a brightness exceeding 

5×10
9
 A/(cm

2
sr) at 20 keV, an order of magnitude beyond even a cold field electron emitter.

152
 The 
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ion beam is then collimated and focused through a double electrostatic lens column onto the sample 

surface. The beam landing energy can be set typically to 25-35 keV, with a typical beam current of 

0.1-10 pA. The column is used to produce a focused helium ion beam with a spot size of about 0.25 

nm. As the advantage of HIM is the much shorter de Broglie wavelength of the He
+
 ions compared to 

electrons (at the same kinetic energy), He
+
 ions do not scatter as much as electrons.

151
 This leads to a 

better spatial resolution and also a greater depth of focus because of the considerably higher forward 

scattering cross section of He
+
 compared to the electron. The increased depth-of-focus is of great 

importance to imaging one-dimensional nanostructures with micron-sized height differences. As 

high-energy ion impact creates secondary electrons in the near surface, these secondary electrons can 

be collected by an Everhardt-Thornley (secondary electron) detector, while the Rutherford 

backscattered ions are detected by using a microchannel plate detector. Similar to the secondary 

electrons detected in SEM, the secondary electrons collected by the Everhart-Thornley detector 

provide the morphology and electron density information about the surface, while the backscattered 

ions offer image contrast based on the atomic number of the elements. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  Photograph of a Zeiss Orion Plus helium ion microscope.  
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2.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements have been performed for studying 

the crystal structure, phase identification, and determination of surface planes of TiO2 and ZrO2 

nanostructures.
153

 In the present work, both low-magnification and high-resolution bright-field TEM 

images have been collected by using a Zeiss Libra 200 MC microscope, shown in Figure 2.4.
154

 The 

Libra system is capable of producing high resolution, high contrast images by taking advantage of 

Zeiss’ proprietary electron gun monochromator (MC) and Kohler illumination systems as well as the 

double-corrected in-column omega energy filter technology. The monochromator is used to reduce 

the energy width of the primary electrons to less than 0.2 eV, thereby providing one of the highest 

energy resolution systems for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). In TEM, a high-energy (200 

kV) electron beam is transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen (usually less than 100 nm thick). An 

image is formed from the interactions of the transmitted electrons with the atomic columns in the 

specimen.
155

 To prepare our samples for TEM analysis, the deposited nanostructured samples are 

scraped off from the substrates and then dispersed in methanol. After sonication for 10 min, the 

resulting solution is then dispensed onto the holey carbon TEM grids for imaging in the TEM.  
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Figure 2.4  Photograph of a Zeiss Libra 200 MC transmission electron microscope.  

 

2.2.4 X-ray diffraction crystallography 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique for identification and characterization of the 

crystal structure of a bulk material as hard X-rays could penetrate deep into the materials in order of 

millimeters.
156

 X-ray diffraction is based on constructive interference of monochromatic X-rays with 

a crystalline lattice in the material. High-energy electron-impact excitation of a Cu anode is used to 

generate Cu Kα X rays (1.54 Å). In the present work, we use a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD 

diffractometer to identify the crystalline phases and to determine the preferred growth orientations of 

the nanostructures (Figure 2.5). There are different optics and diffraction geometries available for this 

system. Due to the very small amount of sample (deposited on a substrate) and the nanometer size of 

the crystallites, the signal strength from these nanostructured materials is usually very weak and 
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dominated by the signal from the substrate. In order to reduce the signal from the substrate, glancing 

incidence X-ray diffraction is used to examine the crystal structure of the supported nanostructures. In 

this method, the incidence angle (ω) of the X-ray beam is kept at a very shallow angle (i.e., close to 

the critical angle of the scattering geometry), while the detector is swept over the 2θ angular direction. 

Since the incidence angle is below the critical angle, an evanescent wave is formed. This evanescent 

wave only penetrates into a thin layer (less than 100 nm) of the sample and travels on the surface of 

the sample, leading to an increased interaction of the X-ray beam with the nanostructured materials 

supported on the substrate and consequently to a greater signal.
157

 For this purpose, a parallel beam 

geometry involving an X-ray mirror in the incident beam side and a parallel-plate collimator in the 

diffracted beam side is used. This configuration allows glancing incidence X-ray diffraction 

measurements at a typical incidence angle of 0.3°, which is used for the majority of the samples 

studied in this work.  

 

Figure 2.5  Photograph of the Panalytical X’pert Pro MRD X-ray diffractometer used for crystal 

structure characterization of the as-prepared supported nanostructures. The instrument is set up in the 

parallel beam geometry employing an X-ray mirror as the incident beam optics and a parallel plate 

collimator as the diffracted beam optics. 
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2.3 Chemical-state Composition Analysis      

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is performed in order to examine the elemental 

composition, empirical formula, chemical state and electronic state of the nanostructured film.
158

 The 

XPS instrument used for these measurements is a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 Microprobe 

(Figure 2.6), equipped with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV) operated at a typical 

energy resolution of 0.4-0.5 eV full-width-at-half-maximum. XPS spectra are obtained by irradiating 

the sample surface with an X-ray beam while collecting electrons ejected typically from the top 1-10 

nm of the material being analyzed as a function of the kinetic energy of the ejected electrons. A 

photoelectron spectrum is recorded by counting the number of these ejected electrons (the 

photoelectrons) as a function of electron kinetic energy, EK, as determined by using a hemispherical 

electron energy analyzer. The corresponding binding energy, EB, is calculated by using the Einstein 

equation, as follows:  EB = h 
_ 
(EK + φ), where h is the photon energy (i.e. 1486.6 eV for Al Kα; h is 

the Planck constant and  is the light frequency), and 𝜑 is the work function.
159

  

Photopeaks at characteristic binding energies correspond to individual chemical states. When 

compared with the appropriate standards, shifts in the binding energy (the so-called chemical shifts) 

contain information about the local chemical environments.
160

 The energies and intensities of the 

photopeaks enable identification and quantification of all surface elements (except hydrogen) in the 

material environment. Using an Argon ion source to sputter away materials interleavingly between 

XPS spectral measurements, i.e. XPS depth profiling, it is possible to follow the chemical-state 

composition change as a function of sputtering depth and thereby in the depth direction in the near-

surface region of the sample.
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Figure 2.6  Photograph of the Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 X-ray Photoelectron Microprobe 

used for chemical-state quantification of nanostructured materials. 

 

2.4 Characterization of Electrical, Optical and Magnetic Properties 

For the electrical characterization of nanomaterials and particularly those used in the 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction, a number of electrochemical methods have been used. 

2.4.1 Electrochemical techniques for analysis 

To study the photocatalytic activity of the TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructured films for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction, we perform chronoamperometry, in which the potential 

of the working electrode is scanned in a stepwise fashion while the current resulting from the faradic 

processes at the electrode (caused by the potential step) is monitored as a function of time.
161

 A CH 

Instruments electrochemical station (CHI 660E) is used (Figure 2.7). Employing a standard three-

electrode configuration, the TiO2 or ZrO2 nanostructures grown on the modified Si templates, a 

saturated Ag/AgCl electrode, and a platinum wire are used as the working, reference, and counter 

electrodes, respectively, along with a 1.0 M KOH solution used as the electrolyte. The photocurrent 

spectra are obtained over an illuminated sample area of 0.2 cm
2 
under simulated sunlight illumination, 
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as provided by a 300 W solar simulator, consisting of a 300 W Xenon lamp (Newport-Oriel 

Instruments, Model 68811) coupled with an AM 1.5G filter.  

 

 

Figure 2.7  Photograph of an electrochemical station (CHI 660E) connected to a three-electrode 

electrochemical cell in typical photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction setup. The 

nanostructured sample is used as the working electrode, in the presence of a Pt wire counter electrode 

and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. A 300 W solar simulator (Newport-Oriel Instruments, Model 

68811) was used to provide the AM 1.5G solar light. The light intensity of the solar simulator was 

calibrated to 1 sun (100 mW cm
2
) using a power meter (Molectron, EPM 1000e). 

 

To confirm the stoichiometric photoelectrochemical splitting of water, in-situ quantification 

of the evolved gases is performed by using an Universal Gas Analyser (Stanford Research Systems, 

SRS-UGA) (Figure 2.8).
162

 As the measurement is conducted with the three-electrode configuration 

in a sealed quartz beaker, a capillary is inserted above the liquid electrolyte to sample the gases 

generated by the reaction. The UGA is a state-of-the-art benchtop mass spectrometer that operates 

from above atmospheric pressure to ultrahigh vacuum. The UGA system is also simple to operate and 

maintain, and it is ideal for on-line monitoring and analysis of gas mixtures. The UGA system 

consists of two main subsystems: a gas handling system and a gas analyzer. The gas analyzer is a 

quadrupole mass spectrometer that can only operate in high vacuum. The gas handling system 
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consists of a capillary, a pinhole, pumps and valves that deliver the sample gas to the analyzer. The 

UGA employs two separate diaphragm pumps for each stage in order to completely separate the high 

pressure sample line from the high vacuum analysis system (Figure 2.8). All the components can be 

controlled from both the front-panel and remotely by a computer. To sample the gases at atmospheric 

pressure, the UGA system uses a two-stage pressure reduction scheme. At the first stage, the sample 

at atmospheric pressure is drawn through a capillary (1.8 m long, 175 µm ID), which drops the 

pressure by 3 decades. In the second stage, a small amount of the gas sample is drawn through a 

pinhole (40 µm) into the analyzer region pumped by a turbomolecular pump, which reduces the 

pressure to ~10
-6

 Torr (the mass spectrometer operating pressure), while most of the inlet gas (about 

99.9%) flows directly to the bypass diaphragm pump. In this way, the inlet continuously samples the 

gases at low flow rates (several milliliters per minute), making the instrument ideal for real-time on-

line analysis. A change in the gas composition at the inlet can be detected in ~0.2 s.  

 

 

Figure 2.8  Photograph of the SRS-UGA gas analyzer with a two-stage pressure reduction scheme. 

 

2.4.2 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful technique in the studies of 

corrosion, semiconductors, batteries, electroplating, and electro-organic synthesis.
163

 In general, EIS 

measures the response of an electrochemical circuit to an alternating current or voltage as a function 

of frequency. In an electrochemical cell, slow electron kinetics, slow preceding chemical reactions, 

and diffusion can all impede the electron flow. The components in an electrochemical cell can be 

considered analogous to the resistors, capacitors, and inductors that impede the flow of electrons in an 

alternating current (AC) circuit. In direct current (DC) circuit, however, only resistors could produce 
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this effect. The total impedance in the circuit is the combined opposition of all its resistors, capacitors, 

and inductors to the flow of electrons. Impedance can be expressed as a complex number, where the 

resistance is the real component and the combined capacitance and inductance represents the 

imaginary component. Capacitors and inductors affect not only the magnitude of an alternating 

current but also its time-dependent characteristics or phase. When most of the opposition to the 

current flow comes from its capacitive reactance, the circuit is said to be largely capacitive and the 

current leads the applied voltage by a phase angle.
164

 When most of the opposition to current flow 

comes from its inductive reactance, the circuit is said to be largely inductive and the current lags the 

applied voltage by a phase angle. The more inductive is the circuit, the closer would the current be 

90° out of phase with the voltage.   

In the case of an ideal resistor (i.e., when the frequency is set to 0 Hz), the resistance R can be 

calculated using Ohm’s law as the ratio between the voltage V and the current I, i.e. R = V/I. The 

electrochemical impedance is calculated by measuring the current through the cell when an AC 

potential is applied at different frequencies, f (Hz). Typically, the current response to a sinusoidal 

potential is also a sinusoid at the same frequency but with a phase shift. The change in potential Et at 

time (t) is related to the maximum potential E0 as a function of the radial frequency ɷ (radian/second), 

as follows:  

Et = E0 sin (ɷt), 

where ɷ = 2πf. On the other hand, the current at time t (It) is shifted in phase and is related to the 

maximum current (I0) according to:  

It = I0 sin (ɷt + φ),  

where φ is the phase shift. Consequently, the impedance of the system (Z) is given by:  

Z = Et / It = E0 sin (ɷt)/ [I0 sin (ɷt + φ)] = Z0 [sin(ɷt)/sin(ɷt + φ)], 

where Z0 = E0//I0. The impedance can also be expressed as a complex number with the real part (ZRe) 

and imaginary part (ZIm) given at different frequencies, where  

Z(ɷ) = E/I = Z0 exp (j φ) = Z0 (cos φ + j sin φ), where j = √(–1) 

As different working electrodes are employed for the photoelectrochemical water splitting 

application, the determination of electrical resistance of the nanomaterials deposited on the substrates 

is therefore important to understanding the performance of the photoelectrode. A typical 

photoelectrochemical cell can be commonly simulated as an equivalent circuit in order to better 

quantify the effects of different parameters that are crucial to improving the cell performance.  A 
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typical equivalent circuit model is shown in Figure 2.9b. In a typical photoelectrochemical cell, the 

series resistance is an important factor for the overall performance of the photoelectrochemical cell. 

This series resistance (RS) could be due only to the resistance of photoelectrode (i.e. the working 

electrode), or to the combination of the contact resistances of counter, working and reference 

electrodes.  In addition, as ions diffuse in an electrolyte solution, they would adsorb onto the electrode 

surface forming a double layer. The existence of this electrical double layer at the interface 

effectively separates the ions from the charged electrode by an insulating space, forming a chemical 

capacitance element (CPE). Parameters such as ionic concentration, electrode potential, and impurity 

adsorption could affect the magnitude of the capacitor.
165,98

 Finally, the Warburg impedance (Zw) 

corresponds to the diffusional impedance for one-dimensional linear diffusion. In contrast to the 

Helmholtz layer resistance and double layer capacitance, the Warburg impedance is a non-ideal 

circuit element because it depends on the frequency of the potential change. At a high frequency, the 

Warburg impedance is small as the diffusing reactants do not have to travel very far, in contrast to 

that at a low frequency with an increasing Warburg impedance. However, the identification of Zw is 

difficult because it is always accompanied by the charge-transfer resistance and double-layer 

capacitance. 

There are several ways to display frequency response data, including the Bode' plots and 

Nyquist plots. Bode' plots display the amplitude and phase separately as functions of the frequency, 

while a Nyquist plot  shows the imaginary part of impedance, ZIm, as a function of the real part, ZRe, 

obtained for different frequencies, ɷ. In a standard Nyquist plot, the semicircle portion at higher 

frequencies corresponds to the electron transfer limited process, while the series resistance can be 

found by reading the real axis value at the high frequency intercept. Figure 2.9a shows an example of 

a Nyquist plot obtained for a TiO2 nanowire film grown on a Si substrate by catalyst-assisted pulsed 

laser deposition method.
71

 The same electrochemical station used for the photoelectrochemical 

measurement is also used for the electrical impedance measurement and modelling by 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 
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Figure 2.9  (a) Typical Nyquist plot for a TiO2 nanowire film under illumination of simulated sunlight 

(100 mW/cm
2
). The experimental data (solid circles) are collected in a frequency range between 0.01 

Hz and 100 Hz with an AC voltage amplitude of 10 mV and a DC bias of –0.5 V, and they are fitted 

with (b) an equivalent circuit model (solid line). The equivalent circuit consists of a series resistance 

(RS), an RC circuit with a resistance (RD) and a chemical capacitance element (CPED) for the 

semiconductor depletion layer, along with a second RC circuit containing the charge transfer 

resistance for the Helmholtz layer (RH) and the Warburg diffusion impedance (ZW), and the 

capacitance for the electrochemical double layer (CPEH) in a second RC circuit connected in series. 
71§§§§

 

 

2.4.3 Hall effect measurements 

For carrier type and carrier concentration measurements, a Hall effect measurement system 

(Ecopia HMS-5300) employing the four-point probe method in a van der Pauw configuration is 

used,
166

 as shown in Figure 2.10. The system can be used to measure the carrier concentration, carrier 

mobility, resistivity and conductivity, and the Hall coefficient as functions of temperature. To assure 

good electrical connections for these measurements, aluminum and platinum contacts are sputter-

                                                      
§§§§

 Reproduced with the permission from: M.A. Rahman, S. Bazargan, S. Srivastava, X. Wang, M. Abd-Ellah, 

J.P. Thomas, N.F. Heinig, D. Pradhan, and K.T. Leung, Energy Environ. Sci. 8, 3363 (2015). Copyright (2015) 

by the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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deposited by magnetron sputtering (with a current of 50 mA for 120 s) onto the corners of the 

deposited nanostructured materials on Si substrates.
 
 

 

Figure 2.10  (a) Photograph of the Ecopia HMS-5300 Hall effect measurement system, (b) sample 

mounting fixture with upper cooling reservoir. 
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2.4.4 Ultra-Violet/Visible (UV/Vis) spectroscopy 

In the present study, we use a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer to 

measure the optical properties of the as-prepared materials, including their light absorbance and 

reflectance (Figure 2.11).
167

 The double-beam scanning spectrophotometer consists of a double 

monochromator, and three detectors for optimum energy detection across the entire UV/Vis/NIR 

range (175-3300 nm) with a UV/Vis resolution of 0.05 nm and a NIR resolution up to 0.20 nm.  A 

gridless photomultiplier detector is used for detection in the UV/Vis range (175-860 nm), while either 

a Peltier-cooled InGaAs detector (860-2500 nm) or a Peltier-cooled PbS detector (860-3300 nm) is 

used for the detection in the near-infrared (NIR) region. This spectrophotometer offers the best 

combination of scanning speed and photodynamic range that can be achieved on a given sample type.  

 

Figure 2.11  Photograph of the Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer. 
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2.4.5 Measurement of magnetic properties 

A 7-Tesla Quantum Design EverCool Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS), 

utilizing the Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) technology, is used to 

characterize the magnetic properties of TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructured films (Figure 2.12).
168

 The 

magnetic moments of the samples are measured as a function of temperature in the 1.8-400 K range 

with the sensitivity of 1×10
-8

 emu. The SQUID and the superconducting magnet must both be cooled 

with liquid helium, which is provided by an integrated pulse-tube cryocooler-dewar system. Liquid 

helium is also used to cool the sample chamber. The sample should be smaller than a maximum size 

of 5×5 mm
2
 in order to be inserted inside the bore of the magnet and the sample is appropriately 

positioned such that the sample vibration occurs in the homogeneous part of the magnetic field.  It 

should be noted that only plastic tweezers and quartz holders have been used during the sample 

preparation and magnetic measurement to avoid any unintentional ferromagnetic contamination. 

 

 

Figure 2.12  Photograph of the Quantum Design MPMS SQUID VSM system with Evercool 

technology. 
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Chapter 3 

Defect-rich Decorated TiO2 Nanowires for Super-efficient 

Photoelectrochemical Water Splitting Driven by Visible Light 
***** 

3.1 Introduction 

Over the past two decades, TiO2 has been extensively studied as a photoanode for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction due to its compatible band-edge positions, high 

photocatalytic activity, high resistance to photocorrosion, low cost, and lack of toxicity.
169

 However, 

TiO2 has too wide a band gap (3.0 eV)
24

 to absorb sunlight in the visible region, which limits its 

photocatalytic activity to ultraviolet illumination. Several attempts have been made to extend the light 

absorption  of this catalyst, and they include doping,
170

 hydrogen treatment,
8
 and plasmonic 

nanoparticle sensitization.
171

  All of these efforts have only managed to produce a photocurrent 

density no greater than 0.1 mA/cm
2 
in the visible region (>430 nm). The dependence of 

photoelectrochemical activity on the surface morphology and oxygen vacancy of these 1D TiO2 

nanostructures are also not well understood. As the surface morphology and electronic properties of 

TiO2 nanostructures can affect the space charge regions differently, they are especially important to 

the overall charge collection efficiency by influencing the recombination velocity and the chemical 

reaction dynamics.
172

 Furthermore, these nanostructures (such as nanobelts and nanowires) can also 

be used to enhance light harvesting and to suppress charge carrier recombination while maintaining a 

high surface area necessary to improve the photoresponse.
59

        

There are a variety of techniques to synthesize 1D TiO2 nanostructures, including anodization 

of titanium foil or wires,
173

 electrodeposition or solution precipitation,
174

 hydrothermal methods,
175,176

 

thermal evaporation,
62,66,177–179

 and chemical vapour deposition.
180

 One major limitation of wet-

chemistry methods is that the precursor materials often incorporated into the final structure as an 

impurity.
174,181

 As a result, the charge transport efficiency and material stability are significantly 

reduced due to poor crystallinity, and grain boundaries. However, large-scale controlled synthesis of 

1D TiO2 nanostructures by vapour deposition is challenging due to the extremely low vapour 

pressures and high melting points of Ti and TiO2.  A protective buffer layer such as SiO2, TiO2 or TiN 

                                                      
*****

 Reproduced with permission: Rahman, M. A.; Bazargan, S.; Srivastava, S.; Wang, X.; Abd-Ellah, M.; 

Thomas, J. P.; Heinig, N. F.; Pradhan, D.; Leung, K. T. Energy Environ. Sci. 2015, 8, 3363–3373. Copyright @ 

2015 by the Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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is often employed to activate the substrate-sensitive catalyst, including Ni,
65,66

 Cu,
69

 or Au,
17,61

 in 

order to promote vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth of TiO2 nanowires. In the absence of a buffer 

layer, the catalyst would quickly become poisoned, thus inhibiting VLS growth.
177

 However, the 

presence of a dielectric or insulating buffer layer that is too thick on a conductive substrate has 

adverse effects on the growth characteristics
182

 and charge collection efficiency,
72

 which negatively 

impact the electronic properties of the nanodevices. A simple, alternative vapour deposition method 

to provide controlled synthesis of a 1D TiO2 nanostructure on a conductive substrate with a buffer 

layer, of an appropriately optimized thickness (<50 nm), could therefore significantly advance future 

technological applications. 

Unlike thermal evaporation and chemical vapour deposition, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

involves direct laser ablation of the target material, without affecting its stoichiometry, into the 

gaseous form, which is then exposed to the substrate held at a specified temperature. The absorption 

of a high-intensity laser energy pulse by a small volume of material leads to vaporization in the 

thermally non-equilibrium regime. As a result, activation of the gold catalyst could occur at a lower 

temperature, thus allowing the formation of 1D TiO2 nanostructures at a lower temperature than other 

vapour deposition methods. Furthermore, variable substrate temperature, oxygen partial pressure and 

reductive growth environment during PLD can be used to control not only the rate of deposition but 

also the crystallinity, morphology and the amount of oxygen-related defects.
105

 Oxygen vacancies are 

highly desirable for metal oxides because oxygen vacancy defects increase light absorption, act as 

electron donors and therefore enhance the electrical conductivity and charge transport property,
43

 

which can significantly improve their catalytic performance for photoelectrochemical water splitting 

reactions.
8
 

Here, we use catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition (PLD) to synthesize defect-rich 1D 

TiO2 nanostructures with a wide range of morphology on a Si substrate by controlling a SiO2 buffer 

layer of appropriately optimized thickness and the growth temperature.  We further demonstrate the 

remarkable photoelectrochemical catalytic performance of these defect-rich nanostructures for the 

first time in the visible light region (> 430nm) in a water splitting reaction. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

The catalyst-assisted PLD technique used to synthesize the 1D TiO2 nanostructures has been 

described in detail elsewhere.
183

  Briefly, the NanoPLD system (PVD Products) used in the present 
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study was equipped with a KrF excimer laser (248 nm wavelength), and was operated at a fluence of 

350 mJ/pulse with a repetition rate of 5 Hz.   The TiO2 target was prepared by cold-pressing rutile 

TiO2 powders (Aldrich, 99.99% purity) at a pressure of 25 MPa, followed by sintering in air at 900 °C 

for 12 h. The temperature of the substrate could be varied from room temperature to 900 °C by 

radiative heating from infrared heat lamps. The target-to-substrate distance was maintained at 25 mm 

with the substrate temperature kept at 675, 700, 720 or 750 °C to facilitate growth of nanostructures 

with different morphologies. Argon gas was let into the growth chamber at a constant flow rate of 

19.8 sccm by using a mass flow controller to maintain a pressure of ~180 mTorr. 

To evaluate the effect of surface SiO2 layer, we modified  commercial p-type Si(100) chips 

(resistivity 0.001-0.002 ohm-cm, Siegert Wafer) to produce three different substrates: (RCA-Si) 

chemically oxidized Si obtained after RCA cleaning; (H-Si) H-terminated Si obtained by etching with 

hydrofluoric acid; and (Ox-Si) thermally oxidized Si by annealing H-Si in O2 at 850 °C for 120 min. 

Using a Filmetrics F-40 UV reflectometer, we estimated the respective oxide layer thicknesses for H-

Si, RCA-Si and Ox-Si to be 1 nm, 3 nm and 30 nm.  Gold nanoislands (GNIs) were produced on the 

three modified Si(100) substrates by magnetron sputtering a gold target for 4 s followed by annealing 

in N2 at 500 °C for 30 min, and we designate the resulting templates as GNI/RCA-Si, GNI/H-Si, and 

GNI/Ox-Si. The size distributions of the GNIs were measured by processing their SEM images with 

the ImageJ software.     

The surface morphologies of the as-grown TiO2 nanostructures on the three templates were 

characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Merlin microscope. 

The crystal structures of the nanostructures were analyzed by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction at 

an incidence angle of 0.3° using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro MRD diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation 

(1.54 Å). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study of the as-deposited structures was 

conducted in a Zeiss Libra 200 MC microscope. Reflectance spectra were recorded using a Perkin-

Elmer Lambda 950 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer with a Labsphere integrating sphere detector. The 

chemical-state compositions of the nanostructures were characterized by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) in a VG Scientific ESCALab 250 microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα X-

ray source (1486.6 eV).   

Photoelectrochemical measurements for the water splitting reaction using the TiO2 

nanostructures as the photocatalysts were carried out in an electrochemical station (CH Instruments, 

CHI 660E).  We employed a standard three-electrode configuration, in which the TiO2 nanostructures 
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grown on the aforementioned templates, a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode, and a platinum wire were 

used as the working, reference, and counter electrodes, respectively, and a 1.0 M KOH solution was 

used as the electrolyte. A 300 W solar simulator (Newport-Oriel Instruments, Model 68811) was used 

to provide the AM 1.5G solar spectral illumination. Light intensity of the solar simulator was 

calibrated to 1 sun (100 mW/cm
2
) with a power meter (Molectron, EPM 1000e). The SRS-UGA 

system is used to analyze a gas sample at atmospheric pressure via a specially designed 6 feet long 

capillary tube (175 µm ID). The measurement is done with the same three-electrode electrochemical 

cell in a sealed quartz beaker, with the capillary inserted to sample the gases generated by the 

reaction.  A short-pass (< 400 nm) or a long-pass (> 430 nm) filter (Oriel) was coupled with the AM 

1.5G filter to isolate the UV or visible part of the simulated sunlight spectrum. Before each 

measurement, the electrolyte was thoroughly flushed with N2 gas to remove any dissolved oxygen. 

The same electrochemical station was also used for the electrical impedance measurement by 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussions 

3.3.1 Growth of defect-rich 1D Nanostructures 

The SEM images shown in Figure 3.1illustrate the effect of a SiO2 buffer layer with different 

thickness on PLD growth of TiO2 nanostructures at 700 °C. On a pristine H-Si substrate, laser 

ablation of the rutile TiO2 target for 90 min produces nanobricks with an edge length of 150-250 nm 

and thickness of 80-150 nm (Figure 3.1a1). Similar film morphology is also observed on pristine 

RCA-Si (Figure 3.1b1) and Ox-Si substrates (Figure 3.1c1), which indicates that the presence of a 

SiO2 layer, irrespective of its thickness, appears to have no significant effect on the TiO2 film growth.  

In Figure 3.1, we show that the mean diameters of the GNIs as-formed on the respective pristine 

substrates [4 ± 3 nm for H-Si (Figure 3.1a2), 8 ± 3 nm for RCA-Si (Figure 3.1b2), and 11 ± 3 nm for 

Ox-Si (Figure 3.1c2)] increase with increasing SiO2 buffer layer thickness. The formation of much 

smaller GNIs on H-Si than RCA-Si and Ox-Si is due to the relative ease of Au silicide formation on 

the H-Si surface with the thinnest SiO2 layer.
184

  PLD growth of TiO2 on the GNI/H-Si template for 

90 min at 700 °C produces mainly flake-like nanostructures (Figure 3.1a3), 300-400 nm long and 3-8 

nm thick.  The corresponding back-scattered electron images show that no GNI is present at the edges 

of these nanoflakes (Figure 3.1a4). The presence of reactive Si dangling bonds at high temperature 
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causes the Au atoms to bond strongly to the Si substrate,
184

 and the resulting GNIs are therefore less 

prone to be lifted off.  In contrast to the nanobrick film obtained on the pristine H-Si substrate (Figure 

3.1a1), the growth of nanoflakes on the GNI/H-Si template suggests that GNIs act as the nucleation 

sites and lower the surface energies of crystal growth planes, which consequently enhance the 

adsorption rate of gaseous species and promote the growth of flake-like nanostructures.
185

 On the 

other hand, PLD growth on the GNI/RCA-Si template under the same deposition conditions produces 

TiO2 nanowires that are notably different from flake-like nanostructures (Figure 3.1b3, 3.1b4). The 

surfaces of these straight nanowires appear smooth, and each individual wire has a cross-sectional 

diameter of 10-15 nm along its entire length of several hundred nanometers. The length of the 

nanowires can be controlled by changing the deposition time. Evidently, the nanowires, indicating a 

vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth mechanism for these nanowires.
186

 However, the presence 

of a small amount of Au at the RCA-Si substrate interface (Figure 3.1b4, inset), as in the case 

of GNI/H-Si (Figure 3.1a4, inset), suggests that a fraction of Au has diffused through the 

interfacial SiO2 layer at high temperature during the GNI formation and/or during TiO2 

deposition, producing Au-silicides at the interface. Interestingly, PLD growth on the GNI/Ox-

Si template at 700 °C produces TiO2 nanobelts, typically 10-20 nm thick, 50-80 nm wide and 

several hundred nm long (Figure 3.1c3, 3.1c4). The nanobelt has a pointy, triangular tip, with 

periodic sawtooth faceting along the sidewalls, the latter reflecting a remarkable oscillatory 

growth process.
187

 Unlike the RCA-Si and H-Si templates, the thicker SiO2 layer on the Ox-Si 

template prevents Au diffusion and the subsequent Au-silicide formation, as supported by the 

absence of Au at the interface (Figure 3.1c4, inset).  
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Figure 3.1  SEM images of (a1, b1, c1) typical TiO2 nanobricks deposited in 200 mTorr Ar at 700 °C 

and (a2, b2, c2) typical gold nanoislands (GNIs), with the corresponding near-Gaussian size 

distributions (insets), formed on H-Si (top row), RCA-Si (middle row) and Ox-Si (bottom row).  SEM 

images of the TiO2 nanostructures grown in 200 mTorr of Ar at 700 °C on GNI/H-Si (top row), 

GNI/RCA-Si (middle row), and GNI/Ox-Si templates (bottom row) taken as (a3, b3, c3) top view and 

(a4, b4, c4) cross-sectional view. Insets in (a3, b3, c3) schematically show the respective 

nanostructures. Insets in (a4, b4, c4) show the corresponding cross-sectional backscattered electron 

images. 

 

We have also studied the effect of deposition (substrate) temperature on the nanostructure 

growth. Figure 3.2 shows the SEM images of TiO2 nanostructures grown on the three templates at 

675 °C, 720 °C, and 750 °C, in addition to those obtained at 700 °C (already shown in Figure 3.1a3, 

3.1b3, 3.1c3). Deposition at 675 °C produces, on all three templates, tapered corrugated nanowires 

with stacking faults distributed along the growth direction (Figure 3.2a1, 3.2b1, 3.2c1). Similar types 

of structures have also been reported for SiC
188

 and ZnO nanowires.
189

 On the other hand, deposition 

at 720 °C on GNI/H-Si produces pebble-like particles (Figure 3.2a3), which is likely caused by 

complete consumption of the thin SiO2 layer (~1 nm) via silicide formation.
190

 As reported in earlier 

studies, annealing SiO2 on Si in high vacuum condition leads to decomposition of SiO2 via the 

interfacial reaction: Si + SiO2 = 2SiO(g),
191,192

 and the decomposition rate is further enhanced by the 

presence of Au.
193

 The surfaces of these pebble-like particles are decorated with small nanoparticles. 
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Interestingly, PLD growth at the same temperature (720 °C) on GNI/RCA-Si (Figure 3.2b3) and 

GNI/Ox-Si templates (Figure 3.2c3) leads to tapered nanowires also decorated with  nanocrystallites 

on the surface, in marked contrast to the straight nanowires with smooth surfaces found on 

GNI/RCA-Si at 700 °C (Figure 3.2b2). The nanocrystallites are also been confirmed by helium ion 

microscopy images (not shown). These decorated nanowires are found to be 0.8-1.5 µm long, with an 

average diameter of 50-70 nm.  Closer examination reveals that the nanocrystallites on these 

decorated nanowires are more concentrated at the base, and the surface of the decorated nanowires 

grown on GNI/Ox-Si (Figure 3.2c3) appears to be rougher than that of the decorated nanowires on 

GNI/RCA-Si (Figure 3.2b3).  Deposition on the GNI/H-Si template at a higher temperature (750 °C) 

produces pebble-like structures (Figure 3.2a4) similar to those obtained at 720 °C (Figure 3.2a3). On 

GNI/RCA-Si, nanoflakes and pebble-like particles are observed at 750 °C (Figure 3.2b4) and 770 °C 

(not shown), respectively, likely due to the gradual consumption of thin SiO2 layer (3 nm) via the 

interfacial reaction. In contrast to the GNI/H-Si (Figure 3.2a4) and GNI/RCA-Si templates (Figure 

3.2b4), nanowires decorated with larger nanocrystallites grown on GNI/Ox-Si at 750 °C (Figure 

3.2c4) or higher temperature are observed. In Figure 3.3, we schematically summarize the different 

1D TiO2 nanostructures obtained on the three templates: GNI/RCA-Si, GNI/H-Si and GNI/Ox-Si, 

with the respective estimated thicknesses for the SiO2 buffer layer of 1 nm, 3 nm, and 30 nm, at 

different growth temperatures.  
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Figure 3.2  SEM images of TiO2 nanostructures grown in 20 mTorr Ar at (a1, b1, c1) 675 °C, (a2, b2, 

c2) 700 °C, (a3, b3, c3) 720 °C, and (a4, b4, c4) 750 °C on GNI/H-Si (top row), GNI/RCA-Si (middle 

row) and GNI/Ox-Si templates (bottom row). The corresponding lower left insets show schematic 

models of the respective as-grown nanostructures, with the magnified SEM images of selected 

nanostructures shown in the upper right insets. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Schematic models of TiO2 nanostructures grown on gold nanoisland (GNI) modified 

Si(100) templates at 675, 700 and 720 °C. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the corresponding transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of 

representative TiO2 nanostructures, including corrugated nanowires (Figure 3.2b1), straight 

nanowires (Figure 3.2b2), decorated nanowires (Figure 3.2b3), and nanobelts (Figure 3.2c2). The 

rugged edges of the nanobelts (Figure 3.4a) and corrugated nanowires (Figure 3.4b) are clearly 

observed, while the surface of the straight nanowires appears to be smooth (Figure 3.4c).  For the 

decorated nanowires (Figure 3.4d), the outer shell consists of nanocrystallites of 3-5 nm in size. The 

corresponding high-resolution TEM images (Figure 3.4, insets) show that all the nanostructures are 

single-crystalline and have an interplanar spacing of 3.2 Å, corresponding to the (110) plane of bulk 

rutile TiO2. Interestingly, the same rutile TiO2 interplanar spacing is also found for individual 

nanocrystallites on the decorated nanowire (Figure 3.4d, top inset). The corresponding lattice planes 

appear to be not perfectly aligned and disordered at the edges of the nanocrystallite (Figure 3.4d, top 

inset), indicating the presence of crystalline defects, including dislocations and local strains.
194

  To 

further investigate the nature of crystallinity of the predominant nanostructures, we compare the 

glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-deposited nanostructures in Figure 3.5. 

The prominent diffraction peaks are in good accord with the typical rutile structure of TiO2 (PDF2 

00-021-1276) and FCC phase of metallic Au (PDF2 00-041-0784). Of particular interest is the 

remarkably different relative peak intensities of the prominent peaks at 27.4° (110), 36° (101) and 

54.3° (211) with respect to the reference pattern of powder TiO2 (PDF2 00-021-1276). Evidently, the 

higher intensity ratios of the (110) peak to (101) peak in all the nanowires and of (110) peak to (211) 

peak in nanobelts than those in the reference pattern indicates that they have a preferred (110) growth 

orientation (in good accord with our TEM data). 
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Figure 3.4  TEM images of a typical (a) TiO2 nanobelt, (b) corrugated nanowire (NW), (c) straight 

nanowire, and (d) decorated nanowire. Lower-right insets show the corresponding high-resolution 

TEM images, while the upper-right inset in (d) depicts the high-resolution TEM image of a 

nanocrystallite. 

 
Figure 3.5  Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of different rutile TiO2 nanostructures obtained at an 

incidence angle of 0.4. The PDF2 reference patterns of the FCC phase of Au (#00-041-0784) and of 

rutile TiO2 (#00-021-1276) are shown as top and bottom bar graphs, respectively. The features 

marked by asterisks (*) correspond to the modified Si substrate. 
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As noted previously for other material systems,
195,196

 the growth temperature can affect the 

catalyst state and, consequently, the predominant growth mode, i.e. vapour-solid growth below the 

eutectic temperature or VLS growth at or above the eutectic temperature, which ultimately governs 

the length and diameter of the nanowire.  It has been observed that both vapour-solid and VLS growth 

can occur simultaneously, with the vapour-solid growth generally 10-100 times slower than VLS 

growth at the same precursor partial pressure and temperature.
196

 In the present study, the growth 

temperature (675-750 °C) for the nanowires is lower than the lowest eutectic temperature in the bulk 

Au-Ti binary system (832 °C).
197

  It should be noted that VLS growth could occur concurrently, the 

VLS growth predominates at the higher growth temperature and the slower vapour-solid growth at a 

particular growth temperature could perturb and thus introduce variations into the general 

morphology of the nanowires. Formation of tapered shape for the decorated nanowires has been 

attributed to the additional uncatalyzed vapour-solid growth occurring at the sidewall, and to the 

longer exposure of the vapour to the base area compared to the tip area that ultimately affects the 

cross sectional shape of the nanowires.
63

  The presence of a greater number of nanocrystallites on the 

decorated nanowires as-grown on GNI/Ox-Si than those on GNI/RCA-Si at a particular growth 

temperature suggests that the thicker, thermally grown SiO2 layer (on Ox-Si) is rougher and has a 

different heat transfer efficiency than RCA-grown SiO2, which ultimately affects the surface mobility, 

nucleation sites, and supersaturation rate of TiO2, all of which control the morphology of the 1D 

nanostructures at a given temperature.
198

 Our results also suggest that a minimum SiO2 layer thickness 

of 3 nm (as formed on the RCA-Si substrate) is necessary for enabling VLS nanostructure growth in 

the PLD method, and a thicker SiO2 or protective buffer layer is required for the growth of nanowires 

at a higher temperature. A buffer layer has been used in thermal evaporation and other methods for 

similar reasons,
7
 but the thickness of the buffer layer so employed has been considerably larger than 

3-5 nm.
66,177

 For example, TiOx nanowires on Si interaction between GNI and Si substrate in 

terms of Au silicide formation and to provide a source of oxygen during growth in Ar 

ambient. The thickness of the SiO2 buffer layer therefore plays a critical role in the growth of 

TiO2 nanowires on a Si substrate. Formation of different 1D nanostructures at different growth 

temperatures on GNI/RCA-Si (corrugated nanowires at 675 °C, straight nanowires at 700  °C, 

and decorated nanowires at 720 °C) and on GNI/Ox-Si (corrugated nanowires at 675 °C, 

nanobelts at 700 °C, and decorated nanowires at 720 °C or higher temperature) therefore 

confirms that both the growth temperature and the thickness of the SiO2 buffer layer can be 

used complementarily to control the morphology of the 1D nanostructures. 
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In Figure 3.6a, we show the changes in the colour of the as-deposited nanostructured films 

from blue (corrugated nanowires) to deep blue (straight nanowires) to greyish black (decorated 

nanowires), and then to lighter blue (nanobelts and nanobricks). It should be noted that the colours so 

observed for these nanostructured films remain unchanged for the respective films obtained with 

deposition longer than 40 min.  Moreover, the samples retain their individual colour upon storage at 

ambient atmosphere for over a year, indicating the robustness of these nanostructured films and that 

Ti
3+

 and/or oxygen vacancy defects are located in the bulk and not just at the surface of these 

nanostructures. Similar colour changes in TiO2 due to difference in growth temperature and oxygen 

partial pressure as employed in flame reduction method have also been reported.
199

 Furthermore, 

hydrogen treatment has been used to create a high density of oxygen vacancies, which changed the 

colour of rutile TiO2 from white to yellowish green and finally to black.
8
 Recently, Ti

3+
-related bulk 

defects in rutile TiO2  have been found to exhibit five different colours, and the crystal colour 

appeared to correlate directly with the amount of defects.
200

 Based on these studies and our 

experimental results, we hypothesize that the different colours for corrugated (light blue), straight 

(dark blue) and decorated nanowires (greyish black) are due to the differences in the amount of 

defects. 

This series of colours should correlate with the respective degree of sub-stoichiometry of 

TiO2 in these nanostructured films,
201

 which is in good accord with our X-ray photoelectron data 

shown in Figure 3.6b. For all the samples, the prominent Ti 2p3/2 peak at 459.4 eV corresponds to the 

Ti
4+

 state attributable to TiO2, while the shoulder at 458.0 eV could be assigned to  Ti
3+ 

state in TiOX 

(2 > x > 1).
202,203

 Four O 1s peaks at 530.7, 531.1, 532.6 and 533.3 eV correspond to TiO2, TiOx, 

SiO2, and SiOX , respectively.
203,204

 The fitted O 1s intensity ratios for TiOx/TiO2 and SiOX/SiO2 of the 

nanowires prepared on the GNI/RCA-Si template follow the ordering: decorated nanowires (720 °C) 

> straight nanowires (700 °C) > corrugated nanowires (675 °C), in close correlation with the growth 

temperature and sample colour (Figure 3.6a). The Si 2p3/2 (2p1/2) peaks at 102.6 (103.3) and 103.5 

(103.2) eV correspond to SiO2 and SiOX, respectively.
204

 For decorated nanowires, the Ti 2p3/2 peak 

width is found to be discernibly larger (Figure 3.7), which further supports the presence of a larger 

amount of oxygen vacancy defects in decorated nanowires than the other nanostructures.
205

 The 

higher the growth temperature, the more reduced TiO2 has become in the present synthesis 

conditions. On the other hand, the O 1s intensity ratio for TiOx/TiO2 of the nanobelts, deposited at the 

same temperature as that for straight nanowires on GNI/RCA-Si (700 °C) but on a GNI/Ox-Si 

template, is found to be smaller, which is consistent with the thicker SiO2 layer on the GNI/Ox-Si 
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template serving as a source of oxygen during growth in an Ar atmosphere. Less oxygen vacancy 

defects can therefore be expected in nanobelts than the nanowires grown on GNI/RCA-Si templates. 

As a result, the colour of the nanobelt film is lighter than the nanowire film (Figure 3.6a). The 

corresponding reflectance spectra of the nanostructures all exhibit broadband absorption, starting at 

330 nm and extending into visible region of the spectrum (Figure 3.8). The intensity of the reflectance 

band increases with decreasing growth temperature for the nanowires, and with larger interfacial SiO2 

layer thickness for the nanobelts, which is also consistent with the colour change of the samples. We 

have also calculated the bandgaps by using the Tauc plots (Figure 3.9).  The band gap is determined 

to be 2.68 eV for the decorated nanowire, 2.86 eV for straight nanowire, 2.91 eV for corrugated 

nanowire, and 2.98 eV for the nanobelt. The visible light absorbance of the TiO2 nanowires could be 

mainly attributed to the existence of defect states in the TiO2 band gap,
11,182

 likely due to the presence 

of Ti
3+

 defects and oxygen vacancies in accordance with the XPS analysis.    

 

Figure 3.6  (a) Photographs  and (b) XPS spectra of O 1s, Ti 2p3/2, and Si 2p regions of TiO2 

nanostructured films consisting of nanobelts, corrugated nanowires (NWs), straight NWs, and 

decorated NWs. 
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Figure 3.7  XPS spectra of the Ti 2p region, relatively normalized at the Ti 2p3/2 peak maxima, for 

TiO2 nanobelts, corrugated nanowires (NWs), straight NWs, and decorated NWs. The arrows indicate 

the full widths at half maxima of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks of the decorated NWs.  

 
Figure 3.8  UV-Vis reflectance spectra of TiO2 nanobelts, corrugated nanowires (NWs), straight 

NWs, and decorated NWs.  
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Figure 3.9  Tauc plots for PLD-grown 1D TiO2 nanostructured films. 

 

The slight deviation from perfect stoichiometry could result in a significant change in the 

electrical property of the TiO2 nanostructured films.
10

 Figure 3.10a shows the corresponding Nyquist 

plots for the nanostructured films under simulated sunlight illumination obtained by potentiostatic 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Using the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 3.10b, 

we determine the series resistance (RS), the resistance (RD) and chemical capacitance (CPED) of the 

semiconductor depletion layer in an RC circuit, along with the charge transfer resistance in the 

Helmholtz layer (RH), the Warburg diffusion impedance (ZW), and the capacitance of the 

electrochemical double layer (CPEH) in a second RC circuit in series. The electrical parameters 

obtained by fitting the experimental data with the equivalent circuit are summarized in Table 3.1. The 

fitted data shows that the charge transfer resistances (RS, RD, and RH) increase (while the capacitance 

decreases) in the following ordering: decorated nanowires < straight nanowires < corrugated 

nanowires < nanobelts, in close correlation with the observed oxygen vacancy and crystal colour. The 

higher charge transfer resistances of nanobelts might also be caused by the thicker interfacial SiO2 
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layer, which ultimately reduces the collection efficiency of photogenerated electrons. Interestingly, 

the charge transfer resistance (RD) at the depletion layer of decorated nanowires has become 

significantly smaller while the corresponding capacitance (CPED) has  increased concomitantly, 

which suggests that the nanocrystallites of the decorated nanowires contain a large amount of oxygen 

vacancy defect states, likely in the band gap of the TiO2 nanocrystallites. The sub-stoichiometric TiOx 

(2 > x > 1) therefore possesses numerous advantages over stoichiometric TiO2 because reduced TiOx 

has higher absorbance, wettability,
206

 and conductivity that are important to photoelectrochemical 

applications. 

 
Figure 3.10  Nyquist plots of predominant TiO2 nanostructured films (a) under illumination of 

simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm
2
). The experimental data (symbols) are collected in a frequency 

range between 0.01 Hz and 100 Hz with an ac voltage amplitude of 10 mV and a dc bias of –0.5 V, 

and they are fitted with (b) an equivalent circuit model  (solid lines).  
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Table 3.1 Parameters extracted from fitted results of electrochemical impedance spectra for TiO2 

nanostructured films under simulated sunlight.  

 

AM 1.5 G 

RS (Ω) 
RH  (kΩ)                        

CPEH  (µF) 

RD (kΩ)                                 

CPED (µF) 

Nanobelt 254 
20                                   

110 

33                                               

2.7
 

Corrugated Nanowire 35.0 
2.1                                              

130 

8.0                                                  

56 

Straight Nanowire 32.8 
1.6                                           

221 

6.9                                           

92 

Decorated Nanowire 20.5 
1.4                                               

264 

1.3                                     

210 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Photoelectrochemical properties 

To study the photocatalytic activity of the aforementioned nanostructures for  

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction, we employ, as photoanodes, TiO2 nanobricks (grown 

on a pristine RCA-Si substrate, Fig. 1b1), corrugated nanowires (on a GNI/RCA-Si template, Fig. 

2b1), straight nanowires (on a GNI/RCA-Si template, Fig. 2b2) and decorated nanowires (on a 

GNI/RCA-Si template, Fig. 2b3), as well as  nanobelts (produced on a GNI/Ox-Si template, Fig. 2c2). 

The photocurrent spectra have been obtained over an illuminated sample area of 0.2 cm
2 
under 

simulated sunlight illumination at 100 mW/cm
2
 from a 300 W xenon lamp coupled with an AM 1.5G 

filter. In-situ quantification of the evolved gases by using an Universal Gas Analyser (Stanford 

Research Systems, SRS-UGA) (Figure 3.11). As shown in the Figure 3.11, we monitor the partial 

pressures of H2, O2, N2, H2O and CO2 with light off and light on during the water-splitting 
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reaction.  Evidently, only H2 and O2 pressures are found to increase as the reaction 

commences (with light on) while those of all the other gases remain flat and unchanged.  The 

pressure change for H2 (ΔP = 18×10
-8

 Torr) is found to be almost twice (1.8 times) that of O2 

(ΔP = 10×10
-8

 Torr), which confirms stoichiometric splitting of water.  It should be noted that 

the amount of time for the evolved gases to reach saturation will depend on the amount of 

catalysts on the sample and the efficiency of gas production (both of which will affect the 

amounts of H2 and O2 produced by the water-splitting reaction), as well as the volume of 

space above the liquid solution in the beaker.  Evidently, it only takes about 20 minutes for the 

produced gases to displace the air in the volume above the solution.   

 

Figure 3.11  Quantification of gas evolution for photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction with 

decorated TiO2 nanowires as the photoanode with light on and light off. 

 

The photocurrent density measured at 0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) for the decorated nanowires (1.5 

mA/cm
2
) is found to be 8.3, 6.0, 2.5, and 1.6 times those of nanobelts (0.18 mA/cm

2
), nanobricks 

(0.25 mA/cm
2
), straight nanowires (0.6 mA/cm

2
), and corrugated nanowires (0.94 mA/cm

2
), 
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respectively (Figure 3.12a). We also characterize and obtain essentially no photocatalytic activity for 

the pristine RCA-Si substrate and GNI/RCA-Si template under the same conditions (Figure 3.12a).  

The photogenerated holes in Si cannot be easily transferred to the valence band of TiO2, likely due to 

a significant barrier at the junction resulting in carrier recombination in Si.
207

 The higher photocurrent 

density observed for the decorated nanowires (and other nanostructures) can therefore be attributed 

only to the photogenerated charge carriers from the TiO2 nanostructures themselves. The decorated 

nanowires provide one of the best photoelectrochemical performance among the TiO2 nanostructures 

reported to date. The measured photocurrent density for the decorated nanowires (1.5 mA/cm
2
 at 0.5 

V) in the present work is higher than those for most TiO2 nanomaterials, including a modified rutile 

TiO2 nanowire array obtained by depositing an epitaxial rutile TiO2 shell onto a hydrothermally 

prepared rutile TiO2 nanowire array (1.1 mA/cm
2
 at 0.5 V),

172
 a hierarchical branched rutile TiO2 

nanorod array with the surface of the TiO2 nanorod trunks covered by short needle-shaped TiO2 

branches (0.83 mA/cm
2
 at 0.7 V),

208
 a N-modified rutile TiO2 nanowire array with a cobalt cocatalyst 

(0.8 mA/cm
2
 at 0.7 V),

170
 a TiO2 nanoforest prepared by depositing dense TiO2 nanorods along the 

entire TiO2 nanotube trunk (0.75 mA/cm
2
),

209
 and an anatase TiO2 nanotube array decorated with Ag 

nanoparticles (0.05 mA/cm
2
).

210
  Our current density is also comparable to that of flame-reduced TiO2 

nanowires (1.5 mA/cm
2
 at 0.58 V), where a complicated flame reduction method was used to control 

the oxygen vacancies by manipulating a minute variation of reduction time (a few seconds) or by 

adjusting slight change in the fuel-to-air ratio.
211

 

To quantitatively evaluate the efficiency of photoelectrochemical hydrogen generation from  

our TiO2 nanostructures, the photoconversion efficiency is calculated by using the 

equation,
212 𝜂 (%) = 𝑗𝑝 

(1.23−𝑉)

𝐼0
× 100, where 𝑗𝑝 is the photocurrent density (in mA/cm

2
) at the 

applied voltage V [vs reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)], and 𝐼0 is the illumination intensity (i.e. 

100 mW/cm
2
 for AM 1.5G).

8,170
 A maximum photoconversion efficiency of 2.4% at –0.3 V vs 

Ag/AgCl (or 0.7 V vs RHE) is found for the decorated nanowires, followed by the corrugated 

nanowires (1.8% at –0.4 V vs Ag/AgCl), straight nanowires (0.95% at –0.33 V vs Ag/AgCl), 

nanobricks (0.32 % at –0.44 V vs Ag/AgCl), and nanobelts (0.11% at –0.09 V vs Ag/AgCl), as shown 

in Figure 3.12b. The lowest maximum photocurrent density found for the nanobelts can be attributed 

to the thicker SiO2 buffer layer on the GNI/Ox-Si template, which impedes the photogenerated carrier 

transfer from the TiO2 surface to the Pt counter electrode.  The lower photocatalytic activity of the 

nanobricks on the RCA-Si template compared to nanowires is due to a shorter average length and a 
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lower density of the as-grown nanobricks, and therefore a smaller specific surface area available for 

the water oxidation reaction.  On the other hand, the higher photocatalytic activities of the decorated 

nanowires and corrugated nanowires compared to straight nanowires are attributed to the different 

morphologies of the nanowires. For the decorated nanowire, the shell consisting of densely packed 

ultrasmall nanocrystallites (3-5 nm) introduces jagged surface at the nanowire.  The “bumpy” surface 

evidently provides extra surface area for the photoelectrochemical reaction, while the junctions 

between the nanocrystallites act as additional active sites for oxygen production reaction.
213

  

Similarly, rugged surface and nanojunctions in corrugated nanowires account for the observed higher 

catalytic activity than straight nanowires, but less than the decorated nanowires.  Furthermore, to 

investigate the chemical and structural stabilities during photoelectrochemical water splitting, we 

perform chronoampherometric (current vs time) studies with light on/off cycles at 100 mW/cm
2
 at 0 

V vs Ag/AgCl (or 1.0 V vs RHE), at which potential the photocurrent density has reached a plateau 

region (Figure 3.12a).  A typical measurement on the decorated nanowires shows a stable 

photocurrent density of 1.06 mA/cm
2
 with degradation of only 2.0% after 9 on/off cycles (Figure 

3.12c). (The corresponding Faradaic efficiency is estimated to be 95.1%.) The catalysts remain active 

even after six hours of photoelectrochemical water-splitting reaction (Figure 3.13). Similar stability 

tests have also been made on other nanostructures and they show virtually no degradation over 

repeated cycling and extended use. 

The decorated nanowires have high surface area, which reduces the required current density 

per unit surface area, but it may also introduce more surface recombination. So the final improvement 

on performance may come from the coupled effects of charge separation and oxidation on surface. To 

verify the recombination loss, we perform an experiment with the presence of a hole scavenger (0.5 

M Na2SO3) for the decorated nanowire and straight nanowire samples (the latter has a smaller surface 

area than the former).  As shown in the Figure 3.14, no significant change in the saturation 

photocurrent density and onset potentials is observed in the presence of the hole scavenger for both 

decorated and straight nanowire samples. For the straight nanowire sample, the two curves are 

essentially the same, which indicates insignificant recombination loss. For the decorated nanowire 

sample, we observe a minor amount of recombination current (as evidenced from the difference of the 

saturated current density potentials),   which indicates the increase in surface area plays a more 

important role in photocurrent enhancement than that in recombination loss.  
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Figure 3.12  (a) Current density and (b) the corresponding photoconversion efficiency measured as a 

function of applied potential from different TiO2 nanostructured photoanodes and from pristine RCA-

Si, and RCA-Si/GNI templates (used as the control). The measurements are performed in a 1M KOH 

solution with a scan rate of 10 mV/s under 100 mW/ cm
2
 simulated sunlight illumination with a AM 

1.5G filter. (c) Photocurrent density of decorated nanowires for repeated on/off cycles of simulated 

sunlight illumination. (d)  Linear sweep voltammograms of decorated TiO2 nanowire photoanode 

from an AM 1.5 G light (100 mW/cm
2
) and with long-pass (>430 nm) and short-pass (<400 nm) 

filters. 
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Figure 3.13  Photocurrent density of decorated TiO2 nanowire at –0.2 V versus Ag/AgCl in 1 M KOH 

solution under simulated sunlight. 

 

 

Figure 3.14  Current density measured as a function of applied potential for (a) decorated and (b) 

straight nanowires in 1M KOH and 1M KOH-0.5M Na2SO3 under simulated solar light illumination. 
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Since TiO2 is expected to be photoelectrochemically active mainly under UV light 

illumination due to its wide band gaps: 3.2 eV (388 nm) for anatase and 3.0 eV (410 nm) for rutile 

phase, and given that the AM 1.5G light contains only a small UV component, we determine the 

photocurrent densities arising from separate UV and visible spectral illuminations by coupling the 

AM 1.5G light with appropriate short-pass (<400 nm) and long-pass filters (>430 nm), respectively. 

As shown in Figure 3.12d, the photocurrent density of decorated nanowires is reduced slightly from 

1.5 mA/cm
2
 to 1.4 mA/cm

2
 when a long-pass filter is coupled with the AM 1.5G filter, and to 

effectively dark current density (0.18 mA/cm
2
) when a short-pass filter is used. The photocurrent 

density observed for the decorated nanowire sample therefore mainly comes from the longer 

wavelength region (>430 nm), i.e. the visible light region. This is a significant result, because unlike 

the previously reported case for rutile TiO2 nanowire arrays decorated with Au nanoparticles,
171

 

where the observed photocurrent density (1.8 mA/cm
2
) in AM 1.5G light was found to reduce by 

nearly 50% to 0.96 mA/cm
2 
with UV light component (<430 nm) and to 0.00267 mA/cm

2
 with visible 

light component (>430 nm), we observe only a 13% reduction with just the visible light component in 

the present work.  Our visible light current density is also significantly higher than those reported for 

highly dense Si core TiO2 shell nanowire arrays, obtained by depositing a polycrystalline anatase 

TiO2 layer on a Si nanowire array, which gave zero photocurrent density under visible light.
207

 

Similarly, for H2-treated TiO2 nanowires
8
 and Sn-doped TiO2 nanowires,

214
 almost zero photocurrent 

density were observed in the visible light (> 430 nm). These results verify that our decorated 

nanowire sample is the top photoelectrochemical catalysis performer in the visible light (>430 nm) 

reported to date.   

It has been reported that the band gap of TiO2 and the amount of oxygen vacancy defects 

depend on the crystallite size. For example, when the crystallite size is decreased from 17 to 3 nm, the 

band gap is reported to increase from 3.2 to 3.6 eV and the deviation from stoichiometry (due to the 

presence of oxygen vacancies) has also increased with increasing Ti
3+

 concentration.
199

  Meanwhile, 

oxygen vacancies are found to introduce defect states below the conduction band of TiO2.
11,182

 The 

smaller (3-5 nm) rutile nanocrystallites on the decorated nanowires would therefore have a larger 

band gap than the single-crystalline nanowire host but possess defect states close to the conduction 

band minimum. A schematic band alignment diagram for the enhancement mechanism of 

photoelectrochemical properties of decorated nanowires is shown in Figure 3.15.  When the decorated 

nanowires are irradiated with AM 1.5G light, electron transfer takes place from both valence band 

(VB) and oxygen vacancy defect states to the conduction band (CB) of TiO2 nanocrystallites. The 
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photon-excited electrons in the nanocrystallites are then injected into the conduction band of the core 

nanowires, while the photogenerated holes of nanocrystallites react with the donor species of the 

electrolyte. Owing to the single-crystalline nature of the nanowire core, the electrons in the 

conduction band of the nanowire could migrate easily to the Si substrate and ultimately to the counter 

electrode. The higher photocurrent density obtained from the decorated TiO2 nanowires can therefore 

be attributed to the dense mat of nanowires
215

 with densely packed TiO2 nanocrystallites at the outer 

surface.  These nanocrystallites offer excellent light-trapping characteristics, a large contact area with 

the electrolyte, and a highly conductive pathway for charge carrier collection, while the presence of a 

large number of oxygen vacancy defects in these nanocrystallites provides superior 

photoelectrochemical performance in the visible region. 

 

 

Figure 3.15  Schematic diagram for the charge separation and migration process in TiO2 decorated 

nanowires in a photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction driven by visible light irradiation. 

 

3.4 Summary 

By tuning the interfacial SiO2 layer thickness and growth temperature, we synthesize a 

variety of 1D nanostructured TiO2 films, including nanobelts, corrugated nanowires, straight 
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nanowires, and decorated nanowires, by using catalyst-assisted PLD method.  The use of a high 

vacuum system and the precise control of growth temperature and Ar flow have enabled us to 

produce (oxygen vacancy) defect-rich TiO2 nanostructured film. We further demonstrate that the 

amount of oxygen vacancy defects depends on the growth temperature, and the electrochemical 

impedance measurement confirms the lower charge transfer resistances at the depletion layer of the 

decorated nanowires. Photoelectrochemical measurement under simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm
2
) 

shows that these decorated nanowires exhibit a low onset potential of 0.3 V (vs RHE) and a total 

energy photoconversion efficiency of 2.4%. More importantly, the photocurrent density of defect-rich 

decorated nanowires is reduced only slightly from 1.6 mA/cm
2
 to 1.4 mA/cm

2
 when the ultraviolet 

light component (<430 nm) is filtered out.  Unlike the previously reported cases for sub-10 nm rutile 

nanoparticles,
216

 Fe2TiO5 coated TiO2 nanotube arrays,
217

 (W, C) co-doped TiO2 nanowires,
218

 and Au 

nanoparticle decorated TiO2 nanowire arrays,
171

 where the observed photocurrent densities in AM 

1.5G light were found to reduce by over 50% with just visible light illumination, we observe only a 

13% reduction for the decorated nanowires. These defect-rich decorated nanowires therefore have the 

best photoelectrochemical catalytic performance in the visible region reported to date and are 

expected have a significant impact on the design of super-efficient photoanodes for 

photoelectrochemical applications driven by visible light. 

The present photocurrent density of TiO2 nanowires can be further increased with a longer 

PLD deposition time. When the deposition time for the decorated nanowires is increased from 90 

minutes to 130 minutes, the current density increases from 1.6 mA/cm
2 
to 2.2 mA/cm

2
 (i.e. by 32%).  

This performance is especially remarkable when considering that the length and density of the 

nanowires are both smaller than most of the high-performance TiO2 nanowire samples reported in the 

literature.
8,214

 While the latter samples exhibit a current density of 2-3 mA/cm
2
, these nanowires also 

have a higher aerial density and average length of 5-15 µm, the larger amount of which inherently 

provides more active sites for the photoelectrochemical reaction. Furthermore, the present nanowires 

are prepared with one distinct advantage, i.e. without the need for any post-synthesis modification or 

treatment, in marked contrast to most of the aforementioned TiO2 nanowire samples, all of which 

required post-treatment (such as annealing in a reductive environment) or doping with secondary 

materials.  In our case, the photocurrent density and hence the efficiency could easily be increased 

further by increasing the aerial density of the nanowires (e.g., by increasing the GNI density) and/or 

the length of the nanowires (e.g., by increasing the deposition time). An even higher efficiency can be 

achieved by controlling doping with a second material (e.g., Sn, Zn, Fe, or Cu) in the TiO2 target. 
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Furthermore, fabricating hybrid and/or core-shell nanowires and synthesizing binary or tertiary 

nanowires could also enhance the photoelectrochemical efficiency and can be easily accomplished by 

switching the targets (using a multi-target holder) during the growth of the TiO2 nanowires.  The 

present approach of intentionally growing defect-rich TiO2 nanostructures by catalyst-assisted PLD 

method could be extended to other wide-band gap semiconductors, which could offer viable 

alternatives for TiO2 in a variety of solar energy driven applications, including photoelectrochemical 

water splitting, photocatalysis, and solar cells.  
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Chapter 4 

Defect-rich Delaminated p-type ZrO2 Hierarchical Nanowires for 

Super-efficient Photoelectrochemical Water Reduction under 

Visible Light 

4.1 Introduction 

 

With increasing global energy demand and climate change impact of CO2 emission from 

fossil fuels, the production of chemical fuels from alternative clean and renewable energy supplies 

has become one of the most urgent challenges for the modern world.
219–221

 Photoelectrochemical 

splitting of water into hydrogen and oxygen by direct use of sunlight is an ideal renewable method 

of hydrogen production, and it represents an attractive, sustainable solution to the renewable energy 

challenge.
222

 Considerable efforts have been made in the past decade to achieve a solar-to-hydrogen 

conversion efficiency of more than 10% in order to become viable for practical applications.
223

 

Among the various efforts involved in improving a photoelectrochemical water splitting system, 

appropriate choice of photoelectrode materials (usually p-type or n-type semiconductors) compatible 

with solar energy conversion, particularly in the visible spectral region, is especially important. This 

is because material properties, such as optical absorption characteristics, energy band positions and 

chemical stability, could greatly affect the system performance.
21,30,224,225

 For commercially viable 

solar energy harvesting, the photoelectrochemical system must also be low-cost and be fabricated 

from abundant elements using a scalable manufacturing process.
226,227

  

Due to their low cost and ready availability, many metal oxides, such as Fe2O3,
224

 

TiO2,
21

 ZrO2,
225

 and Cu2O,
30

 have attracted a lot of attention as possible photoelectrode materials for 

photoelectrochemical conversion of solar energy into chemical fuels. However, these oxides suffer 

from low solar visible light absorption due to their large bandgap (∼3 eV) and relatively fast 

electron–hole recombination, which limits their photoconversion efficiency to less than 0.1% in the 

visible region of the solar spectrum.
228,229

 To overcome these drawbacks, several strategies have been 

attempted and they include: doping with impurity elements,
230,231

 use of semiconductor 

heterojunctions,
232,233

 thermal annealing in a reductive environment,
8
 and surface passivation.

30
 

Although these strategies are capable of improving light absorption of these metal oxides, the 
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resulting overall water splitting efficiencies fall well below the respective theoretical maximum 

efficiencies of 10-20%.
30,234

 This discrepancy could be due to low specific surface area, imperfection 

from single crystallinity, generation of only surface defects instead of bulk defects in reductive 

environments, and presence of large numbers of recombination centers in doped and heterojunction 

semiconductors.
30,231,233,235

 Moreover, the photoelectrochemical activity of thin-film electrode is 

generally restricted to the top surface, because electroactive species of the electrolyte can only come 

in contact with the top surface of the electrode. As the underside (i.e. the bottom) surface of the base 

film is in direct contact with the conductive substrate, it is out of reach of the electrolyte and it 

therefore remains unusable for photoelectrochemical reactions. On the other hand, by partially 

delainating the thin film, it is possible to expose the bottom surface of the base film, thereby 

potentially doubling the active area, for photoelectrochemical reactions.  To improve the charge-

carrier collection, it is also extremely important to develop a photocatalyst material with not only high 

crystallinity and large surface area, but also a large amount of oxygen vacancies, short charge-transfer 

length, and special morphology for enhancing performance in photoelectrochemical water splitting. 

One-dimensional (1D), single-crystalline hierarchical nanostructures with high oxygen vacancy 

defect composition provide the apparent advantages of not only enhanced transport and separation of 

photoexcited charge carriers, but also an abundant number of surface reaction sites, all of which are 

crucial to obtaining high solar energy conversion efficiency.  

Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) is one of the most promising water reduction materials because of 

its easy availability, low cost, strong photo-reducing power, high photo-stability, non-toxicity, and 

favourable band-edge positions that are compatible with the hydrogen evolution 

potential.
236

 However, the synthesis of 1D single-crystalline ZrO2 nanowires by catalyst-assisted 

vapour-liquid-solid (VLS) growth,
71

 as the most popular, reproducible approach to synthesize single-

crystalline nanostructures, has thus far been unsuccessful. This is because of the difficulties caused by 

the low vapour pressures and high melting points of Zr (1789 °C) and ZrO2 (2715 °C).
104

 Moreover, 

in order to fabricate 1D nanostructures by the VLS growth approach above 1079 °C (the eutectic 

point of Au-Zr),,
237

 a dielectric buffer layer for the Si substrate is required to prevent the formation of 

silicides with the sensitive catalysts (e.g. Au).
61

 Such a dielectric buffer layer could, however, impede 

direct flow of photogenerated carriers from the nanostructured film to the conductive substrate.  In the 

present work, we demonstrate that the use of a buffer layer with the appropriate thickness provides 

the key to achieving VLS growth without greatly affecting the carrier transport. 
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Here, we synthesize highly oxygen-deficient, p-type ZrO2 hierarchical nanowires on Si 

substrates by one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition using gold nanoislands as the 

catalysts, which are predeposited on a SiO2 buffer layer of appropriately optimized thickness.  In laser 

ablation, the absorption of a high-intensity laser pulse by a small volume of the target material leads 

to vaporization in the thermally non-equilibrium regime, which allows activation of the gold catalysts 

at a lower temperature and the formation of 1D nanostructures to proceed at a lower temperature (via 

VLS growth) than other vapour deposition methods.
71

 We demonstrate that the as-grown ZrO2 

hierarchical nanowires provide the highest photoelectrochemical water splitting performance under 

simulated sunlight among all the nanostructured transparent conductive oxide photoelectrodes 

reported to date. 
238

 Furthermore, the photoelectrochemical performance could be significantly 

improved even further by partially delaminating the as-grown ZrO2 nanostructured film.  By partial 

dissolution of the interfacial SiO2 layer in HF, we produce a flaky nanostructured film with 

considerably larger surface area by partially exposing the underside surface of the nanostructured 

film. More importantly, partial removal of the SiO2 layer enables better contact of the nanostructured 

film with the substrate, thus significantly improving the carrier transport. We demonstrate the 

ultrahigh photocatalytic performance of these flaky, defect-rich hierarchical nanowire films in a 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction for the first time. Even more extraordinary are that their 

photoactivity is predominantly driven by visible light (>400 nm) and that 99.5% Faradaic efficiency 

and 17.1% solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency are achieved. 

4.2 Experimental details 

 Catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is used to synthesize ZrO2 hierarchical 

nanowires on an oxidized Si(100) substrate in a NanoPLD system (PVD Products) with a base 

pressure of 1×10
-7

 Torr. A KrF excimer laser (248 nm wavelength) operated with a laser fluence of 

350 mJ/pulse at a repetition rate of 5 Hz is used to ablate a ZrO2 target, which is prepared by cold-

pressing ZrO2 powders (Aldrich, 99.99% purity) at a pressure of 25 MPa followed by sintering at 

1000°C for 48 h in air. A silicon chip (10×10 mm
2
, 525±25 µm thick), precut from a Si(100) wafer 

(p-type, B-doped, with a resistivity of ˂0.005 Ω cm), is chemically oxidized in H2O2 and NH4OH 

solutions following a RCA cleaning procedure.
239

 The resulting SiO2 buffer layer on the Si substrate, 

identified as RCA-Si, is found to have a thickness of 3 nm. Gold nanoisland (GNI) catalysts are 

fabricated on an RCA-Si substrate by magnetron sputtering a thin layer of Au for 3-15 s followed by 
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annealing in O2 at 600°C for 1 h. The SiO2 layer thickness has increased to 10 nm after the synthesis 

of GNIs, and the resulting template is designated here as GNI/Ox-Si. The substrate is mounted 

perpendicular to the expansion direction of the laser plume on a windowed substrate holder. The 

target-to-substrate separation is kept at 30 mm, with the substrate positioned in close proximity to the 

top of the visible region of the laser plume. During deposition, the substrate temperature is kept at 770 

°C by radiative heating of infrared heat lamps from the backside of the substrate.  Deposition is 

carried out on the GNI/Ox-Si template for 90 min in 0.2 Torr of Ar at a flow rate of 10 sccm. 

Surface morphology of the sample is examined by field-emission scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) in a Zeiss Merlin microscope. The corresponding crystal structure is characterized 

by glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) in a PANalytical MRD X’pert Pro diffractometer with 

a Cu Kα source, by using a parallel X-ray beam setup with an incidence angle of 0.3°. The crystalline 

structure of ZrO2 nanowires is also studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a Zeiss 

Libra 200MC microscope operating at 200 kV. For these measurements, the samples are scraped off 

the substrate using a sharp blade, mixed with high-performance liquid chromatography grade 

methanol in an eppendorf tube and sonicated for 10 min, and the resulting suspension is then 

transferred onto a holey carbon copper grid. Chemical-state compositions of the nanostructured films 

are analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 

microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.6 eV). The Hall coefficient is measured 

by an Ecopia HMS-5300 Hall effect measurement system with a magnetic field of 0.5 T and an 

electric current of 1 mA. To assure good electrical connections for these measurements, aluminum 

and platinum contacts are sputter-deposited onto the corners of the deposited nanostructured materials 

on Si substrates. 

Photoelectrochemical measurements for the water splitting reaction using the ZrO2 

nanostructures as the photocatalysts are carried out in a standard three-electrode quartz cell connected 

to an electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments, Model 660E).  The ZrO2 nanostructures grown 

on a GNI/Ox-Si template, a saturated Ag/AgCl electrode, and a platinum wire are used as the 

working, reference, and counter electrodes, respectively, and a 0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.01 M K2SO4 solution 

is used as the electrolyte. A 300 W solar simulator (Newport-Oriel Instruments, Model 68811) is used 

to provide the AM 1.5G solar spectral illumination. Light intensity of the solar simulator is calibrated 

to 1 sun (100 mW/cm
2
) with a power meter (Molectron, EPM 1000e). All the electrode potentials are 

reported with reference to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). The potential measured with 
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respect to Ag/AgCl can be converted to that with respect to RHE by using the equation: ERHE = 

EAg/AgCl + 0.059 pH + EAg/AgCl
o
 (where EAg/AgCl

o
 = +0.199 V, pH = 1.89). A short-pass (< 400 nm) and 

a long-pass (> 400 nm) filters (Oriel) are used to couple with the AM 1.5G filter to isolate, 

respectively, the UV and visible parts of the simulated sunlight spectrum. To isolate the specific 

wavelength components of the visible region, bandpass filters of  400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 nm are 

used in conjunction with the AM 1.5 G filter. Before each measurement, the electrolyte solution is 

thoroughly flushed with N2 gas to remove any dissolved oxygen. The same electrochemical station is 

also used for electrical impedance measurement by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.  

4.3 Results and Discussions 

4.3.1 Growth and Characterization of ZrO2 Hierarchical Nanowires 

GNIs have been fabricated on the Ox-Si substrate by magnetron sputtering a thin layer of Au 

for 4 s followed by annealing at 600 °C in air for 1 h. The resulting GNIs exhibit a near-Gaussian 

size-distribution, with a mean diameter of 50 ± 10 nm (Figure 4.1a). Evidently, the corresponding 

ZrO2 nanowires, grown on the GNI/Ox-Si template at 770 °C, are found to be randomly oriented with 

respect to the substrate plane and the nanowires appear tapered (Figure 4.1b). Closer examination 

reveals that individual nanowire corresponds to a string of nanoplates stacked horizontally on top of 

one another with a gap spacing of ~3 nm (Figure 4.1b, inset).  The nanoplate appears to have a cross 

section with a distorted polygon shape and a thickness of ~6 nm. The SEM images in Figure 4.1c1-

4.1c4 show that the angle, size and distribution of the stacking nanoplates along the main trunks of 

the nanowires could change from nanowire to nanowire. In some nanowires, the nanoplates are 

stacked almost perpendicularly (~90º) along the core nanowire length (Figure 4.1c2), while the angles 

in the other nanoplates range from 45 to 70º (Figure 4.1c3). A mixture of two orientations is also 

observed in some of the nanowires (Figure 4.1c4). Smaller nanoplates with side lengths of 10-20 nm 

are observed at the tip while those at the base are found to be larger with side lengths of 50-70 nm, 

and the tip of the nanowire trunk is covered by more nanoplates than the base.  The corresponding 

TEM image confirms the overall tapered structure of the nanowire and the presence of the nanoplates 

stacking in parallel with respect to one another along the nanowire trunk direction (Figure 4.1d). 

Close inspection reveals that the nanoplates have their roots inside the core nanowire trunk surface 

and they appear firmly attached to the nanowire trunk. The corresponding high-resolution TEM 
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image demonstrates the single-crystalline nature of the nanoplates, with an interplanar spacing (5.1 Å) 

consistent with the (100) plane of monoclinic ZrO2 (Figure 4.1d, inset).  

In a separate experiment, we perform PLD growth of ZrO2 on an Ox-Si substrate without any 

GNI catalysts. The corresponding SEM image (Figure 4.1e) shows that the resulting film consists of 

nanobricks of typical lengths of 10-30 nm, while the TEM images of selected regions of the 

nanobricks (Figure 4.1e, inset) show interplanar spacings of 2.9 Å and 2.5 Å, corresponding to the 

(101) and (110) planes of tetragonal ZrO2, respectively. Closer examination of the hierarchical 

nanowire film shown in Figure 4.1b reveals the presence of similar nanobricks among the bases of the 

hierarchical nanowires. This suggests concurrent vapour-solid growth of nanobricks in regions where 

there is no catalyst in the nanowire sample.  However, PLD growth at 770 °C on a GNI/Ox-Si 

template with the SiO2 layer thickness below ~10 nm produces mainly nanopopcorn-like film (not 

shown), which is due to the formation of Au-silicide by interfacial reaction between GNI and Si.
190

 

The thicker SiO2 layer (10 nm) on the Ox-Si template prevents Au diffusion into the substrate and the 

subsequent Au-silicide formation. A SiO2 layer with the appropriate thickness (of ~10 nm) is 

therefore extremely important for enabling VLS growth in the present PLD method.  
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Figure 4.1 SEM images of (a) typical gold nanoislands (GNIs), with its corresponding near-Gaussian 

size distribution (inset), formed on the Ox-Si substrate, (b) PLD-grown ZrO2 hierarchical nanowires 

on the GNI/Ox-Si template at 770 °C in 200 mTorr of Ar for 90 min, and (c1 – c4) ZrO2 hierarchical 

nanowires scrapped-off from the GNI/Ox-Si template, taken after dispersing onto holey carbon TEM 

copper grids. TEM images of (d) a typical ZrO2 hierarchical nanowire. (e) SEM image of ZrO2 

nanobricks PLD-grown in the absence of GNIs on bare Ox-Si substrate in 200 mTorr of Ar at 770 °C 

for 90 min. In (d) and (e), the lower-left insets show schematic representations of the respective PLD-

grown nanostructures, while the upper-right insets show high-resolution TEM images of selected 

areas of the respective nanostructures.  
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The size of the nanoplates and consequently the morphology of hierarchical nanostructures 

can be tuned by varying the size of the GNI catalysts. The average size of the GNIs is controlled by 

the thickness of the gold layer and the annealing temperature. Figure 4.2a1, 4.2b1, and 4.2c1 show the 

SEM images of GNIs on Ox-Si templates, prepared by sputter-coating thin layers of Au for 3, 6 and 

15 s, respectively, followed by annealing at 600°C in air for 1 h. The respective mean diameters of 

GNIs are measured to be 15 ± 5 nm (Figure 4.2a1), 30 ± 10 nm (Figure 4.2b1), and 90 ± 20 nm 

(Figure 4.2c1). Evidently, PLD growth of ZrO2 at 770 °C on a GNI/Ox-Si template with smaller GNIs 

(15 ± 5 nm) produces regular nanowires with a uniform cross section along the length and without 

any nanoplates (Figure 4.2a2). The corresponding magnified TEM image further confirms that there 

is no plate-like structure at the exterior of the nanowire (Figure 4.2a2, inset) and that the ZrO2 

nanowires are single-crystalline and have the monoclinic phase, with an interplanar spacing of 2.6 Å 

corresponding to the (002) plane of bulk monoclinic ZrO2 (Figure 4.3). On the other hand, PLD 

growth on a GNI/Ox-Si template with 30 ± 10 nm GNIs produces hierarchical nanowires with 

nanoplates with side lengths of 25-35 nm at the base and 10-15 nm at the tip of the nanowire. While 

this structural characteristic may not be easily seen in the high-magnification SEM image (Figure 

4.2b2), due to the small spacing between the nanoplates (2-3 nm), it can be clearly observed in the 

high-resolution TEM image (Figure 4.2b2, inset). For GNI/Ox-Si template with further increase in the 

average gold catalyst size to 90 ±20 nm, octopus-like nanowire assemblies are formed (Figure 4.2c2), 

of which more than one hierarchical nanowires are grown from a single large Au particle (Figure 

4.2c2, inset), and the size of the nanoplates varies from wire to wire (not shown).  These results 

therefore illustrate the importance of delicate control of the catalyst size in effecting the desired 

morphologies of the as-grown ZrO2 nanostructures. A critical GNI size of 30-60 nm is necessary for 

the successful formation of the hierarchical nanowires while any GNI size less than 20 nm or greater 

than 70 nm would be ineffective in producing the hierarchical nanowires.   
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Figure 4.2  SEM images of (a1, b1, c1) typical gold nanoislands (GNIs), with the corresponding near-

Gaussian size distributions (insets), formed on Ox-Si templates by magnetron sputtering a gold target 

for (a1) 3 s, (b1) 6 s, and (c1) 15 s followed by annealing in air at 600 °C for 1 h. SEM images of (a2) 

regular nanowires, (b2) hierarchical nanowires, and (c2) octopus-like nanowires PLD-grown in 200 

mTorr Ar at 770 °C for 90 min on the respective GNI/Ox-Si templates shown in (a1, b1, c1). The 

corresponding lower-left insets show schematic models of the as-grown nanostructures, while the 

upper-right insets in (a2, b2) and in (c2), respectively, depict the magnified TEM images and SEM 

image of the respective as-grown nanostructures. 
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Figure 4.3  TEM image of as-grown regular ZrO2 nanowires, with a high-resolution TEM image of a 

selected area of an individual nanowire shown in inset. 

 

Our proposed growth mechanism for the hierarchical ZrO2 nanowires is shown schematically 

in Figure 4.4. The initial gold nanoisland formation on the Ox-Si substrate provides the essential 

catalysts for VLS growth (Figure 4.4a). At the start of the VLS growth, a ZrO2 nanowire trunk pushes 

up and detaches a GNI from the Ox-Si substrate (Figure 4.4b). As the VLS growth continues, a 

fraction of the Au atoms are evaporated from the bulk Au catalyst at the tip of the nanowire trunk, 

and they then get re-adsorbed on the surface of nanowire trunk (Figure 4.4c). These readsorbed Au 

atoms become additional nucleation sites, enhance the absorption rate of incoming ZrO2 vapours, and 

promote ZrO2 nanoplate formation (Figure 4.4d). The longer exposure of the base to the incoming 

ZrO2 vapour compared to the tip results in larger nanoplates at the base and smaller nanoplates at the 

tip of the nanowire trunk, thus accounting for the observed tapered shape of the hierarchical nanowire 

structure.   
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Figure 4.4  Schematic diagram of proposed catalyst-assisted vapour-liquid-solid growth mechanism 

for typical ZrO2 hierarchical nanowires. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the corresponding glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of 

the as-grown hierarchical nanowires (Figure 4.1b) and nanobricks (Figure 4.1e). The prominent 

diffraction peaks of the hierarchical nanowire and nanobrick films are found to be in excellent accord 

with the monoclinic (PDF2 #01-083-0940) and tetragonal ZrO2 reference patterns (PDF2 #01-080-

0784), respectively.  The additional minor contributions from the tetragonal ZrO2 phase and FCC 

phase of metallic Au (PDF2 #03-065-8601) in the hierarchical nanowire films can be attributed to the 

presence of the nanobricks between the nanowires and that of the GNI catalysts, respectively. As with 

the hierarchical nanowires (Figure 4.1b), the regular nanowires without nanoplate (Figure 4.2a2), the 

hierarchical nanowires with small nanoplates (Figure 4.2b2), and octopus-like hierarchical nanowires 

(Figure 4.2c2) also exhibit similar XRD patterns with predominant monoclinic ZrO2 features (not 

shown). The XRD and TEM results therefore both support that the PLD-grown ZrO2 regular 
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nanowires and hierarchical nanowires are predominantly monoclinic, while the nanobricks among 

these nanostructures (similar to those that make up the nanobrick film) are predominantly tetragonal 

ZrO2. Moreover, the single-crystalline nature of the nanowires suggests that the main trunks of 

individual hierarchical nanowires are also single-crystalline, monoclinic ZrO2.  

 

Figure 4.5  Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of ZrO2 hierarchical nanowire and nanobrick films 

obtained at an incidence angle of 0.3. The PDF2 reference patterns of the FCC phase of Au (#03-

065-8601), and of the monoclinic phase (#01-083-0940) and tetragonal phase (#01-080-0784) of ZrO2 

are shown as top, and bottom bar graphs, respectively. 

 

The presence of secondary structures such as the nanoplates around the trunk of the nanowire 

has dramatically increased the surface area of the hierarchical nanowire relative to the regular 

nanowire. These secondary nanoplates are therefore expected to greatly increase the amount of 

catalytically active sites (per illumination photocathode-area) and consequently photoelectrochemical 

water splitting activity. Among the base of the hierarchical nanowires are the nanobricks, and the 

entire ZrO2 nanostructured film is attached to the Si substrate through a 10 nm thick interfacial SiO2 

layer (Figure 4.6a, 4.6c). The presence of a relatively thick dielectric layer between the ZrO2 
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nanostructured film and the Si substrate is expected to impede direct transfer of photogenerated 

charge carriers from the nanostructured film to the substrate. To get collected by the external contact 

(placed at the edge and on the top of the film), the charge carriers photogenerated in the film must 

travel across the base layer to the external contact point (Figure 4.6c). Consequently, a majority of the 

charge carriers might be lost due to recombination at the defect sites in the base layer. As with the 

majority of the thin-film-based photoelectrodes, the electrolyte is exposed to and therefore 

photoelectrochemical activity is restricted to the top side of the film (Figure 4.6c). In contrast, as the 

underside surface of a partially delaminated thin film is partially detached from the substrate or 

supporting layer (Figure 4.6d), the electrolyte is in contact with and could therefore access both the 

top side and underside surfaces of the film. The resulting photoactivity is expected to increase 

considerably depending on the extent of the delamination. This partial delamination architecture 

could also improve light absorption, because a more textured film could scatter the light more 

efficiently than a more planar film. More importantly, for the substrate-sensitive nanostructured 

growth (as in the present case), partial delamination could remove part of the dielectric layer such that 

transport of the photogenerated carriers could proceed directly between those parts of the delaminated 

nanostructured film that are in better contact with the conductive substrate and the external contact 

(Figure 4.6d).  

To date, there is no report on direct method of creating partially delaminated nanostructured 

thin films. Here, we develop a facile post-treatment to create such a nanoarchitecture to massively 

increase the photoactivity and the charge transport for photoelectrochemical reactions, by simply 

soaking the as-grown ZrO2 hierarchical nanowire film in a 0.01 M HF solution for 1 h.  Evidently, the 

HF treatment causes cracking to develop across the film, likely along fault lines with poor adhesion 

between the film and substrate (Figure 4.6b, inset), converting the smooth film (Figure 4.6a) into a 

“flaky” film with a random-stone-like pattern (Figure 4.6b).  Partial dissolution of the underlying 

SiO2 layer also causes residual compressive stress near the edge of the flakes as a result of the 

mismatched strains between the detached and attached portions of the film. This mismatched strain 

occurs upon cooling from high-temperature deposition and arises as a result of the differences in the 

thermal expansion coefficients of the film and the supporting SiO2 layer (and/or the substrate). As the 

supporting layer (and/or the substrate) is much more massive than the film itself, it contracts more 

freely and consequently imposes a strain on the film in all directions parallel to the interface. As a 

result, extension of channel cracks and buckling in the film occur (at the edges of the flakes) in the 

absence of the SiO2 layer. Similar results are also obtained for the nanobrick and nanowire films (not 
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shown). Both X-ray diffraction and TEM analysis show that the HF treatment does not affect the 

crystallinity of the films.  

 

Figure 4.6  SEM images of (a) as-grown and (b) HF-treated ZrO2 hierarchical nanowire films, with 

magnified views of selected areas in insets. Schematic models of the hierarchical nanowire film (c) 

before and (d) after the HF treatment. Nyquist plots of (e) as-grown and (f) HF-treated hierarchical 

nanowire samples under illumination of simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm
2
). The experimental data 

(solid circles) are collected in a frequency range between 0.01 Hz and 100 Hz with an AC voltage 
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amplitude of 10 mV and a DC bias of –0.9 V, and they are fitted with (g) an equivalent circuit model 

(solid lines).  

 

To identify the chemical nature of ZrO2 hierarchical nanowire film before and after the HF 

treatment, we compare, in Figure 4.7, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of the Zr 

3d and O 1s regions of the nanobrick, regular nanowire, and hierarchical nanowire films. The 

prominent Zr 3d5/2 peak at 182.4 eV corresponds to the Zr
4+

 state for ZrO2, while the residual intensity 

between the Zr
4+

 feature (at 182.4 eV) and metallic Zr
0
 feature (at 178.3 eV) could be fitted with two 

components: ZrOx1 (2 > x1 >1.5) and ZrOx2 (1.5 ≥ x2 > 1). The prominent O 1s peak located at 530.3 

eV is attributed to O
2–

 in ZrO2, while the residual O 1s intensity between 532.0 eV and 530.9 eV can 

be assigned to oxygen anions in the oxygen-deficient ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 species within the matrix, with 

the O 1s intensity above 533.0 eV attributed to the SiOx (2 > x >1.5) species. The apparent relative 

increase of SiOx species in the HF-treated sample is due to cracks and openings in the partially 

delaminated film, which allow more exposure of the underlying Si substrate compared to the as-

grown nanowires.  

Due to a fairly attractive Madelung potential of excess electrons in oxygen-deficient ZrO2,
240

 

the oxygen vacancy defects of ZrO2 can have three different charge states: neutral, singly-charged, 

and doubly-charged defects. The formation of a neutral oxygen vacancy would result in two electrons 

to remain at the oxygen vacancy site, and there is therefore no apparent effect on the neighbouring 

Zr
4+

 oxidation states. For the singly-charged oxygen vacancy, one electron would remain at the 

singly-charged oxygen vacancy site, with the other electron in the corresponding Zr atom leading to a 

Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ion. For the doubly-charged oxygen vacancy, two electrons from the vacancy site could be 

located at two nearest-neighbour Zr sites [leading to two Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ions] or both at one Zr site 

[leading to a Zr
2+

 (4d
2
) ion]. Different lattice relaxations associated with the differently charged 

oxygen vacancies change the corresponding O 1s and Zr 3d binding energies in oxygen-deficient 

ZrO2. Density functional theory calculations have also confirmed that the singly and doubly charged 

oxygen vacancies have larger lattice relaxation effects than the neutral oxygen vacancies.
240

 The 

decrease in electron charge density for the O–Zr
3+

 bond (relative to the O–Zr
4+

 bond) results in less 

screening of the O 1s electrons, which consequently increases the effective nuclear charge and leads 

to an increase in the O 1s binding energy and a corresponding decrease in the Zr 3d binding energy. 

The O 1s and the corresponding Zr 3d peaks for ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 therefore correspond to the singly-

charged and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies, respectively, while those for the neutral oxygen 
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vacancy defect reside with the respective features for ZrO2. Along with the discernible intensity 

variations found for the O 1s and Zr 3d states for the ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 components, the minor 

differences in the binding energy positions and in the full-width half maxima reflect the differences in 

the relative compositions of these different types of oxygen vacancies in a particular sample. The O 

1s and the Zr 3d intensity percentages for the ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 components of the respective total 

intensities [i.e., ZrO2+ZrOx1+ZrOx2] for the nanostructures, as-grown and after the HF treatment, are 

summarized in Table 4.1.  The total defect intensity is found to increase after the HF treatment for all 

three nanostructured samples. This can be attributed to the flaking and buckling as a result of residual 

compressive stress caused by removal of the SiOx layer, which generate a larger amount of defects in 

the partial delamination process. For the as-grown and HF-treated samples, the summed defect 

intensity (ZrOx1+ZrOx2) appears to follow the descending trend: hierarchical nanowires > regular 

nanowires > nanobricks, which is consistent with a similar trend in the specific surface area. 

The increase in the defect density and the higher surface roughness due to buckling also 

change the colours of the HF-treated samples. For the as-grown nanostructured samples, the colour 

changes from light blue (nanobrick) to bluish black (regular nanowire), and to greyish black 

(hierarchical nanowire), due to the increasing amount of oxygen vacancy defects within the 

nanostructures (Figure 4.7a, insets). Similarly, in the partially delaminated samples, the colour also 

changes due to differences in the compositions of the oxygen vacancies and in the surface roughness 

of the films. The contrast differences between the HF-treated samples and the respective as-deposited 

samples further confirm the buckling-driven delamination process. The corresponding reflectance 

spectra follow essentially the same profile over the 320 – 680 nm range, with the magnitude 

following the descending trend: nanobrick > regular nanowire > hierarchical nanowire, and the 

absorbance following the opposite trend (Figure 4.8). However, the HF-treated samples exhibit ~10% 

lower reflectance than the respective as-deposited samples, which could be due to more scattering and 

higher absorption caused by buckling of the delaminated films. The absorbance of the ZrO2 

nanostructures in the visible region could therefore be attributed to the existence of defect states 

within the bandgap, the overlap and hybridization of which could lead to impurity bands within the 

bandgap.
241

 Moreover, both the as-grown and HF-treated ZrO2 samples retain their individual color 

profiles upon storage in ambient atmosphere for over a year, indicating that the defects are located in 

the bulk and not just at the surface of these nanostructures.  
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Figure 4.7  XPS spectra of Zr 3d and O 1s regions of (a) as-deposited, and (b) HF-treated ZrO2 

nanobrick (top row), regular nanowire (middle row) and hierarchical nanowire films (bottom row).  In 

addition to the ZrO2 and SiOx (2 > x >1.5) features, two sets of oxygen vacancy defect features 

corresponding to ZrOx1 (2 > x1 >1.5) and ZrOx2 (1.5 ≥ x2 >1) are used to fit the residual intensities.  

Photographs of the as-grown and HF-treated nanostructured samples are shown as insets in (a) and 

(b), respectively. 
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Table 4.1  Comparison of the relative percentages of the Zr 3d and O 1s peak intensities for oxygen 

vacancy defect features: ZrOx1 (2 > x1 >1.5) and ZrOx2 (1.5 ≥ x2 >1),
#
 for the as-grown and HF-

treated ZrO2 nanostructured films. 

ZrO2 

nanostructured 

film 

As-grown [HF-treated] 

(%) 

Zr 4d O 1s 

ZrOx1 ZrOx2 ZrOx1+ 

ZrOx2 

ZrOx1 ZrOx2 ZrOx1+ 

ZrOx2 

Nanobrick 13.8 

[17.5] 

3.5    

[9.4] 

17.3 

[26.9] 

15.9 

[19.9] 

11.2 

[11.6] 

25.3 

[29.0] 

Regular 

nanowire 

20.1 

[25.5] 

7.1    

[7.7] 

27.2 

[33.2] 

22.6 

[28.2] 

8.3   

[11.7] 

29.0 

[37.1] 

Hierarchical 

nanowire 

29.3 

[36.7] 

10.1 

[13.5] 

39.4 

[50.2] 

33.2 

[41.3] 

13.5 

[15.7] 

43.3 

[53.2] 

# 
For the Zr 3d and O 1s features, the percentage of an individual component is calculated by dividing 

the peak area of that component by the total area for the ZrO2, ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 features. 

 

 

Figure 4.8  UV-Visible reflectance spectra of as-grown and HF-treated ZrO2 nanostructured films.  
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The minor deviation from perfect stoichiometry and the improved electrical contact between 

the film and the Si substrate are expected to produce significant enhancements in the electrical and 

optical properties of these partially delaminated ZrO2 nanostructured films.
10

 Figure 4.6e and 4.6f 

show the corresponding Nyquist plots for the nanostructured films before and after the HF treatment 

under simulated sunlight illumination obtained by potentiostatic electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy. Using the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 4.6g, we determine the series 

resistance (RS), the resistance (RD) and chemical capacitance or constant phase element (CPED) of the 

semiconductor depletion layer in an RC circuit, along with the charge-transfer resistance in the 

Helmholtz layer (RH), the Warburg diffusion impedance (ZW), and the capacitance of the 

electrochemical double layer (CPEH) in a second RC circuit connected in series. The electrical 

parameters obtained by fitting the experimental data with the model equivalent circuit are 

summarized in Table 4.2. The fitted data shows that the charge transfer resistances RD have decreased 

by four orders of magnitude while RH have also decreased but to a lesser extent after the HF 

treatment. For both as-grown and HF-treated nanostructured films, the charge-transfer resistances 

decrease in the following order: nanobrick > regular nanowire > hierarchical nanowire, in close 

correlation with the opposite trends in the specific surface area, observed amounts of oxygen vacancy 

defects, and crystal colour.  The substantial reduction in the charge-transfer resistance at the depletion 

layer (RD) between regular nanowires and hierarchical nanowires indicates that the nanoplates of the 

hierarchical nanowires contain a larger amount of oxygen vacancy defect states.  Interestingly, the 

reduction in RD of the HF-treated hierarchical nanowires with respect to that of the HF-treated regular 

nanowires is considerably smaller than the reduction between these nanowires without HF treatment, 

which suggests that the partial removal of SiOx in the delamination has a much greater effect in 

lowering the charge-transfer resistance.  

Several defect bands may occur as a result of the overlap and hybridization of the defect 

states, which in effect lead to a reduction of the observed optical bandgap. These defect states and 

their imprint on the electronic band structure may also change the carrier type (p- or n-type) of the 

resulting sample. In the present study, all the nanostructured samples are found to have p-type 

conductivity with a Hall effect coefficient of ~ 4.6×10
-4

 cm
3
/C.  P-type conductivity suggests that the 

presence of singly-charged and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies creates an acceptor band above the 

valance band maximum, similar to that found for acceptor-impurities in metal oxides.
242

 The 

improved visible light absorbance, lower charge-transfer resistance, and a larger amount of defects in 
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the partially delaminated, hierarchical nanowire sample promise an exceptional photocatalyst for 

visible sunlight-driven reactions and applications.  

Table 4.2  Parameters determined from fitted results of electrochemical impedance spectra for as-

grown and HF-treated ZrO2 nanostructured films under AM 1.5G light. 

ZrO2 nanostructures 

As-grown [HF-treated] 

RS (Ω) RH (Ω)                        

CPEH (µF) 

RD (Ω)                                 

CPED (µF) 

Nanobrick 
46.9 [42.3] 11900 [18.9]                                              

34 [22] 

92100 [116.6]                      

1.0 [11] 

Regular nanowire 
42.1 [41.0] 8100 [6.5]                                                     

207 [81] 

62700 [26.4]                             

1.3 [101] 

Hierarchical Nanowire 
41.3 [39.3] 800 [5.7]                                              

390 [161] 

32800 [20.4]                          

3.2 [238] 

4.3.2 Photoelectrochemical properties 

In order to evaluate the photocatalytic activity of the aforementioned nanostructures for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction, we employ as-grown and HF-treated ZrO2 nanobrick, 

regular nanowire, and hierarchical nanowire films as photocathodes. The photocurrent spectra have 

been obtained for an illuminated sample area of 5×10 mm
2 
under simulated sunlight illumination at 

100 mW/cm
2
 from a 300 W Xenon lamp coupled with an AM 1.5G filter.  For the as-grown 

nanostructured films, the photocurrent density measured at −0.82 V vs RHE for the as-grown 

hierarchical nanowire film (12.1 mA/cm
2
) is found to be 5.8, and 1.9 times those of the as-grown 

nanobrick (2.1 mA/cm
2
) and regular nanowire films (6.4 mA/cm

2
), respectively (Figure 4.9a). It 

should be noted that the photocurrent density reported in the present work corresponds to the 

difference between light-on and dark current densities at −0.82 V vs RHE. On the other hand, the 

photocurrent density of the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film, obtained after the HF 

treatment, is found to increase stupendously to 42.4 mA/cm
2
, i.e. nearly 3.5 times that of the as-grown 

hierarchical nanowire film (12.1 mA/cm
2
, Figure 4.9b). For the delaminated regular nanowire and 

nanobrick films, the respective photocurrent densities have also increased to 19.8 mA/cm
2 
(by 3.1 

times from 6.4 mA/cm
2
) and to 4.8 mA/cm

2 
(by 2.3 times from 2.1 mA/cm

2
 of the respective as-

grown nanostructured films). We have also characterized and obtained essentially no photocatalytic 

activity for the pristine Ox-Si substrate and GNI/Ox-Si template, and for the Si substrate after the as-

grown hierarchical nanowire film has been completely delaminated under the same conditions (not 
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shown). The photogenerated holes in Si cannot be easily transferred to the valence band of the ZrO2 

nanobrick film, likely due to a significant barrier at the junction resulting in carrier recombination in 

Si.
207

 The significantly higher photocurrent density observed for the HF-treated hierarchical 

nanowires (and HF-treated regular nanowires) can therefore be attributed only to the photogenerated 

charge carriers from the ZrO2 nanowires themselves and not the substrate. In-situ quantification of the 

evolved gases is also performed by using the HF-treated hierarchical nanowire film photoelectrode. 

As shown in Figure 4.10, only the partial pressures of H2 and O2 are found to increase as the reaction 

commences while those of the background gases (N2, H2O, and CO2) remain flat and unchanged. The 

pressure change for H2 (ΔP = 1.1×10
-7

 Torr) is found to be almost twice that of O2 (ΔP = 0.51×10
-7

 

Torr), which confirms the stoichiometric splitting of water. The corresponding Faradaic efficiency is 

estimated to be 99.5%.  The solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency (η) is estimated to be 17.1% for 

HF-treated hierarchical nanowires from the equation, 
238

 η = [Jph × ηF (Vth - Vapp)] /P × 100%, where 

Jph is the photocurrent (mA/cm
2
) under AM 1.5G illumination, ηF is the Faradaic efficiency, Vth is the 

theoretical water-electrolysis voltage, Vapp is the absolute value of the applied potential (vs. RHE), 

and P is the irradiance of the AM 1.5 G light (100 mW/cm
2
).  Moreover, our photocatalysts are robust 

and remain active even after 2 hours of continuous photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction 

(Figure 4.11). Similar stability tests have also been made for other nanostructured films and they also 

show virtually no degradation over repeated cycling and extended use. 

The lower photoelectrochemical activity of the as-grown nanostructured films, compared to 

the corresponding partially delaminated nanostructured films, could be attributed to the thicker SiO2 

buffer layer of the GNI/Ox-Si template, which impedes the direct transfer of photogenerated carriers 

from the ZrO2 film to the Si substrate (and onto the Pt counter electrode).  For the partially 

delaminated nanostructured films, the lower photocatalytic activity of the nanobrick film than the 

regular nanowire and hierarchical nanowire films is due to their smaller specific surface area 

available for the water reduction reaction.  On the other hand, the higher photocatalytic activity of the 

hierarchical nanowire film compared to the regular nanowire film is attributed to the different 

morphologies of the nanowires. In the hierarchical nanowires, the densely packed nanoplates (3-6 nm 

thick) along individual nanowire trunks evidently provide significantly higher surface area for the 

photoelectrochemical reaction.  In addition, the higher amount of oxygen vacancy defects in the 

hierarchical nanowires (Figure 4.7, Table 4.1) suggests the presence of more defect states in the 

bandgap, which ultimately enhance light absorption and generate more charge carriers for the water 

reduction reaction. 
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Figure 4.9  Current density measured by linear sweep voltammetry as a function of applied potential 

for (a) as-grown and (b) HF-treated ZrO2 nanostructured film photocathodes, and for HF-treated 

hierarchical nanowire film photocathodes obtained with (c) short-pass and long-pass filters and (d) 

band-pass filters at 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 nm. The measurements are performed in a (0.1 M 

H2SO4 + 0.01 M K2SO4) solution with a scan rate of 10 mV/s under 100 mW/cm
2
 simulated sunlight 

illumination with repeated light-on/light-off cycles. The inset in (d) shows the relative photocurrent 

density vs wavelength profiles of hierarchical nanowire (HNW), regular nanowire (RNW), and 

nanobrick (NB) films with respect to the natural sunlight spectrum. The HNW profile is point-

normalized to the maximum of the natural sunlight spectrum. 
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Figure 4.10 Quantification of gas evolution for photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction with 

HF-treated hierarchical ZrO2 nanowire (NW) film as the photocathode.  A Stanford Research Systems 

Universal Gas Analyzer system is used to analyze the gas sample at atmospheric pressure via a 

specially designed, 1.8 m-long capillary tube (175 µm ID). The measurement is performed with a 

three-electrode electrochemical cell in a sealed quartz beaker, with the capillary inserted to collect the 

gases generated by the reaction. The partial pressures for H2, O2, N2, H2O and CO2 before and during 

the water-splitting reaction are monitored.  Evidently, only the partial pressures of H2 and O2 are 

found to increase as the reaction commences, while those of the other gases remain flat and 

unchanged. It should be noted that the amount of time for the evolved gases to reach saturation 

depends on the amount of catalysts on the sample and the efficiency of gas production (both of which 

affect the amounts of H2 and O2 produced by the water-splitting reaction), as well as the volume of 

space above the liquid solution in the beaker.  Evidently, it only takes ~20 minutes for the produced 

gases to displace the air in the volume above the solution.   

 

With a photocurrent density of 12.1 mA/cm
2
 (at –0.82 V vs RHE), the as-grown ZrO2 

hierarchical nanowire film is the best transparent conductive oxide nanostructured photocatalyst 

reported to date.
 238

 Remarkably, the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film provides nearly 

3.5 times the photocurrent density of the as-grown hierarchical nanowire film, outperforming not only 

the best such transparent conductive oxide based photocatalysts by a wide margin but indeed the best 

(arrayed) photocatalysts reported to date. The measured photocurrent density for the delaminated 

hierarchical nanowires (42.4 mA/cm
2
 at –0.82 V vs RHE) in the present work is significantly higher 

than those modified p-type and n-type 1D nanomaterials, including a three-dimensional branched 
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ZnO/p-Si heterojunction nanowire array (8 mA/cm
2 
at −1.5 V vs Ag/AgCl),

243
  a p-type Cu2O/n-type 

TaON heterojunction nanorod array passivated with an ultrathin carbon sheath (5.3 mA/cm
2
 at 1.5 V 

vs RHE),
233

 a three-dimensional heterojunction photoanode of CoOx/C3N4/Ba-TaON (5.6 mA/cm
2
 at 

1.6 V vs RHE),
244

 and a TiO2-nanocrystal-decorated TiO2 nanowires (2.2 mA/cm
2
 at 0.5 V vs 

Ag/AgCl).
71

 Moreover, the photocurrent density of the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowires is 

also higher than the best photocathodes reported to date, including Pt-nanoparticle-decorated p-Si 

nanowire array (28 mA/cm
2
 at 0.1 V vs RHE),

245
 and a TiO2/Ti/n

+
pp

+
-Si heterostructure (25 mA/cm

2
 

at 0 V vs RHE).
232

 In order to obtain the hitherto highest photocurrent densities, these latter two 

studies require the use of expensive platinum catalysts and employ complicated multistep synthesis 

techniques for the preparation of the photoelectrodes.  This is in marked contrast to the present work 

where a relatively inexpensive material and a one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition 

technique are used.  

Since stoichiometric ZrO2 has wide bandgaps: monoclinic (3.58 eV), tetragonal (4.07 eV), 

and cubic (3.26 eV),
83

 photoelectrochemical activity is expected to come mainly from UV light 

illumination. This creates an inherent disadvantage for ZrO2 (and other transparent conductive oxide 

materials with similar wide bandgaps) for solar-light driven applications because UV light (λ<400 

nm) represents only 5%–8% of the overall AM 1.5G light. In order to determine the photoresponse 

arising from separate UV and visible spectral illuminations, we couple the AM 1.5G light with 

appropriate short-pass (<400 nm) and long-pass filters (>400 nm).  As shown in Figure 4.9c, the 

photocurrent density of partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film is reduced from 42.4 

mA/cm
2
 to 32.2 mA/cm

2
 when the long-pass filter is coupled with the AM 1.5G filter, and to 

significantly lower current density (20.5 mA/cm
2
) when the short-pass filter is employed. The 

photocurrent density observed for the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire sample therefore 

mainly comes from the visible light region (>400 nm). We also investigate the contribution of 

different wavelengths of the long-pass filtered light by coupling the AM 1.5 G filter separately with 

the 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 nm bandpass filters (each with a full width half maximum of 10 nm). 

The photocurrent densities so obtained at specific wavelengths after excluding the capacitive currents 

(the difference between light-on and light-off currents near –0.8 V): 0.6 mA/cm
2
 (400 nm), 1.7 

mA/cm
2
 (500 nm), 1.6 mA/cm

2
 (600 nm), 1.1 mA/cm

2
 (700 nm), and 0.5 mA/cm

2
 (800 nm)  (Figure 

4.9d) closely correlate with the relative light intensity wavelength profile of natural sunlight, with the 

maximum at 500 nm (Figure 4.9d, inset). The HF-treated regular nanowire sample also shows similar 

profile but with the photocurrent density between 500-800 nm 20-50% lower than the HF-treated 
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hierarchical nanowire sample (Figure 4.9d, inset). For the HF-treated nanobrick film, a relatively 

“flat” photocurrent response profile with the maximum at 600 nm and a significantly lower 

photocurrent density (50-70%) than the HF-treated hierarchical nanowire sample is obtained (Figure 

4.9d, inset). The lower photocurrent profiles found for the regular nanowire and nanobrick films can 

be attributed to their smaller surface areas, while the discernibly different photocurrent wavelength 

response observed for the nanobrick film suggests that the nanobricks might have different 

compositions of defects, leading to different defect state distributions in the band structure, compared 

to the regular nanowires and hierarchical nanowires. The relatively higher photocurrent response of 

the hierarchical nanowire sample at longer wavelength also suggests that they have more defect states 

in the band structure than the regular nanowire sample. 

 
 

Figure 4.11  Photocurrent density of HF-treated hierarchical ZrO2 nanowire film at –0.6 V vs RHE in 

0.1 M H2SO4 + 0.01 M K2SO4 solution under simulated sunlight. Virtually no degradation in the 

photocurrent density is observed over the experiment period of 2 h. 

 

The partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film is therefore highly sensitive to the 

visible light component of the AM 1.5G spectrum.  This is a significant result, because unlike the 
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previously reported case for N-doped TiO2 nanotubes coated with a thin TaOxNy layer,
246

 where the 

observed photocurrent density, 2.5 mA/cm
2
, in AM 1.5G light was found to reduce by nearly 80% to 

0.4 mA/cm
2 
with the visible light component (>420 nm), we observe only a 24% reduction with just 

the visible light component in the present work.  Our visible-light-driven current density is also 

significantly higher than H2-treated TiO2 nanowires,
8
 and highly dense Si-core TiO2-shell nanowire 

arrays
207

 which gave just 2-3% photocurrent density under visible light.
55

 These results verify that our 

hierarchical nanowire sample is the top photoelectrochemical catalysis performer in the visible light 

region (>400 nm) of all the transparent conductive oxide photocatalysts reported to date. 

As reported for the other material systems,
247–249

 both the bandgap and the deviation from 

stoichiometry (oxygen vacancy) increase with decreasing crystallite size.
199

  In the hierarchical 

nanowire, the thickness of the nanoplates (3-6 nm) is much smaller than the diameter of the trunk of 

the nanowire (30-40 nm). The nanoplates are therefore expected to have a larger amount of oxygen 

vacancy defects and different bandgaps from the core nanowire. Meanwhile, the composition of the 

oxygen vacancy defects of ZrO2 (i.e. the relative amounts of singly-charged, doubly-charged and 

neutral oxygen vacancies) could introduce defect-related bands below the conduction band  minimum 

and above the valence band maximum of stoichiometric ZrO2.
11,250

 As the singly-charged oxygen 

vacancy reduces Zr
4+

 ions to Zr
3+

 ions and generates one electron and one hole in the vacancy site 

while the doubly-charged oxygen vacancy leads to two Zr
3+

 ions or to one Zr
2+

 ion and two holes in 

the defect states, intermixing of the Zr
4+

, Zr
3+

 and Zr
2+ 

ions and their corresponding holes at the defect 

sites could generate donor bands below the conduction band minimum and acceptor bands above the 

valence band maximum, respectively. The presence of the nanoplates on the nanowire backbone 

could therefore not just effectively improve the charge separation and/or transport but also extend the 

absorption edge into longer wavelength, which consequently improves the photoelectrochemical 

water splitting performance. Partial delamination improves the direct contact between the base of 

nanostructured film and the Si substrate, which in turn reduces the diffusion length of the 

photogenerated carriers and consequently the recombination losses, in contrast to the as-grown film 

where the photogenerated carriers have to travel across the entire film to reach the external contact.  

A schematic diagram for the enhancement mechanism of photoelectrochemical water 

splitting reaction of the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowire film is shown in Figure 4.12.  

When the hierarchical nanowires are irradiated with AM 1.5G light, electron transfer takes place from 

both the valence band and oxygen vacancy defect states to the conduction band of ZrO2. The photon-
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excited electrons in the nanoplates react with the acceptor species (H
+
) of the electrolyte and generate 

H2, while the photogenerated holes of the nanoplates injected into the valence band oxidize OH
−
 to 

produce O2 at the Pt counter electrode. Owing to the single-crystalline nature of the core nanowire 

and to the direct contact between the nanostructured film and the Si substrate, the photogenerated 

holes in the valance band of the nanowire could migrate easily to the Si substrate and ultimately to the 

counter electrode. Similar process involving their corresponding defect states is also expected to 

occur in the trunks of these nanowires. The higher photocurrent density obtained from the partially 

delaminated hierarchical ZrO2 nanowires can therefore be attributed to the dense mat of nanowires
215

 

with densely packed ZrO2 nanoplates in individual nanowires. The presence of these nanoplates 

offers excellent light-trapping characteristics and a large contact area with the electrolyte, while the 

presence of a large number of oxygen vacancy defects in these nanoplates not only improves the 

efficiency of the charge separation process but also provides a highly conductive pathway for charge 

carrier collection. Their combined effects give rise to superior photoelectrochemical performance in 

the visible region.  

 

 

Figure 4.12  Schematic diagram for the charge separation and transfer process in the nanoplates of the 

HF-treated ZrO2 hierarchical nanowires in a photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction driven by 

visible light irradiation.  Similar process involving their corresponding defect states [located between 

the valence band minimum (VB) and conduction band maximum (CB)] is expected to occur also in 

the trunks of these nanowires.    
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4.3.3 Conclusion 

In summary, by tuning the size of the GNI catalysts and the film thickness of the interfacial 

SiO2 layer, we are able to synthesize nanoplate-decorated hierarchical ZrO2 nanowires by a facile 

one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method. The use of a high vacuum system and 

precise control of the growth temperature and Ar flow have enabled us to produce, for the first time, 

defect-rich, single-crystalline nanostructured films with different composition of oxygen vacancy 

defects. We further demonstrate that post-treatment with dilute hydrofluoric acid solution could be 

used to dramatically reduce (by over three orders of magnitude) the charge transport resistance by 

partial removal of interfacial SiO2 layer. The post-treatment also increases the surface area exposed to 

the electrolyte and the amount of oxygen vacancy defects due to buckling of the partially delaminated 

film. Photoelectrochemical measurement under simulated sunlight (100 mW/cm
2
) shows that the 

partially delaminated hierarchical nanowires exhibit an extraordinary photocurrent density (42.4 

mA/cm
2
), 3.5 times that of the as-grown hierarchical nanowires (12.1 mA/cm

2
). This is the highest 

photocurrent ever obtained for both oxide-based and non-oxide-based photoelectrodes for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting under AM 1.5G simulated sunlight illumination. We also 

achieve the predominant photoactivity in the visible region and a Faradaic efficiency close to 100% 

for water reduction based on partial pressure measurements of the evolved gases, while stability tests 

show sustainedly high photocurrents even after 2 h of continuous operation.  With an estimated 

17.1% solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency, the present hierarchical ZrO2 nanowire photocatalysts 

are therefore commercially viable for solar hydrogen production.  

More importantly, the photocurrent density of partially delaminated hierarchical nanowires is 

reduced by only 24% from 42.4 mA/cm
2
 to 32.2 mA/cm

2
 when the ultraviolet light component (<400 

nm) is filtered out and only visible light component is used. Unlike the previously reported cases for 

transparent conductive oxide photocatalysts, such as N-doped TiO2 nanotubes coated with a thin 

TaOxNy layer,
246

 H2-treated TiO2 nanowires,
8
 Fe2TiO5 coated TiO2 nanotube arrays,

217
 and highly 

dense Si core TiO2 shell nanowire arrays,
207

 where the observed photocurrent densities in AM 1.5G 

light were found to reduce by over 80% with just visible light illumination, the observed 24% 

reduction qualifies the partially delaminated hierarchical nanowires to be the best photocatalyst for 

photoelectrochemical water splitting driven by the visible light. 

The record-high performance of the present photoelectrode (42.4 mA/cm
2
) is especially 

remarkable when considering that the length and density of the hierarchical nanowires are both 
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smaller than most of the hierarchical nanowire samples reported in the literature.
233,243,245

 In order to 

achieve a current density of 5-28 mA/cm
2
, these latter hierarchical nanowires are produced with 

considerably higher areal density and average length of 5-15 µm, in order to provide more active sites 

for the photoelectrochemical reaction. The photocurrent density of our ZrO2 hierarchical nanowires 

even in its present configuration is already the highest ever reported, and it can be easily increased 

further by increasing the areal density of the nanowires (e.g., by increasing the GNI areal density) 

and/or the length of the nanowires (e.g., by increasing the deposition time). An even higher efficiency 

can be achieved by adapting more elaborate strategies including fabricating hybrid and/or core-shell 

nanowires and synthesizing binary or tertiary nanowires, which can be easily accomplished by 

switching the targets (using a multi-target holder in our PLD system) during growth of the ZrO2 

nanowires. The present approach of intentionally growing defect-rich nanowires both chemically (by 

introducing oxygen vacancy defects) and mechanically (by partially delamination and introduction of 

hierarchical architectures) by catalyst-assisted PLD growth followed by simple HF treatment could be 

extended to other wide bandgap semiconductors. The defect-rich, partially delaminated ZrO2 

hierarchical nanowires promise viable alternatives for a variety of solar visible-light driven 

applications, including photoelectrochemical water splitting, photocatalysis, and solar cells.  
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Chapter 5 

High-TC Ferromagnetism in Defect-rich Dopant-free ZrO2 

Nanostructures 

5.1 Introduction 

Uncovering the harmony of different electronic properties of solid-state materials provides 

better understanding of new phenomena of fundamental interest to basic research and practical 

applications.
251,252

 Modern solid-state electronics is often developed in parallel with or directly 

through the development of structures based on their “champion” materials. The revolutions of 

microelectronics with Si, optoelectronics with GaAs, and display technology with liquid crystals are 

some of many examples. These conventional applications are based mainly on manipulating the 

electron charge. An intriguing alternative is the field of spin-based electronics, in which the 

manipulation of the electron spin in semiconductor devices promises a variety of emerging 

applications, such as non-volatile memory, quantum computing, and solid-state magneto-optical 

telecommunication devices.
253

 The success of spin-based electronics depends on establishing a 

champion material that combines the desirable properties of ferromagnets with those of 

semiconductors. Dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors belong to one such unique class of materials 

with special properties, such as giant Faraday rotation and Zeeman splitting.
254

 These dilute 

ferromagnetic semiconductors are usually semiconducting alloys with a small amount of their lattice 

atoms replaced by substitutional magnetic atoms (i.e., dopants). In contrast to magnetic 

semiconductors, dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors offer reliable control of not just stoichiometry 

but also the nature of carrier, impurity, and crystallographic structure, which can be used to provide 

interesting magneto-optical and transport properties.
108

 Furthermore, existing techniques for 

fabricating semiconductor heterostructures enable incorporation of dilute ferromagnetic 

semiconductor layers into transistors, quantum wells, and other electro-optical devices, in which spin 

splitting can also be tuned by confinement energy and size quantization.
255,256

  

For dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors, the Ga1-xMnxAs and In1-xMnxAs systems have 

attracted the most attention.
108

 These systems have provided a fertile ground to demonstrate spin 

injection, control of ferromagnetism by means of the electric field, and tunneling anisotropic 

magnetoresistance in planar junctions.
257

 The highest reported Curie temperature (TC) for  

Ga1-xMnxAs is below 170 K, and even lower for In1-xMnxAs.
108

 As only ferromagnets with TC > 500 K 
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are qualified for use in a room-temperature device,
258

 their low Tc becomes their main drawback for 

practical device applications. In contrast, transparent dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor oxides 

(TDFSOs) have generally higher TC, with, e.g., 850-930 K reported for Cr-doped indium oxide thin 

film.
259

 TDFSOs therefore represent the alternative materials for future applications in spin-based 

electronics. However, there are major challenges in the development of dopant-based TDFSO 

systems, which include the low solubility limit of transition metal ion dopants (such as Mn, Fe, Co, 

Cr) in the host lattice, and their tendency to form clusters and to occupy sites other than the cation-

substitutional ones.
260

 While the resulting systems may have collective magnetic property, the 

magnetism is often not uniform over the entire materials (due to dopant inhomogeneity). Furthermore, 

studies employing X-ray magnetic circular dichroism have revealed that dopants (Co, Mn, and Cr) 

with unpaired d electrons are not the origin of ferromagnetism, but rather it is the oxygen vacancy 

defects in the host oxide matrix that mainly contribute to ferromagnetism.
129,130

 More importantly, it 

has been found in a multilayer device structure that the dopants could migrate from the host layer to 

the adjacent layers during the operation of the device.
261

 The elusive nature of dopants has therefore 

made practical implementation difficult. Clearly, there is an acute need for an alternative approach to 

the traditional method of incorporating dopants as a means to create the desirable properties of 

TDFSOs.  In order to better understand and to exploit the spin-dependent properties of TDFSOs in 

spin-based electronic devices and other applications, it is crucial to prepare dopant-free TDFSOs, in 

which ferromagnetic ordering can be achieved (and controlled) at or above the room-temperature. 

This latter requirement has remained to be a major challenge. 

A number of theoretical calculations and experimental studies have suggested that in addition 

to specific crystallographic phases or structures,
5
 dopants

4
 or/and  defects

133
 provide the main 

contribution to the ferromagnetic behavior of TDFSOs. Traditional mechanisms of ferromagnetism, 

such as phase segregation, super-exchange, and double exchange, cannot readily account for the long-

range ordering in doped TDFSOs.
262

 Despite a number of theoretical models developed to decipher 

the coupling mechanism responsible for the observed ferromagnetism in doped TDFSOs,
6,126,133,263

 the 

origin of ferromagnetism continues to be under intense debate.
6,133

 In more recent studies, 

ferromagnetism has also been observed in nanocrystalline TDFSOs that nominally do not contain any 

magnetic impurity.
5,140

  This begs the question of whether ferromagnetism is really due to just 

extrinsic effects such as doping and secondary phases, or it also has an intrinsic origin. While 

traditional descriptions of exchange interactions (double exchange, superexchange, and Ruderman-

Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interactions) cannot account for ferromagnetic ordering in undoped 
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TDFSOs,
146,264

 improved models involving bound magnetic polaron
258

 and charge transfer 

ferromagnetism
146

 have also failed to address the important fundamental question of how pure 

semiconducting oxides, i.e. without any transition metal dopants (d electrons), can become 

ferromagnetic. These studies therefore suggest that other mechanisms must be responsible for 

ferromagnetism found in dopant-free TDFSOs.  

For undoped TDFSOs, there are additional challenges in making use of their ferromagnetic 

properties. This is because ferromagnetism found in undoped TDFSO thin films and nanoparticles has 

thus far been weak while discernible surface effects have also been observed.
265

 Compared to thin 

films, one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures, such as nanowires or nanospikes, with relatively large 

specific surface area offer abundant surface defects that could potentially enhance the intrinsic 

ferromagnetism. More importantly, 1D nanostructures also offer unique, physical properties arising 

from the nanoscale size and quantum confinement effects, all of which could affect carrier transport, 

exchange interaction of electron spins, and therefore ferromagnetic properties. Nanostructures with a 

large amount of defects are therefore expected to provide an excellent platform to investigate the 

origin of ferromagnetism in undoped TDFSOs. 

  In recent years, ZrO2 thin films have attracted extensive research interest because of their 

compatibility with modern Si microelectronics.
266

 For 1D ZrO2 nanostructures, however, there have 

been only a few reports about their synthesis, including two-step anodization of superimposed Al/Zr 

films,
101

 hydrolysis and condensation of zirconium sol on tubular alumina  template,
101,102

 and 

chemical vapour deposition of ZrCl4 powders at 1000 °C.
103

 One major limitation of wet-chemistry 

methods is that the precursor materials are often incorporated into the final structure as an impurity.
101

 

As a result, the charge transport efficiency and material stability are significantly reduced due to poor 

crystallinity and the presence of considerable amounts of grain boundaries. Because of the extremely 

low vapour pressures and high melting points of ZrO2, vapour-liquid-solid (VLS)
71

 growth has not 

been successful for these 1D ZrO2 nanostructures.
104

  Unlike thermal evaporation and chemical 

vapour deposition, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) involves direct laser ablation of the target material 

into the gaseous form, and the absorption of a high-intensity laser pulse by a small volume of material 

leads to vaporization in the thermally non-equilibrium regime while keeping its stoichiometry intact. 

As activation of the gold nanocatalysts could occur at a lower temperature, the formation of 1D 

nanostructures could also proceed at a lower temperature (via VLS growth) than other vapour 

deposition methods.
71

 Furthermore, the substrate temperature, oxygen partial pressure, and reductive 
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growth environment during PLD can be varied to control not only the rate of deposition but also the 

crystallinity, morphology and the amount of oxygen-related defects.
24

 Engineering defect-rich ZrO2 

nanostructures without addition of impurity atoms (dopants) removes such constraints
267,268

 as 

chemical incompatibility and any associated undesirable impurity diffusion in a multilayer structure, 

and it provides a new approach to producing highly stable TDFSO with desirable electrical transport 

and magneto-optical properties.  
 
  

Similar to other TDFSOs, conflicting ferromagnetism mechanisms have been proposed for 

pristine ZrO2 thin films.
4–6

 More importantly, the origin of ferromagnetic properties in undoped ZrO2 

nanostructures with a large specific surface area (such as nanobricks, nanospikes, and nanowires) and 

a large amount of oxygen vacancy defects remains unknown. With this objective in mind, we have 

prepared, for the first time, defect-rich, dopant-free nanostructures of ZrO2 with different specific 

surface areas and amounts of defects, including nanobricks, nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and 

nanowires, on a Si substrate by catalyst-assisted PLD method. Here, we show that ferromagnetism is 

independent of the phase of ZrO2, and is clearly related to the specific surface area of the 

nanostructure and to the amounts and types of oxygen vacancy defects in that particular 

nanostructure. A remarkably high saturation magnetization (5.9 emu/g at 2000 Oe) and a high TC 

(700 K) are observed for ZrO2 nanowires. Our results therefore not only firmly establish oxygen 

vacancy defects are primarily responsible for the origin of ferromagnetism in undoped TDFSO 

nanostructures, but also demonstrate the potential of controlling their magnetic properties by 

manipulating the composition of oxygen vacancy defects within the host lattice. 

 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

ZrO2 nanostructures are synthesized on oxidized Si(100) template by catalyst-assisted pulsed 

laser deposition (PLD) method
215

 in a NanoPLD system (PVD Products) with a base pressure of 

1×10
-7

 Torr. A KrF excimer laser (248 nm wavelength) operated with a laser fluence of 350 mJ/pulse 

at a repetition rate of 5 Hz is used to ablate a ZrO2 target, prepared by cold-pressing ZrO2 powders 

(Aldrich, 99.99% purity) with a pressure of 25 MPa followed by sintering at 1000 °C in air for 48 h. 

A silicon chip (10×10 mm
2
, 525 µm thick), precut from a Si(100) wafer (p-type, B-doped, with a 

resistivity of <0.005  cm, Siegert Wafer), is chemically oxidized using H2O2 and NH4OH solutions 

following the RCA cleaning procedure.
239

 Gold nanoisland (GNI) catalysts are produced on the 
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resulting oxidized Si(100) substrate (denoted as Ox-Si) by magnetron sputtering a thin layer of Au 

followed by annealing in air.
269

 The Ox-Si substrate is mounted perpendicular to the expansion 

direction of the laser plume on a windowed substrate holder. During deposition, the substrate is in 

close proximity to the top of the visible region of the laser plume, with the target-to-substrate 

separation kept at 30 mm. The substrate temperature (i.e. growth temperature) can be varied between 

550 and 770 °C by radiative heating of infrared heat lamps from the backside of the substrate.  

Deposition is carried out on the GNI template for 90 min in 200 mTorr of Ar at a flow rate of 10 

sccm.  

The morphology of the sample is examined by field-emission scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) in a Zeiss Merlin microscope. Glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements are 

performed in a PANalytical MRD X’pert Pro diffractometer with a Cu Kα source, by using a parallel 

X-ray beam setup with an incidence angle of ω=0.3° over the selected 2θ range. The crystallinity of 

ZrO2 nanostructures is studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in a Zeiss Libra 200MC 

microscope. For TEM measurement, the nanostructures are scraped off the substrate using a sharp 

blade and mixed with liquid-chromatography-grade methanol in an Eppendorf tube and sonicated for 

10 min, and the resulting suspension is then transferred onto a holey carbon TEM copper grid. The 

chemical-state compositions of the nanostructures are analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) in a Thermo-VG Scientific ESCALab 250 microprobe with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray 

source (1486.6 eV), operated with a typical energy resolution of 0.4−0.5 full width at half-maximum.  

The magnetic property is characterized at different temperature by using a superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID) magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS SQUID-VSM), with the 

applied magnetic field direction parallel to the sample surface. It should be noted that only plastic 

tweezers and quartz holders have been used during sample preparation and magnetic measurement to 

avoid any unintentional ferromagnetic contamination. The diamagnetic contribution from the Si 

substrate and the quartz sample holder has been removed, and the magnetization of the ZrO2 

nanostructures is normalized by the mass of the measured sample, as estimated by assuming that the 

nanostructures are completely filled in the measured volume (i.e., without considering the filling 

factor) with a bulk density of 5.68 g/cm
3
. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

The SEM images shown in Figure 5.1 illustrate the PLD growth of ZrO2 nanostructures on 

the GNI/Ox-Si template. For all the depositions, GNIs have been deposited on the Ox-Si substrate for 
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the same amount of sputtering time (4 s) followed by annealing under the same conditions (at 600 °C 

in air for 30 min). The resulting GNI size distributions are found to be highly reproducible, with a 

mean diameter of 15-25 nm (Figure 5.1a). The thickness of the SiO2 layer has also increased 

correspondingly from 3 nm after the RCA cleaning to 6 nm for the GNI/Ox-Si template. PLD growth 

on the GNI/Ox-Si template in 200 mTorr Ar for 90 min at 550
 
°C evidently produces ZrO2 

nanopopcorns, made up of distorted tetragonal-shaped nanobricks (Figure 5.1c1, inset). Each 

nanotetragon has well-defined facets with typical lengths of 15-30 nm, and their bases are joined to 

one another around a GNI as their common core in a flower-like morphology (Figure 5.1c2, inset). 

On the other hand, deposition at 650 °C produces spike-like nanostructures (Figure 5.1d1), the length 

and the base diameter of which are estimated to be several hundred nm and 40-50 nm, respectively 

(Figure 5.1d2). The backscattered-electron image further reveals its sharp tip with a tip diameter less 

than 10 nm, on top of which lies a Au nanoparticle (Figure 5.1d2, inset). This confirms that the GNI 

catalysts have been detached from the substrate, and they stay on top of the growing nanostructures, 

clearly revealing the VLS nanostructure growth mechanism.
270

 Interestingly, PLD growth at 770 °C 

produces slightly tapered nanowires with a nearly uniform cross section, the diameter of which 

decreases from 50-60 nm at the base to 40-50 nm at the tip along their typical lengths of 2-3 µm 

(Figure 5.1e1, 5.1e2). As for the nanospikes, the presence of Au nanoparticles at the tips of individual 

nanowires also supports the VLS growth mechanism for these nanowires. In a separate experiment, 

we perform PLD growth of ZrO2 without the GNI catalysts on the Ox-Si substrate. Figure 5.1b shows 

that this leads to a nanoparticulate film with nanobricks of typical lengths of 10-30 nm.  Closer 

examination of the nanostructured films shown in Figure 5.1c-5.1e also reveals the presence of 

similar type of nanobricks among the bases of the nanopopcorns, nanospikes and nanowires. This 

suggests a concurrent vapour-solid growth mechanism in regions where there is no catalyst. However, 

PLD growth at 550 – 750 °C on a GNI/Ox-Si template with the SiO2 layer thickness less than 6 nm 

produces mainly nanopopcorn-like film (not shown), due to the formation of Au-silicide by the 

interfacial reaction of Au and Si.
190

 The thicker SiO2 layer on the Ox-Si template prevents Au 

diffusion and the subsequent Au-silicide formation. A SiO2 layer with the appropriate thickness (of 6 

nm) is therefore extremely important for enabling VLS growth in the present PLD method.  
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Figure 5.1 SEM images of (a) typical gold nanoislands (GNIs), with the corresponding near-Gaussian 

size distribution (inset), deposited on an Ox-Si template, (b) ZrO2 nanobrick film PLD-grown on 

pristine Ox-Si template (without any GNI) at 770 °C, ZrO2 nanopopcorns, nanospikes and nanowires 

PLD-grown on the GNI/Ox-Si templates in 200 mTorr Ar for 90 min at, respectively, (c1, c2) 550 °C, 

(d1, d2) 650 °C, and (e1, e2) 770 °C. The corresponding lower left insets show schematic models of 
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the respective as-grown nanostructures, with the backscattered electron images (upper right insets) 

depicting a gold nanoparticle (c2) at the core and (d2, e2) at the tips of the respective nanostructures. 

The SEM image in the upper right inset of (c1) illustrates the shape of the ZrO2 nanopopcorns.  

 

In the present study, the growth temperatures chosen for the nanostructures are all lower than 

the lowest eutectic temperature for the bulk Au-Zr binary system (863 °C).
237

 As observed previously 

for other material systems, both VLS and vapour-solid growth could occur simultaneously below the 

eutectic temperature, with the vapour-solid growth generally 10-100 times slower than the VLS 

growth at the same precursor partial pressure and temperature.
196

 We therefore expect both growth 

mechanisms to be operative for the nanospikes and nanowires, while the nanopopcorn and nanobrick 

structures are evidently formed via the vapour-solid mechanism only. Although both vapour-solid and 

VLS growth occur concurrently, the VLS growth predominates at a higher growth temperature. The 

slower vapour-solid growth at a particular growth temperature
195

 could, however, perturb and 

introduce variations in the general morphology of nanospikes and nanowires. The formation of 

shorter tapered-shape nanospikes at 650
 
°C and of longer nanowires at 770

 
°C therefore suggests that 

the catalysts remain semi-solid below 650
 
°C, which consequently reduces the diffusion rate of 

incoming atoms through the Au seeds and thus the VLS growth rate. As a result, VLS growth 

becomes less dominant below 650
 
°C. The thinner average diameter found for the nanowires than the 

nanospikes also suggests that the VLS growth rate is higher than the vapour-solid growth rate at a 

particular growth temperature above 650 °C. The present observation therefore illustrates that the 

PLD growth temperature can be used to effectively manipulate the dominant growth mode (vapour-

solid vs VLS), and consequently the cross-sectional dimension and overall morphology of the 

deposited ZrO2 nanostructures. In Figure 5.2, we schematically summarize the different ZrO2 

nanostructures on the two templates: Ox-Si and GNI/Ox-Si, obtained at three different growth 

temperatures.  

Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of 

the as-deposited nanostructures. The prominent diffraction peaks of the nanobrick film are in 

excellent accord with the tetragonal ZrO2 reference pattern (PDF2 #01-080-0784). For nanopopcorns, 

additional minor contributions from the monoclinic ZrO2 features (PDF2 #01-083-0940), along with 

the features from the FCC phase of metallic Au (PDF2 #03-065-8601), are observed. These additional 

contributions from the monoclinic ZrO2 features are found to increase for the nanospikes and 

nanowires. Of particular interest are the remarkably different relative peak intensity ratios of the 
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monoclinic (–111) peak at 28.18° to the tetragonal (101) peak at 30.24° among the nanopopcorns, 

nanospikes, and nanowires.   

 

 

Figure 5.2  Schematic models of ZrO2 nanostructures grown on Ox-Si templates without and with 

gold nanoislands (GNIs) in 200 mTorr Ar for 90 min at 550 °C, 650 °C, and 770 °C.  
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Figure 5.3  Glancing-incidence XRD patterns of different PLD-grown ZrO2 nanostructures obtained 

at an incidence angle of 0.3. The PDF2 reference patterns of the FCC phase of Au (#03-065-8601), 

and of the monoclinic phase (#01-083-0940) and tetragonal phase (#01-080-0784) of ZrO2 are shown 

as top, and bottom bar graphs, respectively. 

 

Further insight into the morphology and crystallography of the as-deposited nanostructures 

can be obtained by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Figure 5.4a1 shows a typical low-

magnification TEM image of the ZrO2 nanopopcorns, in which clustering of several distorted 

nanotetragons (grey region) around a single gold nanoparticle core (dark region) is clearly observed 

without any evidence of gold at the edge of these tetragons. The size of these nanopopcorn structures 

is 80-140 nm while the typical dimension of the gold nanoparticles at the cores is 50-80 nm (Figure 

5.4a1), in good accord with our SEM observation (Figure 5.4c1, 5.4c2).  Figure 5.4a2 shows the high-

resolution TEM image of two selected areas of a nanopopcorn. The lattice fringes of the 

nanotetragons at the perimeter indicate that the constituent particles are single-crystalline, and that 

their respective interplanar spacings of 3.2 Å and 2.6 Å correspond to those of the (–111) and (002) 

planes of monoclinic ZrO2. In Figure 5.4b1, the tapered shape of the nanospikes is clearly observed, 
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while the diameter of the nanowires appears nearly uniform along the entire length as shown in 

Figure 5.4c1. The corresponding high-resolution TEM images (Figure 5.4b2, 5.4c2) show that the 

nanospikes and nanowires are also single-crystalline and that their respective interplanar spacings of 

2.8 Å and 2.6 Å correspond to the (111) and (002) planes of bulk monoclinic ZrO2, respectively. 

Interestingly, the nanobricks in the gaps among the nanopopcorns, nanospikes and nanowires exhibit 

interplanar spacings of 2.9 Å and 2.5 Å, corresponding to the (101) and (110) planes of tetragonal 

ZrO2, respectively (Figure 5.5). These results therefore suggest that the PLD-grown ZrO2 

nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires are predominantly monoclinic, while the nanobricks 

among these nanostructures (similar to those that make up the nanobrick film) are predominantly 

tetragonal ZrO2. Indeed, our TEM results confirm the presence of both monoclinic and tetragonal 

XRD features for the ZrO2 nanopopcorn, nanospike and nanowire films (Figure 5.3).  

Figure 5.4d shows the room-temperature magnetization versus magnetic field (M-H) curves 

for the nanobricks, nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires when the external magnetic field is 

applied parallel to the respective sample surfaces (i.e. in-plane direction). Evidently, all the samples 

exhibit well-defined hysteresis loops, indicating room-temperature ferromagnetic behavior. More 

importantly, the film containing more monoclinic phase has a larger saturation magnetization. The 

saturation magnetization (MS) measured at 2000 Oe for the nanowires (5.9 emu/g) is found to be 2.0, 

4.9, and 9.8 times those of nanospikes (2.9 emu/g), nanopopcorns (1.2 emu/g), and nanobricks (0.6 

emu/g), respectively, while the coercivity (HC) for the nanowires (99 Oe) is approximately twice that 

of the nanobricks (50 Oe) (Figure 5.4d, inset). This is a significant result, because in marked contrast 

to the previously reported ZrO2 planar thin films,
5,271

 of which the observed ferromagnetic behaviour 

was found to reduce with increased amount of the monoclinic phase, we observe increase in 

ferromagnetism with increase of the monoclinic phase in the ZrO2 nanostructures here. More 

importantly, the saturation magnetization increases with increasing specific surface areas of the ZrO2 

nanostructures (Figure 5.4d). This apparent morphology dependence of room-temperature 

ferromagnetism further supports specific surface area effect and surface-state effect of these 

nanostructures on their magnetic behaviour.  It should be noted that we also characterize and obtain 

essentially diamagnetic behavior for the pristine Ox-Si template, GNI/Ox-Si template, and quartz 

sample holder (used for the magnetization measurements) under the same conditions (not shown). In 

addition, to investigate the effect of the PLD growth temperature on the magnetization of these 

substrates, we examine pristine Ox-Si substrates annealed in 200 mTorr Ar at 770 °C for 90 min in 

the PLD chamber and confirm that they also do not exhibit any ferromagnetic behavior.   
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Recent studies have suggested that point defects, such as oxygen vacancies, could stabilize 

the tetragonal phase of ZrO2, providing the key to understand the origin of the observed room-

temperature ferromagnetic behavior in undoped ZrO2.
5,271

 To date, ferromagnetism has only been 

observed in tetragonal ZrO2, and no ferromagnetism has ever been reported for monoclinic ZrO2 with 

or without oxygen vacancy defects.
5
 For a mixture of monoclinic and cubic phases of ZrO2, the 

interfacial defects in the grain boundary region have, however, been suggested to play an important 

role in generating ferromagnetic order in undoped ZrO2.
272

 There is, therefore, no consensus on the 

defect origin of room-temperature ferromagnetism in undoped ZrO2. Furthermore, room-temperature 

ferromagnetism is often observed only in post-annealed thin film and powders of TDFSO 

nanostructures, and it has been found to exhibit notable surface-dependent effects,
265

 particularly 

those related to surface defects.
273,274

 In the present study, we have observed ferromagnetism in 

undoped tetragonal ZrO2 nanostructures and, for the first time, undoped monoclinic ZrO2 

nanostructures, and the magnetization appears to depend on the morphology, regardless of the phase 

of the ZrO2 nanostructures. The dependence of the observed room-temperature ferromagnetic 

behavior on the morphology but not on the phase of these ZrO2 nanostructures provides us with an 

important clue both to understand the origin of room-temperature ferromagnetism and to realize its 

controllability in undoped ZrO2 nanostructures.   
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Figure 5.4  TEM images of typical (a1, a2) ZrO2 nanopopcorns, (b1, b2) nanospikes, and (c1, c2) 

nanowires, with the corresponding high-resolution images of selected areas of individual 

nanostructures shown in insets.  (d) Magnetization (M) vs magnetic field (H) curves of as-grown ZrO2 

nanostructures, with the enlarged view of the hysteresis loops for ZrO2 nanobricks and nanowires 

given in inset.  (e) M-H curves for as-grown and annealed ZrO2 nanowires under different post-

treatment conditions of annealing temperature and atmosphere, with the enlarged view of the 

respective hysteresis loops given in inset. 
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Figure 5.5  TEM image of ZrO2 nanobricks located in the gap among the ZrO2 nanowires. The 

corresponding insets showing the magnified images of individual nanobricks, with interplanar 

spacings of 2.9 Å and 2.5 Å, corresponding to the (101) and (110) planes of tetragonal ZrO2, 

respectively.  

In order to determine the role of defects in room-temperature ferromagnetism for the PLD-

grown ZrO2 nanostructures, we perform X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) study of the as-

prepared samples. A representative survey spectrum of ZrO2 nanowires shows that only Zr, O, Au, 

and C are present (Figure 5.6). More importantly, the absence of Mn 2p at 638.3 eV, Fe 2p at 706.8 

eV, and Co 2p feature at 779.4 eV (binding energy) allows us to rule out any contamination caused by 

unwanted magnetic impurities in the sample. The chemical states of Zr and O in the samples are 

determined from the deconvoluted Zr 3d and O 1s spectra (Figure 5.7a). The prominent Zr 3d5/2 peak 

at 182.4 eV corresponds to the Zr
4+

 state for ZrO2, while the residual intensity between the Zr
4+

 

feature (at 182.4 eV) and metallic Zr
0
 feature (at 178.3 eV) could be generally fitted to two 

components: ZrOx1 (2 > x1 > 1.5) and ZrOx2 (1.5 ≥ x2 > 1). The prominent O 1s peak located at 530.3 

eV is attributed to O
2–

 in ZrO2, while the residual O 1s intensity between 532.3 eV and 530.9 eV can 

be assigned to oxygen anions in the oxygen-deficient ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 species within the matrix.  

Density function theory (DFT) calculations show that excess electrons in oxygen-deficient 

ZrO2 experience an attractive Madelung potential (as in MgO), which results into three favoured 

charge states of oxygen vacancies.
240

 Accordingly, we have therefore classified the overall oxygen 
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vacancy concentration to consist of neutral, singly-charged , and doubly-charged defect contributions 

(Figure 5.7c). The formation of a singly-charged oxygen vacancy would produce one electron in the 

singly-charged oxygen vacancy site, with the other electron in the corresponding Zr atom leading to a 

Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ion (Figure 5.7c2). For the doubly-charged oxygen vacancy, the two electrons from the 

vacancy site could be located at two nearest-neighbour Zr ions leading to two Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ions (Figure 

5.7c3, or at one single Zr atom leading to a Zr
2+

 (4d
2
) ion (Figure 5.7c4). For the neutral oxygen 

vacancy, the two electrons remain at the oxygen vacancy site and there is therefore no apparent effect 

on the Zr
4+

 ion (Figure 5.7c1). 

It has also been found by DFT calculations that the singly and doubly charged oxygen 

vacancies have larger lattice relaxation effects than neutral oxygen vacancies.
240

  For instance, for the 

singly charged defect, the four Zr neighbors are found to move away from the vacancy by about 0.1 

Å, while formation of a neutral oxygen defect leads to smaller relaxation of the neighboring Zr atoms 

with displacements of about 0.01–0.02 Å from the perfect crystal positions.
240

 The different extents of 

lattice relaxation associated with the differently charged oxygen vacancies change the corresponding 

O 1s and Zr 3d binding energies in oxygen-deficient ZrO2. The decrease in electron charge density for 

the O–Zr
3+

 bond (relative to the O–Zr
4+

 bond) results in less screening of the O 1s electrons, which 

consequently increases the effective nuclear charge.  This leads to an increase in the O 1s binding 

energy and correspondingly a decrease in the Zr 3d binding energy. The O 1s peaks of ZrOx1 and 

ZrOx2 therefore correspond to the singly- and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies, respectively, while 

the neutral oxygen vacancy defect peak likely lies at or near the same position of the ZrO2 peak. As 

the binding energy of Zr 3d peak of ZrOx2 is farther away from the metallic Zr, and the relative 

intensities (and concentrations) of O 1s and Zr 3d in ZrOx2 are significantly different from those in 

ZrOx1, the doubly-charged oxygen vacancies are expected to lead to predominantly Zr
3+

 ions (Figure 

5.7c3) instead of Zr
2+

 ions (Figure 5.7c4).  

Along with the minor differences in the binding energy positions and in the full-width half 

maxima, the discernible intensity variations found for the O 1s and Zr 3d states for the ZrOx1 and 

ZrOx2 components therefore reflect the difference in the relative composition of these different types 

of oxygen vacancies in a particular sample. The O 1s and the Zr 3d intensity percentages for the 

ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 components of the respective total intensities [i.e., ZrO2+ZrOx1+ZrOx2] for the 

nanostructures are summarized in Table 5.1.  For ZrOx1 [and the total defect intensity, neutral and 

(ZrOx1+ZrOx2)], the Zr 3d percentages appear to follow the descending trend: nanowire > nanospike > 
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nanopopcorn ≅ nanobrick. The O 1s percentages for ZrOx1 follow the trend: nanowire ≅ nanospike > 

nanopopcorn > nanobrick, while there appear no clear patterns in the Zr 3d and O 1s percentages for 

ZrOx2.  

The existence of trapped electrons also changes the colours of the as-deposited samples. 

Evidently, the sample colour has changed from light golden (nanobrick) to dark golden 

(nanopopcorn) to light blue (nanospike), and to deep blue (nanowire), due to the increasing amount of 

oxygen vacancy concentrations within the nanostructures (Figure 5.7a, insets). The corresponding 

reflectance spectra follow essentially the same “exponential-like” profile over the 300 – 600 nm 

range, with the magnitude following the descending trend: nanobricks > nanopopcorns > nanospikes 

> nanowires, and the absorbance following the opposite trend (Figure 5.8). The reflectance of the Ox-

Si template is found to be considerably higher than that of the nanobrick film, which indicates that 

our ZrO2 nanostructured films could serve as excellent antireflective coatings. The absorbance of the 

ZrO2 nanostructures in the visible region could therefore be attributed to the existence of defect states 

within the bandgap, the overlapping and hybridization of which lead to impurity bands within the 

band gap.
241

 The stronger absorbance found for the nanowire sample also indicates that this defect-

rich 1D nanomaterial could be an excellent photocatalysts in sunlight-driven reactions and 

applications. Moreover, these defect-rich ZrO2 samples retain their individual colour profiles upon 

storage in ambient atmosphere for over a year, indicating that the defects are located in the bulk and 

not just at the surface of these nanostructures. Similar colour changes in defect-rich TiO2 

nanostructured films obtained by PLD growth with different growth temperatures and growth 

environments have also been observed.
71

 

In Table 5.1, we compare the estimated specific surface areas (i.e. surface area-to-volume 

ratios) of individual nanostructures (Table 5.2), the relative percentages of ZrO2 monoclinic and 

tetragonal phases as obtained from the XRD patterns (Figure 5.3), the relative compositions of 

oxygen vacancy defects as determined from the Zr 3d and O 1s XPS spectra (Figure 5.7), and the 

saturation magnetization and coercivity of the ZrO2 nanostructures (Figure 5.4). The relations among 

these observed properties reveal several important trends about room-temperature ferromagnetism. 

First, the saturation magnetization increases with increasing relative amount of the monoclinic phase.  

However, the magnetization remains non-zero even when there is only tetragonal phase as in the 

nanobrick film, which shows that the magnetization is not exclusive to the monoclinic or tetragonal 

phase. Second, the presence of different charge states of oxygen vacancies (i.e., singly-charged, 
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doubly-charged, and neutral oxygen vacancies)
275

 enables both MS and HC to be tunable by 

manipulating their relative amounts, indicating that the relative compositions and not just the total 

amounts of these oxygen vacancy defects are important. Third, the observed ferromagnetism exhibits 

morphology (i.e. shape) dependency. As the surface usually contains more defects than the bulk, their 

relative amounts can be modulated by manipulating the specific surface areas, as dictated by the 

morphology of the nanostructures. Lastly, the different colours and the optical properties of the 

respective nanostructured films reveal that these nanostructures also have different amounts of bulk 

defects. The morphology and the electronic structure are therefore very important drivers for room-

temperature ferromagnetism in undoped ZrO2 nanostructured films as induced by defects created not 

just on the surface but also in the bulk. This insight could also be applied to understanding the 

manifestation of d
0
 ferromagnetism in low-dimensional nanostructures or thin films with high specific 

surface areas.  

 

Figure 5.6  XPS survey spectrum for ZrO2 nanowires. The corresponding inset shows the enlarged 

range from 600 eV to 800 eV, confirming the absence of any magnetic impurity. 
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Figure 5.7 (a) XPS spectra of Zr 3d, and O 1s regions of (a) as-deposited ZrO2 nanostructures, and (b) 

ZrO2 nanowires as-deposited and post-annealed under different conditions.  In addition to the ZrO2 

features, two sets of defect features corresponding to ZrOx1 (2 > x1 > 1.5) and ZrOx2 (1.5 ≥ x2 > 1) 

are used to fit the residual intensities.  The minor changes in the peak positions (and widths) of these 

defect features from the marked positions correspond to the changes in the defect distributions within 

the considered x1 and x2 ranges.  Photographs of the as-grown nanostructured samples are shown as 

insets in (a). (c1-c4) Schematic representations of three plausible types of oxygen vacancies in ZrO2. 

The Zr
4+

 ions are marked by open white circles, and only the Zr
3+

 and Zr
2+

 ions [i.e. with relocation of 

electrons (with spin up and spin down as represented by up and down arrows, respectively) from the 

oxygen-vacancy defect sites] are shown as solid circles. In the interest of clarity, oxygen atoms are 

not shown, and the oxygen vacancy sites are marked as open squares.  
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Table 5.1 Comparison of the estimated specific surface area, percentages of the monoclinic and 

tetragonal phases, percentages of the Zr 3d and O 1s peak intensities for defect-related features 

(ZrOx1, ZrOx2, and their sums), and the saturated magnetization (Ms), remanence (Mr) and coercivity 

(Hc) measured at room temperature for the ZrO2 nanostructured films as-deposited at the specified 

temperature and for ZrO2 nanowires upon various post-treatments. 

ZrO2 

Nano-

structured 

Film 

Estimated 

Specific 

Surface 

Area  

(nm
-1

)
#
 

XRD* XPS
& 

(%) 

Magnetic 

Properties 

Mono-

clinic  

(%) 

Tetra-

gonal 

(%) 

Zr 3d O 1s Ms 

(emu

/g) 

Mr 

(emu

/g) 

Hc 

(Oe) 
ZrOx1 ZrOx2  ZrOx1 

+ 

ZrOx2 

ZrOx1 ZrOx2 ZrOx1 

+ 

ZrOx2 

Nanobrick, 

550-770 °C 

0.05 0 100 21.9 2.1 24.0 20.9 17.6 37.5 0.6 0.1 50 

Nano-

popcorn, 

550 °C 

0.08 32 68 22.9 2.8 25.7 28.7 22.9 51.6 1.2 0.3 73 

Nanospike, 

650 °C 

0.11 57 43 32.2 8.3 40.5 31.6 15.5 47.1 2.9 0.5 77 

Nanowire,  

770 °C 

(As-grown) 

0.13 75 25 49.3 7.4 56.7 36.5 37.1 73.6 5.9 1.5 99 

Nanowire 

(500 °C,  

Ar, 1 h) 

55.5 16.2 71.7 54.1 32.4 86.5 7.3 2.3 113 

Nanowire 

(600 °C,  

Ar, 1 h) 

69.4 2.7 72.1 31.9 55.9 87.8 3.2 0.6 71 

Nanowire 

(500 °C,  

O2, 1 h) 

24.3 7.7 32.0 26.6 14.7 41.3 1.6 0.2 54 

 

#
 Only the exposed surface area of an “ideal” nanostructure of the specific shape and size is 

considered in the calculation, with details given in the Table 5.2. 

* The relative phase percentages are obtained from the peak intensities of monoclinic (−111) and 

tetragonal (101) features using the X-pert HighScore software assuming random orientations. 

& 
The percentages of individual components are calculated by dividing the peak area of that 

component with the total contribution of ZrO2 + ZrOx1 + ZrOx2. 
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Figure 5.8  Comparison of UV-Vis-NIR reflectance spectra of as-deposited ZrO2 nanostructured 

films, along with that of the pristine Ox-Si template. 

 

 

Table 5.2  Calculations for specific surface areas of ZrO2 nanostructures. 

Nano-

structure 

Comment and Procedure Model 

Nanobrick In order to calculate the exposed surface area for cubic 

ZrO2 nanobrick, we consider only one surface of the 

cube (the top surface) as the exposed face, because the 

nanobricks in the film are mostly attached to one 

another and are tightly packed.   

a = 15 nm 

exposed surface area = a
2 
 (top surface)  

volume = a
3  

 

exposed surface area / volume = 225 nm
2
 /3375 nm

3
 = 

0.06 nm
-1

 

 

 

 

 

a 
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Nanopopcorn  A nanopopcorn is modelled as a cuboid (or a rectangular 

box) and the nanopopcorn structures are separated from 

one another. To calculate the exposed surface area, we 

ignore the bottom surface of the rectangle that is 

attached to the substrate. 

length (l) = 86 nm 

width (w) = 83 nm 

height (h) = 35 nm 

exposed surface area = 2( hw + lw + hl) - lw  

volume = lwh 

exposed surface area / volume =  18968 nm
2
/249830 

nm
3
 = 0.08 nm

-1
 

 

Nanospike As a nanospike is tapered in shape, we consider its 

exposed area as the frustum of a cone truncated at both 

ends because the top end is terminated by a gold 

nanoparticle while the bottom end is in contact with the 

substrate.(http://www.mathinary.com/cone_frustum_vol

ume_of_a_frustum_of_a_cone.jsp?calc_id=24&h=733

&r1=7.5&r2=24&a=741&pi=Pi#calculator24) 

 

r1 (radius of the smaller circular end plane) = 8 nm  

r2 (radius of the larger circular end plane) = 26 nm 

h (height of the frustum) = 720 nm 

a (length of the lateral surface) = 733 nm  

area of the lateral surface = 𝜋 × (𝑟1 + 𝑟2) ×

 √ℎ2 + (𝑟1 −  𝑟2)2 

volume = 
1

3
× 𝜋 × ℎ × (𝑟1

2 + 𝑟2
2 + 𝑟1 + 𝑟2)     

surface area/volume = 0.12 nm
-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Nanowire 

 

As the nanowire has a uniform cross section along the 

length, it can be considered as a straight cylinder with 

the two ends terminated by a gold nanoparticle and the 

substrate.  

 

r= 16 nm  

h =2000 nm 

exposed surface area = 2πrh 
 

volume = πr
2
h 

surface area/volume = 0.13 nm
-1

 

 

 

l 

h 

w 

r2 

h 

r1 

a 

r 

h 

http://www.mathinary.com/cone_frustum_volume_of_a_frustum_of_a_cone.jsp?calc_id=24&h=733&r1=7.5&r2=24&a=741&pi=Pi#calculator24
http://www.mathinary.com/cone_frustum_volume_of_a_frustum_of_a_cone.jsp?calc_id=24&h=733&r1=7.5&r2=24&a=741&pi=Pi#calculator24
http://www.mathinary.com/cone_frustum_volume_of_a_frustum_of_a_cone.jsp?calc_id=24&h=733&r1=7.5&r2=24&a=741&pi=Pi#calculator24
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To further clarify the role of oxygen vacancy defects in determining the magnetic property, 

we carry out annealing experiments in an oxygen or Ar atmosphere at different temperatures for the 

as-deposited ZrO2 nanowires. Initially, we anneal the as-deposited sample in an Ar atmosphere at 500 

°C and 600 °C, each for 1 h, in order to introduce more oxygen vacancies into the nanowires. We also 

reduce the number of oxygen vacancy defects by annealing the as-deposited nanowire sample in O2 at 

500 °C for 1 h. X-ray diffraction analysis shows that there is no discernible change in the relative 

composition of the crystalline phases in the nanowires caused by these post-annealing treatments, 

regardless of the annealing temperature and environment (Table 5.1).  The lower temperature (500 °C 

or 600 °C) employed in the post-annealing treatments than the growth temperature of the nanowires 

(770 °C) is not expected to improve crystallinity.  On the other hand, the Zr 3d and O 1s XPS spectra 

show considerable differences in their relative intensity percentages related to ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 in the 

post-annealed samples (Figure 5.7b). Post-annealing the as-grown ZrO2 nanowires in Ar at 500 °C 

increases the amount of oxygen vacancy defects (Figure 5.7b). As expected, the proportions of the 

types (i.e., the relative compositions) of oxygen vacancies corresponding to the ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 

features have discernibly increased. However, further post-annealing the sample at 600 °C in Ar has 

increased the total oxygen vacancies (related to ZrOx1 + ZrOx2), but the overall full-width half 

maximum of the Zr 3d peak has decreased significantly, and the O 1s and Zr 3d peaks corresponding 

to ZrOx1 is slightly shifted to lower and higher binding energy, respectively, all with respect to the as-

grown features (Table 5.1). These results therefore suggest that post-annealing at 600 °C produces 

highly reduced ZrO2 and favours the formation of more neutral oxygen vacancies than the as-grown 

and 500 °C Ar-annealed sample. For the ZrO2 nanowires post-annealed in O2, we should expect a 

significant decrease in the amount of oxygen vacancy defects, and this is indeed supported by the 

large reduction in the composition for the ZrOx1 and ZrOx2 XPS features (Figure 5.7b, Table 5.1). The 

changes in the defect type and its proportions caused by the post-treatments are found to greatly affect 

the magnetic properties. Indeed, Figure 5.4e shows that the reduction in the amounts of oxygen 

vacancies significantly decreases the saturation magnetization of the nanowires O2-annealed at 500 

°C. Furthermore, the saturation magnetization for the 500 °C Ar-annealed nanowires has increased 

but that for the 600 °C Ar-annealed sample has decreased significantly, due to the increase in neutral 

oxygen vacancies in the 600 °C Ar-annealed sample. These results therefore suggest that both the 

types (singly-charged, and doubly-charged, and neutral oxygen vacancy) and relative amounts of 

these oxygen vacancy defects play a crucial role for the observed room-temperature ferromagnetic 

behaviour in undoped ZrO2 nanowire.   
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Figure 5.9a shows the magnetization vs magnetic field hysteresis loops for the as-grown ZrO2 

nanowires measured at different temperatures, T = 5, 77, 200, 300, and 400 K. The presence of well-

defined hysteresis loops supports strong ferromagnetic behavior over the entire temperature range, 

from 5 K to as high as 400 K (the maximum sampling temperature supported by our SQUID 

magnetometer). The characteristic features of ferromagnetism, such as remanence, coercivity, and 

saturation magnetization, have become much more prominent at the lower temperature (Figure 5.9a, 

insets). The coercivity (68 Oe), remanence (0.8 emu/g), and saturation magnetization (5.1 emu/g) 

observed at 400 K have nearly doubled, respectively, to 115 Oe, 1.7 emu/g, and 9.1 emu/g at 5 K. The 

small change in the coercivity (47 Oe) over the entire temperature range (395 K) is characteristic of 

dilute ferromagnetism (Figure 5.9a, insets), which affirms that PLD-grown defect-rich ZrO2 

nanowires exhibit the distinctive ferromagnetic order of TDFSOs.
276,277

  In addition, we have used 

Arrott plot (Figure 5.10a) and the power law (Figure 5.10b) to estimate the Curie temperature (Tc).  

As shown in Figure 5.10b, the model provides an excellent fit (solid line) to the experimental results 

(open circles), and the Tc for the as-grown ZrO2 nanowires is determined to be 700 K. Similarly, Tc 

for ZrO2 nanospikes, nanopopcorns, and nanobricks are found to be 650 K, 550 K, and 400 K, 

respectively (Figure 5.11). We also perform zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization 

measurements for the ZrO2 nanowires at an applied field of 100 Oe between 1.8 K and 400 K (Figure 

5.9b). The wide separation of the zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetization curves over the 

entire temperature range suggests irreversibility of susceptibilities. The magnetic moments also do not 

drop to zero, indicating a high TC above 400 K, in good agreement with the Arrott plot shown in 

Figure 5.10a. Since the zero-field-cooled magnetization appears to increase linearly with increasing 

temperature without any obvious peak, these ZrO2 nanowires exhibit typical ferromagnetic behavior 

without any blocking temperature below 400 K. The absence of blocking temperature within this 

temperature range therefore confirms that ferromagnetism of the nanowires is of intrinsic origin and 

is not caused by extrinsic effects such as those arising from the presence of ferromagnetic impurities 

or dopants.
277
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Figure 5.9  (a) M-H curves for ZrO2 nanowires measured at 3000 Oe for temperature (T) = 5, 77, 200, 

300, and 400 K. The insets show the magnified hysteresis loops near the origin at 5 K and 400 K. (b) 

Magnetization as a function of temperature following field-cooled and zero-field-cooled 

measurements at H = 100 Oe.  
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Figure 5.10  (a) Arrott plot for ZrO2 nanowires measured at 3000 Oe for temperature (T) = 5, 77, 200, 

300, and 400 K. (b) Normalized saturation magnetization (MS/M0) as a function of temperature, 

where M0 is the saturation magnetization at 0 K. According to the Ginzburg-Landau mean field 

theory for ferromagnetism, the free energy of a ferromagnetic material close to the phase transition 

gives a relation for the magnetization order parameter: M
2 
= (1/b)(H/M) – (a/b)ε, where the 

magnetization M is the order parameter, H is the applied magnetic field, a and b are arbitrary 

constants, ε = (T-Tc)/Tc, and Tc is the Curie temperature. In a plot of M
2
 vs H/M (the Arrott plot) for 

various temperatures, the line without an intercept corresponds to the dependence at the Curie 

temperature.  As shown in Figure 5.10a, the intercept is not zero even at 400 K, which means that Tc 

has yet to be reached. By using the instantaneous slope obtained at 400 K, a parallel dash line could 

be used to extrapolate to the origin, which indicates that Tc is above 400 K. Moreover, the 
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temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization (Figure 5.10b) enables estimation of Tc using 

a power-law equation from the critical behavior model: 

                                                                
𝑀𝑠 (𝑇)

𝑀0
 = (1 −  

T

Tc
)

𝛽
                 

where M0 ≡ MS (T = 0) ~ MS (T = 5 K), and β = 0.365 is the critical component in the 3D Heisenberg 

model.
276

 The model provides an excellent fit (solid line) to the experimental results (open circles), 

and the x-intercept gives Tc = 700 K for nanowires in Figure 5.10b and similarly Tc = 650 K for 

nanospikes, 550 K for nanopopcorns, and 400 K for nanobricks in Figure 5.11. 

 

 

Figure 5.11  Normalized saturation magnetization (Ms/Mo) for ZrO2 (a) nanospike, (b) nanopopcorn, 

and (c) nanobrick films as functions of temperature. 
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An original finding of this work is our observation of room-temperature ferromagnetism in 

both oxygen-deficient monoclinic ZrO2 nanostructures (nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires) 

and oxygen-deficient tetragonal ZrO2 nanobrick film, in marked contrast to earlier reports that room-

temperature ferromagnetism can only be found for oxygen-deficient tetragonal ZrO2 and not for 

oxygen-deficient monoclinic ZrO2.
5,271

 Furthermore, we observe that the saturation magnetization and 

coercivity of monoclinic ZrO2 nanowires are related to the total amounts and compositions of oxygen 

vacancy defects both on the surface and in the bulk of the nanostructures (Table 5.3). As the total 

amount of defects is related to the specific surface area (surface defects) and growth temperature 

(bulk defects) of the nanostructure, the larger saturation magnetization and coercivity are found for 

the nanowires with higher estimated specific surface area and higher growth temperature (0.13 nm
-1

, 

770 °C) than nanospikes (0.11 nm
-1

, 650 °C), nanopopcorns (0.08 nm
-1

, 550 °C), and nanobricks 

(0.05 nm
-1

, 770 °C) (Table 5.4). These observations indicate that regardless of the phase of ZrO2, it is 

the amount of defects in a particular ZrO2 nanostructure that controls the room-temperature 

ferromagnetic behavior. This is consistent with recent report that no ferromagnetism was found for 

the pure monoclinic ZrO2 thin film,
271

 because the planar film inherently possesses a smaller amount 

of defects due to their lower specific surface area (and therefore with potentially less surface defects) 

when compared to nanostructured films.  More importantly, our defect-rich ZrO2 nanostructured films 

are novel, because our nanostructured samples require only 2000 Oe external field to reach saturation, 

making them the most responsive materials with the highest sensitivity to the external field reported 

to date. The observed saturation magnetization of our nanowire sample (5.9 emu/g) is significantly 

higher than those reported for undoped ZrO2 (0.18 emu/g)
5

 and Mn-doped ZrO2 (0.02 emu/g)
278

 thin 

films, undoped ZnO (0.4 emu/g)
140

 and Mn-doped ZnO (0.05 emu/g)
279

 thin films, and undoped ZnO 

nanoparticulate film (0.003 emu/g),
134

 all of the which were obtained with considerably higher 

applied magnetic field. Indeed, the saturation magnetization of our ZrO2 nanowire film is also 

significantly higher than other nanostructured films, including ~26 times higher than the nanoporous 

pure TiO2 nanoribbon film
135

 and Cu-doped ZnO nanowire film (both 0.2 emu/g);
280

 and over 80 

times higher than Fe and N co-doped TiO2 nanorods (0.06 emu/g),
106

 Cr-doped TiO2 nanorods (0.07 

emu/g),
281

 and V-doped TiO2 nanotubes (0.008 emu/g).
282

 These results therefore demonstrate that 

our as-grown ZrO2 nanowire sample has the best magnetization reported to date, and this remarkably 

high magnetic moment can be achieved by intentionally creating defects in undoped ZrO2. 
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Defect-induced Bound Polaron Model 

 

There have been a few theoretical studies
6,126,133,263

 on the origin of ferromagnetism in 

TDFSOs. In the very first model of TDFSOs, the Heisenberg model, the d electrons of the dopant 

(transition metal cations) are well localized, and they couple with one another ferromagnetically via 

long-range-ordered interactions among the free carriers (2p holes or 4s electrons).
117

 Given a small 

amount of dopants (a few percent), however, it is difficult to conceive how the exchange interaction 

could occur over a large separation between localized moments. Contrary to the Heisenberg model, 

the observed magnetization has already been reported to be independent of the dopant 

concentration,
129,130

 which suggests that the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction may not be 

the main cause of ferromagnetism in TDFSOs. In the so-called bound magnetic polaron model, the 

defects in doped-TDFSOs are taken into account. The ferromagnetic coupling is mediated by shallow 

donor electrons associated with defects via exchange interactions with the localized d electrons of the 

dopants.
258

 However, this model still cannot explain how TC in dilute ferromagnetic semiconductor 

oxides can be so high (i.e. well above room temperature) or how semiconducting oxides without any 

transition metal dopants (i.e., without any unpaired d electrons) can be ferromagnetic. Very recently, 

a charge-transfer ferromagnetism model has been proposed as an extension to the bound magnetic 

polaron model.
146

 This model assumes that the presence of defects introduces an impurity band, and 

the presence of dopants provides a charge reservoir in the system to facilitate hopping of electrons to 

or from the impurity band, which leads to splitting of spin states.
146

 This model, however, cannot 

explain how ferromagnetism could occur in undoped TDFSOs because there is no charge reservoir 

due to the absence of dopants. Meanwhile, experiments using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism have 

revealed that the dopant (Co 3d, Mn 3d, and Cr 3d) sublattice is paramagnetic at all temperature down 

to 2 K, both at the surface and in the bulk of the films.
129,130

 As the dopants are evidently not the 

origin of ferromagnetism, ferromagnetism in doped semiconducting oxide thin films must therefore 

be related to defects.  

Our experimental observations support the idea that both the total amount and the 

composition of oxygen vacancy defects (neutral, singly-charged, and doubly-charged oxygen 

vacancies) are responsible for the observed ferromagnetism in dopant-free ZrO2 nanostructures. If 

only the total amount of oxygen vacancy defect is responsible, then ferromagnetic ordering is 

expected to remain unchanged after annealing the nanowire sample in Ar at 500 °C and 600 °C 

(Figure 5.4e). Instead, the corresponding XPS spectra (Figure 5.7) and magnetization data (Table 5.1) 
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suggest that the amounts of singly-charged and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies mainly control the 

ferromagnetism in the nanowire sample, because the saturation magnetization in the 500 °C Ar-

annealed nanowire sample is increased with the increase of singly-charged and doubly-charged 

oxygen vacancies, compared to the as-grown nanowire sample. On the other hand, for the 600 °C Ar-

annealed nanowire sample, the presence of more neutral oxygen vacancies reduces the saturation 

magnetization relative to that of the as-grown and 500 °C Ar annealed samples. The observed 

magnetization is therefore consistent with that among the different charge states of oxygen vacancies 

(neutral, singly-charged, and doubly-charged vacancies),
283–285

 the singly-charged and doubly-charged 

oxygen vacancies contribute more to magnetization, in contrast to the cancellation of paired electron 

spins in the neutral oxygen vacancies.
283,286

  

We hypothesize that narrow impurity bands could form below the conduction band minimum 

as a result of the overlap and hybridization of the defect states associated with these oxygen 

vacancies.
275

 In ZrO2, formation of a singly-charged oxygen vacancy would therefore result in one 

electron in the singly-charged oxygen vacancy site, with the other electron in the corresponding Zr 

atom leading to a Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ion. In such a system, either the singly-charged oxygen vacancy or the 

Zr
3+

 (4d
1
) ion with one unpaired electron can effectively behave as a localized electron, similar to the 

unpaired d electrons of a dopant in doped-TDFSOs as proposed in earlier models. When these 

localized electrons are coupled with the conduction band electrons, the conduction band electrons 

became spin-polarized around the localized spins. Given that the stronger form of ferromagnetism 

usually requires localized rather than itinerant electrons, we expect ferromagnetic exchange 

interactions between the singly-charged oxygen vacancy electron and the 4d
1 
electron because the 

spins of all the carriers could assume the same direction. The parallel orientation of both localized 

spins therefore leads to the formation of a bound magnetic polaron at or near the defect site (Figure 

5.12a), which causes both the conduction band and impurity band to split apart into a spin-up and a 

spin-down bands due to the difference in potential energies for the spin-up and spin-down electrons.  

Since the Fermi level is identical to both spin-up and spin-down bands, there is a small surplus of the 

type of spin in the resulting lower band (Figure 5.12b). This is in contrast to defect-free TDFSOs, in 

which an equal amount of spin-up and spin-down electrons would give rise to paramagnetic response 

(Figure 5.12b).
132

 Likewise, a doubly-charged oxygen vacancy would result in the relocation of these 

electrons to two nearest neighbouring Zr atoms, leading to formation of two Zr
3+

 (d
1
) ions. The 

exchange interactions of these two d-electrons with each other and with the free carriers (electrons) 

could also lead to bound magnetron polaron formation and splitting of energy levels of the impurity 
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band around the vacancy defect. On the other hand, the anti-parallel electron spins of the neutral 

oxygen vacancies could only mediate weak antiferromagnetic exchange interactions due to 

cancellation of the paired electron spins. However,  due to the quantum confinement effect in low-

dimensional nanostructures, the neutral oxygen vacancies that have a triplet ground state or a low-

lying triplet excited state could overlap to form a narrow impurity band and can be polarized by 

exchange with empty Zr 4d states.
287

 This is not supported by our XPS and magnetization data of the 

600 °C Ar-annealed nanowire sample, which show that contribution from the neutral oxygen 

vacancies to the total ferromagnetism is negligibly small.  

The mixing of the impurity band with the empty Zr 4d states therefore allows transfer of a 

fraction of electron density for each vacancy to the empty Zr 4d states. The localized electrons of Zr 

4d
1
 and oxygen vacancies would in turn polarize the conduction band electrons and provide the 

necessary ferromagnetic coupling.
258

 Moreover, the Curie temperature depends on the degree of 

hybridization, which corresponds to charge transfer from a donor-derived impurity band (oxygen 

vacancy) to the unoccupied d states at the Fermi level.
258

 The variation of the donor concentrations, 

i.e., compositions of the oxygen vacancy defects in the present case, could therefore change the Tc of 

the nanostructures. The higher TC observed for the ZrO2 nanowires, relative to those of nanobricks, 

nanopopcorns, and nanospikes, could therefore be attributed to the higher concentrations of singly-

charged and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies in the nanowires. 
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Figure 5.12 (a) Formation of bound magnetic polarons (marked by light green circles) by singly-

charged and doubly-charged oxygen vacancies. The Zr
4+

 ions are marked by open white circles, while 

the Zr
3+

 ions are shown as solid white circles. In the interest of clarity, oxygen atoms are not shown, 

and the oxygen vacancy sites are marked by open white squares. The neutral oxygen vacancy site is 

highlighted by open dashed circle. The arrows indicate the direction of the spins. (b) Schematic 

representations of the proposed defect-induced bound polaron model for ferromagnetism in undoped 

ZrO2 nanostructures containing oxygen vacancies and mixed-valence of Zr ions.  This mechanism 

involves formation of an impurity band and its overlapping with Zr 4d states leading to ferromagnetic 

exchange coupling. 

 

Our proposed model, as depicted in Figure 5.12, can be generally applicable to a wide range 

of undoped TDFSOs. The concept of impurity band formation and its hybridization with empty d 

states in undoped oxides suggests that magnetic ordering in semiconductor oxides could in principle 

be achieved by using different types of anion vacancy defects in the host lattice. In a separate study, 

we have indeed observed similar morphology and defect-dependent ferromagnetism in defect-rich, 

dopant-free TiO2 nanostructures. For example, the magnetization in TiO2 nanostructures is found to 

increase with increasing amounts and relevant types of oxygen vacancy defects within the 

nanostructures: nanobricks < nanobelts < corrugated nanowires < straight nanowires < decorated 

nanowires (not shown). These results therefore provide new insight to better mechanistic 

understanding of ferromagnetism in undoped TDFSOs and they also present viable opportunities for 

future applications of this new class of defect-rich nanomaterials in spin-based technologies. For 

examples, the present dopant-free, defect-rich ZrO2 nanostructured films could be used to build more 

efficient spin transistors
288

 and spin-based logic circuits
289

 that could operate well above room 

temperature by taking advantage of their high saturated magnetization and high Tc capabilities. The 

high optical absorption property of these defect-rich nanomaterials also promises more efficient solar-
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driven spin devices,
290

 in which the generation of spin currents by visible sunlight opens new door to 

solar-driven magneto-electronics.  

5.4 Conclusion 

In summary, we have synthesized a variety of undoped ZrO2 nanostructures, including 

nanobricks, nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires, by catalyst-assisted PLD method.  The use of 

a high vacuum system and precise control of the growth temperature and environment have enabled 

us to produce, for the first time, defect-rich, dopant-free nanostructured films with different 

compositions of oxygen vacancy defects. We further demonstrate that the growth mode (vapour-solid 

vs VLS) and the amounts and types of defects in these nanostructures critically depend on the growth 

temperature. Independent of the phase of ZrO2 (tetragonal or monoclinic), these defect-rich 

nanostructured films are found to exhibit ferromagnetism with Tc considerably above room 

temperature. This is in marked contrast to previous report
5
 that only oxygen-deficient tetragonal ZrO2 

thin films could exhibit ferromagnetism. It is therefore the amounts and types of oxygen vacancy 

defects of the nanostructure that control the ferromagnetic property of ZrO2. We hypothesize a new 

defect-induced bound  polaron model for the observed high Tc ferromagnetism, in which the 

exchange interactions of singly and doubly-charged oxygen vacancy defects and reduced Zr 4d
1  

ions 

lead to the formation of bound magnetic polarons nearby the vacancy sites. The essential feature of 

this mechanism is that regardless of the phase of ZrO2, it is the specific surface area, the amounts and 

types of oxygen vacancy defects within the particular nanostructure that control the ferromagnetic 

ordering in undoped ZrO2. The proposed model is generally applicable to other undoped TDFSO 

systems, including, e.g., undoped TiO2 nanostructures, of which we have also observed similar 

morphology and defect-dependent ferromagnetism. 

A large saturation magnetization (5.9 emu/g) has been observed for the as-grown ZrO2 

nanowires even with a very small external magnetic field (2000 Oe), consistent with their high 

specific surface area and higher concentration of defects. This is especially remarkable because not 

only is the magnetization significantly greater than other ZrO2 nanomaterials reported to date, it is 

also at least an order of magnitude higher than the magnetization reported for other TDFSOs, 

including undoped TiO2 nanoporous nanoribbons (0.2 emu/g),
135

 α-MoO3 nanofibers (0.015 

emu/g),
291

 CuO-ZnO heterostructures (0.002 emu/g),
292

 2H-SiC-α-Al2O3 nanowires (0.3 emu/g), 

hexagonal CeO2 nanosheets (0.03 emu/g).
136

  Even more extraordinary is that the observed 

magnetization is considerably higher than doped TDFSOs such as Ni-doped ZnO nanorods (1.0 
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emu/g).
293

 Furthermore, our magnetization values (Table 5.5) are estimated based on the sample 

volume, with the assumption that the nanostructures are tightly packed and densely distributed over 

the entire sampling area. If we consider that the nanowires only occupy ~20% of the presumed 

sample volume (Figure 5.1e2), the saturation magnetization should be ~5 times greater, making the 

magnetization reported here (29.5 emu/g for as-grown ZrO2 nanowires and 36.5 em/g for Ar-annealed 

ZrO2 nanowires) even greater. Indeed, the packing density and the overall amount of the nanowires 

could be greatly enhanced physically by increasing the areal density of the nanowires (e.g., by 

increasing the GNI density) and/or the length of the nanowires (e.g., by increasing the deposition 

time). In marked contrast to most of the aforementioned nanowire samples reported in the literature, 

all of which required post-treatment (such as annealing in a reductive environment) or doping with 

secondary materials, the present nanowires are prepared with one distinct advantage, i.e. without the 

need for any post-synthesis modification or treatment.  The present facile synthesis process makes the 

fabrication of these defect-rich, dopant-free ZrO2 nanostructured films easily scalable. 

More importantly, as TC found for the as-grown ZrO2 nanowires (700 K) is significantly 

higher than room temperature, the nanostructured film can be readily incorporated into the fabrication 

protocol of room-temperature spin-based electronic devices that employ spins as the information 

carriers. For example, a spin transistor consisting of a conductor sandwiched between two TDFSO 

contacts is expected to be faster and more efficient than a standard field effect transistor.
294

 Similarly, 

the semiconductor lasers fed by spin-polarized currents are expected to have better mode stability and 

lower carrier currents. As ZrO2 is also chemical inert and highly biocompatible, the ferromagnetic 

ZrO2 nanostructures could potentially be used in magnetically guided anti-cancer drug delivery 

system.
295

 Furthermore, fabricating hybrid and/or core-shell nanowires with a ferroelectric material 

would enable multiferroic (simultaneous ferroelectric and magnetic ordering) tunnel junction in a 

single nanowire, which could be used as a spin filter device with potential to be controlled both 

electrically and magnetically.
296

 This can be easily accomplished by switching the targets (using a 

multi-target holder) during the growth of ZrO2 nanowires. The present approach of intentionally 

growing defect-rich, dopant-free ZrO2 nanostructures by catalyst-assisted PLD method could be 

extended to build other novel dilute ferromagnetic semiconductors that promise new spin-based 

applications. 
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Chapter 6 

Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

6.1 Summary of Contributions 

The objective of the present work is to design-and-build new materials with novel properties 

by engineering the surface morphology and the amount and composition of oxygen vacancy defects 

of the TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures for visible-light driven photoelectrochemical water splitting 

reaction and spin-electronic applications. The creation of unstable surface oxygen vacancies by post-

treatment techniques, including hydrogen thermal treatment, high-energy particle bombardment and 

thermal annealing in oxygen depletion conditions, has motivated us to search for a reliable, one-step 

method that can be used to create stable oxygen vacancies not just at the surface but also in the bulk 

of TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures. In the present work, we have shown that the one-step catalyst-

assisted pulsed laser deposition method can create highly oxygen-deficient TiO2 and ZrO2 

nanostructures that are single crystalline, and exhibit a variety of surface morphologies and oxygen 

vacancy defect compositions. The use of a high vacuum system and Ar flow, and precise control of 

the gold nanoisland size, interfacial SiO2 layer thickness and growth temperature has enabled us to 

produce nanosheets, nanobelts, nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires (corrugated, straight, TiO2 

nanocrystal-decorated, and hierarchical nanowires) of TiO2 and similar ZrO2 nanostructures with 

different oxygen vacancy defect compositions. The oxygen vacancy defects enhance the optical 

absorption and charge-transport properties by introducing additional defect states in the band 

structure, while the variation in neutral, singly charged, and doubly charged oxygen vacancies (due to 

the Madelung potential of the ionic crystal) leads to interesting magnetic properties found for these 

nanostructures. Meanwhile, the variations in the morphology of the as-grown single-crystalline 

nanostructures, together with the different oxygen vacancy defect compositions, also greatly influence 

the photoelectrochemical water splitting properties of these nanostructures. 

Briefly, laser ablation of the rutile TiO2 target at 700 °C on a pristine H-Si, RCA-Si, and Ox-

Si substrates, with the respective thicknesses of the SiO2 layers of 1, 3 and 30 nm, produces 

nanobricks, irrespective of the SiO2 layer thickness. While under the same deposition conditions, 

PLD growth on GNI/H-Si, GNI/RCA-Si, and GNI/Ox-Si templates produces nanoflakes, nanowires 

and nanobelts, respectively.  In contrast to nanobricks, the growth of nanoflakes and nanowires on 

substrates with GNIs suggests that GNIs act as the nucleation sites and lower the surface energies of 
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crystal growth planes, which consequently enhance the adsorption rate of gaseous species and 

promote the growth of nanostructures different than the nanobricks. The absence of Au on top of the 

nanoflake suggests that, Au remains mostly at the interface due to the thinner SiO2 layer of the H-Si 

template and to the formation of Au-silicide, which leads to a vapour-solid growth process for these 

nanoflakes. The presence of gold at the tip of nanowires and nanobelts suggests that the GNIs are 

detached from the thicker SiO2 layers on the substrate, indicating a VLS growth mechanism for 

nanowires and nanobelts. The growth of nanobelt structures on the GNI/Ox-Si template, nanoflake on 

GNI/H-Si, and nanowires on GNI/RCA-Si has therefore been attributed to the different SiO2 layer 

thickness, surface roughness, and different heat-transfer efficiency that, ultimately affects the surface 

mobility, nucleation sites, and supersaturation rate of TiO2.  

We further demonstrate the effect of deposition temperature on the TiO2 nanostructure 

growth. For all three templates, deposition at 675 °C produces tapered corrugated nanowires with 

stacking faults distributed along the growth direction. On the other hand, deposition at 720°C on 

GNI/H-Si produces pebble-like particles, due to the complete consumption of the thin SiO2 layer (~1 

nm) via silicide formation,
190

 while the deposition at the same temperature on GNI/RCA-Si and 

GNI/Ox-Si templates leads to tapered nanowires also decorated with TiO2 nanocrystallites on the 

surface, in marked contrast to the straight nanowires with smooth surfaces found on GNI/RCA-Si at 

700°C. Similar to GNI/H-Si at 700 °C and 720 °C,  deposition at a higher temperature on GNI/RCA-

Si produces nanoflakes and pebble-like particles at 750°C and 770°C, respectively, likely due to the 

gradual consumption of thin SiO2 layer (3 nm) via the interfacial reaction. For GNI/Ox-Si template, 

nanowires decorated with larger nanocrystallites are observed at 750°C or higher temperature, in 

contrast to the GNI/RCA-Si templates. These results suggest that a minimum SiO2 layer thickness of 

3 nm (as formed on the RCA-Si substrate) is necessary for enabling VLS nanostructure growth in the 

PLD method. The growth of these nanowires therefore occurs by both vapour-solid and VLS 

mechanisms as the catalyst state changes from a solid state to a liquid state through the temperature 

range. While both vapour-solid and VLS growth could occur concurrently, VLS growth predominates 

at the higher growth temperature and the slower vapour-solid growth at a particular growth 

temperature could perturb and thus introduce variations into the general morphology of the 

nanowires.  

The fitted O 1s intensity ratios for TiOx/TiO2 and SiOx/SiO2 of the nanowires prepared on the 

GNI/RCA-Si template follow the ordering: decorated nanowires (720°C) > straight nanowires 
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(700°C) > corrugated nanowires (675°C), in close correlation with the growth temperature. The 

different amounts of oxygen vacancies of the as-grown nanostructured films also cause their colours 

to change from lighter blue for nanobelts to deep blue for straight nanowires and then greyish black 

for decorated nanowires. The slight deviation from perfect stoichiometry could result in a significant 

change in the electrical and photoelectrochemical property of the TiO2 nanostructured films. The 

charge transfer resistances increase in the following ordering: decorated nanowires < straight 

nanowires < corrugated nanowires < nanobelts. The photocurrent density measured at 0.5 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl) for the decorated nanowires (1.5 mA/cm
2
) is found to be 8.3, 6.0, 2.5, and 1.6 times those 

of nanobelts (0.18 mA/cm
2
), nanobricks (0.25 mA/cm

2
), straight nanowires (0.6 mA/cm

2
), and 

corrugated nanowires (0.94 mA/cm
2
), respectively. The decorated nanowires provide one of the best 

photoelectrochemical performances among the TiO2 nanostructures reported to date. Even more 

remarkable is that the photocurrent density of the decorated nanowires is reduced slightly from 1.5 

mA/cm
2
 to 1.4 mA/cm

2
 when a long-pass filter is coupled with the AM 1.5G filter, which is 87% of 

the overall photocurrent. The higher photocurrent density of the decorated TiO2 nanowires can be 

attributed to the dense mat of nanowires with densely packed TiO2 nanocrystallites at the outer 

surface, which offer excellent light-trapping characteristics, a large contact area with the electrolyte, 

and a highly conductive pathway for charge carrier collection. At the same time, the presence of a 

large number of oxygen vacancy defects in these nanocrystallites provides superior 

photoelectrochemical performance in the visible region.  

In the present work, we also explore the catalyst-assisted PLD growth for defect-rich ZrO2 

nanostructures. The variation of the GNI catalyst size allows us to prepare oxygen vacancy-rich ZrO2 

regular nanowires, hierarchical nanowires, and octopi-like hierarchical nanowires. We further 

demonstrate that the size of the nanoplates of hierarchical nanowires can be easily manipulated by 

controlling the GNIs catalyst size. In our proposed growth mechanism for these novel nanoplate-

decorated 1D nanostructures, the initial gold nanoisland formation on the Ox-Si substrate provides the 

essential catalysts for VLS growth. At the start of the VLS growth, a ZrO2 nanowire trunk pushes up 

and detaches a GNI from the Ox-Si substrate. As the VLS growth continues, a fraction of the Au 

atoms are evaporated from the bulk Au catalyst at the tip of the nanowire trunk, and they get re-

adsorbed on the surface of nanowire trunk. These readsorbed Au atoms then become additional 

nucleation sites, enhance the absorption rate of incoming ZrO2 vapours, and promote ZrO2 nanoplate 

formation. The longer exposure of the base to the incoming vapour compared to the tip results in 
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larger nanoplates at the base and smaller nanoplates at the tip of the nanowire trunk, thus accounting 

for the observed tapered shape of the hierarchical nanowire structure.  

Taking advantage of the significantly larger specific surface area and oxygen vacancy defect 

composition of the hierarchical nanowires, compared to the regular ZrO2 nanowires, we employ these 

hierarchical nanowires as photoelectrode material for photoelectrochemical water splitting reaction. 

With their enhanced UV-Vis absorbance and large surface area, we obtain a photocurrent density of 

6.0 mA/cm
2
, which is 2.5 times higher than that of regular nanowires (2.4 mA/cm

2
). To further 

improve the photoelectrochemical performance, we perform a simple post treatment by dipping them 

in dilute hydrofluoric acid, in order to improve the contact between ZrO2 nanostructured film and the 

Si substrate by partially removing the interfacial SiO2 layer. The photocurrent density of the partially 

delaminated hierarchical nanowires, obtained after the HF treatment, is found to increase significantly 

to 29.4 mA/cm
2
, i.e. nearly five-fold that of the as-grown hierarchical nanowires (6.0 mA/cm

2
). This 

is the highest photocurrent among all the transparent conductive oxide nanostructures ever reported to 

date. The lower activity of the as-grown nanostructured film, compared to the partially delaminated 

nanostructured film, could be attributed to the thicker SiO2 buffer layer of the GNI/Ox-Si template, 

which impedes the direct transfer of photogenerated carriers from the ZrO2 film to the Si substrate 

(and onto the Pt counter electrode). On the other hand, the higher photocatalytic activity of the 

hierarchical nanowires, compared to the regular nanowires, is attributed to the higher oxygen vacancy 

defects and densely packed nanoplates (3-6 nm thick) along individual nanowire trunks, which 

provide lower charge-transport resistances and significantly higher surface area for the 

photoelectrochemical reaction.  

The variation of the PLD growth temperature also produces different ZrO2 nanostructures 

with different amounts and compositions of oxygen vacancy defects. For example, PLD growth on 

the 15 ± 5 nm GNI/Ox-Si template at 550 °C, 650 °C and 770 °C produces ZrO2 nanopopcorns, 

nanospikes, and nanowires, respectively. In the absence of the GNI catalysts, nanobrick film is 

observed. As with TiO2, we therefore expect both vapour-solid and VLS growth mechanisms are 

operative for the nanospike and nanowire growth, while the nanopopcorn structures are evidently 

formed via the vapour-solid mechanism only.  

Glancing-incidence X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy reveal that the 

PLD-grown ZrO2 nanopopcorns, nanospikes, and nanowires are predominantly monoclinic, while the 

nanobricks among these nanostructures (similar to those that make up the nanobrick film) are 
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predominantly tetragonal ZrO2. The room-temperature magnetization versus magnetic field curves of 

the nanostructured films containing more monoclinic phase exhibit larger saturation magnetization. 

The saturation magnetization measured at 2000 Oe for the nanowires (5.9 emu/g) is found to be 2.0, 

4.9, and 9.8 times those of nanospikes (2.9 emu/g), nanopopcorns (1.2 emu/g), and nanobricks (0.6 

emu/g), respectively. This is a significant result, because in marked contrast to the previously reported 

ZrO2 planar thin films, of which the observed ferromagnetic behaviour was found to reduce with 

increased amount of the monoclinic phase, we observe increase in ferromagnetism with increase of 

the monoclinic phase in the ZrO2 nanostructures here. The observed saturation magnetization of 

nanowires (5.9 emu/g) is not only greater than other ZrO2 nanomaterials reported to date, but also at 

least an order of magnitude higher than the undoped TiO2 nanoporous nanoribbons (0.2 emu/g),
135

 α-

MoO3 nanofibers (0.015 emu/g),
291

 CuO-ZnO heterostructures (0.002 emu/g),
292

 2H-SiC-α-Al2O3 

nanowires (0.3 emu/g), hexagonal CeO2 nanosheets (0.03 emu/g),
136

  and Ni-doped ZnO nanorods 

(1.0 emu/g).
293

 

We further demonstrate that the origin of the ferromagnetism in undoped ZrO2 nanostructure 

can be attributed to oxygen vacancy composition defects. The presence of different types of oxygen 

vacancies (neutral, singly charged and doubly charged defects) and their correlation to the Zr
x+ 

oxidation states (4>x>1) are found to affect the exchange interactions and the corresponding 

magnetization. More importantly, Tc considerably above room temperature is also observed for these 

nanostructures: 700 K for nanowires, 650 K for nanospikes, 550 K for nanopopcorns, and 400 K for 

nanobricks. We hypothesize a new defect-induced bound polaron model for the observed high Tc 

ferromagnetism, in which the exchange interactions of singly charged and doubly charged oxygen 

vacancy defects and the reduced Zr 4d
1  

ions lead to the formation of bound magnetic polarons around 

the vacancy sites. The essential feature of this mechanism is that regardless of the phase of ZrO2, it is 

the specific surface area, the amounts and types of oxygen vacancy defects within the nanostructure 

that control the ferromagnetic ordering in these ZrO2 nanostructure. 

6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

The growth of defect-rich 1D TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures with different morphology and 

composition of oxygen vacancy defects by one-step catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition method 

has opened up new prospects of fabricating other defect-rich transparent conductive oxide 

semiconductor nanostructures by fully exploiting the deposition parameters. The present catalyst-

assisted pulsed laser deposition technique is also not limited to the synthesis of just transparent 
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conductive oxide semiconductor nanostructures, and it can indeed be used to produce nanostructures 

of other materials, including group IV, group II-VI, and group III-V semiconductors. The random 

growth orientation of the nanowires obtained in the present growth technique is due to the amorphous 

nature of the interfacial SiO2 layer, and this can be improved by epitaxial growth on lattice-matched 

single-crystal substrate. For example, single-crystalline LaAl2O3 and SrTiO3 substrate can be used for 

epitaxial growth of TiO2 nanowires while Al2O3 and MgO for ZrO2. The vertically aligned 1D 

nanostructures so produced could maximize the optical absorption. As the photoelectrochemical 

performance and magnetic properties are mostly normalized on the area of the sample, the increase in 

the areal density of the nanowires could further improve the overall performance for the same sample. 

This could be done easily by increasing the density of the gold nanoislands by manipulating the gold 

film thickness and nanoisland formation temperature. 

The other exciting opportunity that emerges from this catalyst-assisted pulsed laser deposition 

approach is the capability for doping the target material with the desirable carrier donors/acceptors 

(scandium/vanadium, or yttrium/niobium), optically active dopants (Pt, Ag), and dopants with special 

properties, which can be used as a means to introduce different and/or hybrid properties into these 

one-dimensional nanostructures. Another important future project is the fabrication of 

heterostructures by switching between multiple targets during the deposition, upon due consideration 

of lattice matching and the prospect of VLS growth of a selected phase by using Au or other catalysts.  

Fabrication of p-n junctions in a single nanowire is one of these exciting objectives in the synthesis of 

heterostructures, which would allow greater flexibilities in device design for applications such as the 

photocatalytic, photovoltaic,
297

 tunneling field-effect-transistors,
298

 and spin transistors.
299

. Both radial 

and longitudinal heterostructures can be deposited using this method. In combination with the variety 

of available n-type oxides, oxides with intrinsic or p-type doped carriers will be of special interest for 

the synthesis of p-n junctions. Among the p-type oxide semiconductors, ZrO2 will be especially 

interesting because of the compositional similarities between the ZrO2 and TiO2 (the latter being an n-

type oxide). Indeed, the present work has positioned us to attempt building such a radial 

nanostructured p-n junction device involving ZrO2 and TiO2. Other p-type oxides including NiO, 

Fe2O3, Cu2O or ternary oxides can also be attempted. Enhanced photoactivity can be expected from 

these p-n junction nanowires, due to the extended light absorption and the effective separation of the 

photogenerated charge carriers driven by the photoinduced potential difference generated at the p-n 

junction interface. More importantly, by decorating the nanowire surface with a second catalyst, 

including noble metals (silver, gold or platinum), it may be possible to grow secondary nanowires at 
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the outer surface of the core nanowire. The creation of secondary nanowires of the same or different 

oxides might open new opportunities for the development of multifunctional one-dimensional 

nanostructures for a wide variety of applications. 

In addition to the present focus on photoelectrochemical water splitting reactions and dilute 

ferromagnetism, future work is needed to explore the use of defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructures 

for other optoelectronic and sensing applications. The exceptional stability against photocorrosion 

upon optical excitation, the high thermal and chemical stability, and the low charge-transport 

resistances of defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 photoelectrodes could offer potential solution to reducing the 

efficiency decay problem in solar batteries. In addition, the current problem of spin-based devices
299

 

is the requirement for low operational temperature, due to the low Tc of group III-V and II-VI 

semiconductors (<200 K), and to the low spin-injection efficiencies caused by the precipitation and 

migration of dopants from the host layer to the adjacent layers in a multilayer device (during the 

operation of the device).
261

 By taking advantage of the high saturated magnetization and high Tc 

capabilities of the present dopant-free, defect-rich TiO2 and ZrO2 nanostructured films, it may also be 

possible to build more efficient spin transistors and spin-based logic circuits that could operate well 

above the room temperature. Finally, an exciting emerging area is solar spin devices, where the 

generation of spin currents by light opens the door to the integration of electronics and optics.
290

 This 

new approach to convert light of arbitrary polarization into spin current would allow an additional 

degree of freedom in spin transistors and spin-based logic circuits.  
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